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BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PROPOSALS.

PORTLAND

PUBLISHING

CO.

PRITCHARD,

F.

B.

Exchasue St., Poktlabd.
Tkbmb: Eight Dollars a Year In advance.
To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year If paid in ad-

Real Estate and Fire Insurance Broker,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
if
year,
paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

Mortgages and loans negotiated. $25,000 wanted
to invest in first-class mortgagee. All business intrusted to me will be promptly attended to. Office—
Farrington Block Congress St., Portland, Me.
io3
eodtf

vance.

is

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$1 50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
ingHalt
square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements** and “Auction
Salks,*’ $2.00 per square per week; threo insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce nts per square for each Bubsequentvmsortion.
Address all communications to
PORI LAND PUBLISHING CO.

"MATT
Constable

Portland,

AMD

Cumberland County,

81 1-11 KXGHANCE

STKKET.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

jan8

C_

TWO NIGHTS and MATINEE,
SEP. 2Cth AND 21st.
“IOU

RICE’S

areInvited.”

Fearing &

AND

—AITD

—

WIRE

—

STANDARD

PERKINS,
Musical Director.

Boston.
eod3m

augl7

BUILDERS.
The undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name

Fltteo cfo Douglity
business

on

on FRIDAY EVE and
MATINEE, in Rice & Goodwin’s
popular Musical Extravaganza,
EVANGELINE!
On SATURDAY EVE In the Great Musical Succes?,
Messrs. Rice & Child’s New and Delightful

Extravaganza,
HIAWATHA,

ORIGINAL MUSIC.
BRILLIANT COSTUMES.
AND POWERFUL CAST.
Seats now on sale at Music Hall. Night Prices:
Reserved seats, 75 cts.; Admision 50 and 35 cts.

sepl6dlw

n_l

l

mi. ugsgii i

H.
G.

March 11th, 1878.

H. PITTEE.
WM. DOUGHTY.

*marlldly

ESTABLISHED

I860.

RANDAL H. FOOTE,

BANKER,

Broadway New York.
been for twelve years a member of New
York Stock Exchange and Vice-President of
Gold Board, the highest character and experience is
guaranteed. Stocks, Gold, aud Bonds, also Stock
contracts, suGh as “straddles,” “puts,” aud “calls,”
on large or small amounts, bought and sold on regular commissions and moderate margins.
Pamphlet
entitled “Wall Street,” aud stock tables containing
valuable information, mailed on receipt ot lCc.
au26
eodly

HAVING

PREBLE

DAVIS,

FORUERLI LEAVITT A DA VIM,

Excursion Tickets good until Oct.

1st, 1878,

at

NOW WITH M. 0.

PALMER,

Street, Portland,

230 Middle

$5.00 for Round Trip

Solicits the patronage of their old customers aud
se2dtt
others iu want of Boots aud Shoes.

Maine Central R. R. and Str. from Rockland at 6.15
TUESDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY.
Returning leave Mt. Desert via Str. Clias. Houghton and rail from Rockland MONDAY, WEDNESDAY nd FRIDAY, at f> a. m.
Via Str. Lewiston
on MONDA Y and THURSDAY at 10 a. in.
Tickets good to go by one route and return by
either. Tickets via Maine Central R. R. for sale at
the Depot.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY,
G. T. A., P. B. & M. S. B. CO., R. R. Wharf,
and of
F. A. BOOTH B Y,
G. T. A,, Maine Central R. R.
dtoctl
scpl2

Residence

Buxton and Hollis Agricultural
Association

Agent for the Pettengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wairanted to give satisfaction.

a. m.

STEPHEN

BERRY,

Book, Job and Card
No. 3T PLUM

Printer,

STREET.

Mason and Builder,
227

Street,

Congress

JAMES CUNNINGHAM.

will bold their Third Annual

Portland, April 23,1878.

SHOW A*l> FAIR
At tlie Old Berry Hotel, Buxton,

JOHN O.

October 1*1, Ad anil 3d.
bc3w4w3G
deodfsel7to3

apr24tnovl

No.

13, FEnent’s Block,

PORTE AND,

jyl5

HE.

dtf

Excursion Tickets

EDUCATIONAL.

TO

Miss ABBY H. JOHNSON,

Dredging and Removing sunken
Ledgei at the “Dm” opposite Rath,
in Rack River, Maine.

Far

will be

received at the office of
PROPOSALS
undersigned in Portland, Maine, until 3 o’clock
the 28th

the

Saturday,

instant, for about
12,000 cubic yards of Dredging, and for tho removal of about 200 cubic yards of sunken Ledges.
Specifications and further information will be furnished to bidders on their applying to the undersigned at his office in No. 453£ Congress Street, Portland,
m.

p.

on

Me.

Proposals accompanied by the requisite

guaranty,

must be made in duplicate, on printed forms, which
will be furnished on application at this office; and,
when transmitted, they must be so indorsed on the
sealed envelope as to indicate before being opened,
the particular work bid for.
The undersigned reserves the right to reject all bids
which in his opinion are not reasonable; also the Did
of any person known to the Department as a “failing contractor,” or of any other person who in his
belief will not faithfully, satisfactorily and prompt-

ly perform the contract.

GEO. THOM.
S. Engineer’s Office,
I Lieut. Col. ot Engineers,
Portland, Me, Sep. 12, 1878. Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.
U.

sel6
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BLACK GOODS.
4S-inch MATELASSES iu new
patterns.
BOMBAZINES. IMPERIAL
SERGES, HENRIETTA CLOTHS,
NUN’S
CLOTH.
ALL WOOL CRAPE CLOTH.
BLACK CAMEL’S HAIR DRESS
GOODS.
BLACK CASHMERES in ALL
WIDTHS and PRICES, which we
can recommend and WARRANT
to be the BEST makes now used.

Great

Bargain?
—

Assisted by Miss MARY E. BLAIR, will reopen her
School for Young Ladies at IOO Charles Street,
Host on, September 25, 1878.
je21eod3m

PORTLAND

VIA

Boston & Maine B. B.
AND

STEAMER MT. WASHINGTON
for Bale at Portland, Saco, Biddeford and Ivcunouuuk ai

ACADEMY.

CHAMBER SETS
PARLOR

A

$1.50 !
FOR THK BOUND TRIP. Tickets good
from Sept. 12th to 30th inclusive.
Passengers by taking the 8.45 a. m. train from
Portland connect with Steamer Mt. Washington at
Alton Bay at 11.45 a. m„ and arrive at Centre Harbor at 1.45 p. m. Returning, leave Centre Harbor at
2 p. m., arriving at Alton Bay at 4.15 p. m. after a
sail of €0 miles over the beautiful Lake Winnipisseogee. arriving at Portland at 8 p. m
63?*Excellent dinner can be procured on tbe
steamer.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
sel3dt30

We shall offer this week our entire stock of Furniture at prices that canrot fail to guarantee a ready
sale. We have one of the largest and best stocks of
Furniture in New England.

G.A.Whitney&Co.,
FURNITURE, BEDDING, ML, &C.,

IfB AND VELVETEENS!

46

variety.

ONE CASE of COLORED VELVETS, comprising all the new
shades suitable for Trimmiug
of
Dresses.
Also a
fine
line
BLACK VELVETS.

Department!

We have the nest assortment of
WOOLENS lor Men’s and Boys’
wear ol any retail house iu the

city.

Haunfacturers of and Dealers in

Exchange St.

6617

dim

Upright Pianos,
and downright

good ones.
bracing the

ST. PAUL’S COLLEGE,
MAINE, for young men, and boyB
over 10 years of age.
l'bc first year begins
Sept. 23d, 1878. For circulars, term s &c. address
MISS MARTHA A. SHARP,
sep9dtf
Portland, Maine.

PORTLAND,

L1JDWIO TRIEST,
PROFESSOR OF LANGUAGES,
Graduate ol a German University,

GERMAN.

GREEK,
HOTEL.

FAIdtlOUTn
selO

d6m

Otis

School,

Place

BO STON•
SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examinations for Women.
A pleasant homo under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
$300 per year. Address the Principal,

A

IS THE

Most Nutritious Restorative known
Supplies Deficiency of Nerve
Nutriment, Imparting

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN
References—Rev. F. II. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl

d&weowly*

Dr. Hauvcur’*,

or the Hpeaking System of
Learning Language*.

A Not<',-«• if-11 Cura in all forms of y.rvou.
IMiilit}. Hroh.n Itown Constitution.,

Vertigo, Heart Affections, Nervous Dyspepsia,
Weakness of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary
Organs, Impotency, Barrenness, Female Weakness, Arresting lonaea from the System,
and Restoring Full Vigor and Manhood.
$1.50 and $3.00 per Bottle. Sold by Firstclass Druggists. Send for Pamphlet.
598 and 621 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.
15r. Scott's Celebrated

LIVER, LOU, HEART, KIBHY,
And RHEUMATIC PLASTER.
Best in the World. Tnr IT., Prico 25 cents.
Sold by Druggists.

GEO, C. GOODWIN & CO., SEN, ABTS., BOSTON
eod&wly

MISS

SKIRTING FLANNELS.
We have ONE LOT ol CHECK
SHIRTING FLANNELS which we
offer for 10 cents per yard, worth
30 cents.

ALL GRADES in WHITE FLANan elegant lot of EMBROIDERED
WHITE
FLANNELS. such as arc used for Inlanes7 skirts, etc.

122 State
sepl7-2w

Street,

After

Shaw]

Department!

and
CASHSQUARE
MERE, STRIPES and BROLHE
SHAWLS, WOOLEN SHAWLS in
long and square, HI MALAYAN
and VELVET SHAWLS. BLACK
THIBET SHAWLS in long and
square, and Plain Black WOOLEN SHAWLS.
LONG

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT J
We have constantly on hand a
full
line of
BLEACHED
and
BROWN COTTONS in ail widths,
which we offer
at the lowest
prices. Aiso a complete stock of
HOUSEKEEPING GOODS, such
as TABLE DAMASKS, NAPKINS,

TOWELS, QUILTS, BLANKETS,

Ac,

We respectfully invite the attention of purchasers to the above
list, and would solicit a continuance of their patronage.

Hitt, CiamMiii k Little,

ical Studies

COLOORD,

dlw

eels

dtf
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A SPLENDID ARTICLE, •»Made from pure 1uice of apples. Celebrated for ts
purity, strength bjoA flavor. \Y arranted to keep pickles.
Housekeepers wishing an absolutely pvvt vinegar
should not tail to try this. For Sale by all Grocers.
K. £4. FRIHSKAG Jfc «0.. Chicago.

_Jyl8d3m

COAL.
MOOSFA & ME AMS,

Piano.”

They received the highest award of New England
Fair. 1877, and Maine State Fair, 1876. Endorsed by
first citizens.
Prices to salt the Economists,
mi

_j_

JL Illusion.

3 Free stree

Block, Portland.
JylGdtf_
W. II. PJSMKELL,

Engineer of

Heating

and Ventilation,

Meharg Steam Trap, Lydie Steam Boiler.
FRIEDMAN’S

INJECTORS,

KNOWLES’ STEAM

PUMPS,

and dealer in

STEAM, GAS AM) WATER PIPE,
BRASS AND IRON

FITTINGS,

PLUMBERS

GrOOJDS,
RUBBER PACKING, HEMP PACKING,
ASBESTOS PACKING,

STEAM RADIATORS,
Force Pomp., Deep Well Pomps, Cistern
Pumps, Drive Well Poiau,
Heating by Hot Water or Steam, High or Low Pres-

Plumbing

and Gas

Fitting.

Personal attention given to work in town or counau20d3m
try. Estimates Free.

Cleaned and Warranted,Jlor
“
“
Mainsprings
“
“
Case springs

$1.00

1,001
,75

at

New York Boots.

psite Preble House, 4B2 Congress SL
eodtf
1

au28

Aug. as, 1878.

Banister & Tiehenor’s Newark

Boots,

for men,

WOODMANSEE & GARSIDE’S
Ladies* hand sewed, and several other superior manufactures for men, women and children, togetbei
with a largo stock of medium and

Th- most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Goal is at
RANDALL,
&
MCALLISTER’S
new ofllce, No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Ofllce.
dtt
ocl9_

H. H. HAY & CO.

of obtaining pure

aug27

sold to Dr. G. E. DOW, my Dental
oliice ami good will, I clieerefully recommend
him to all my former patrons as a competent person
to fill the position I have
occupied in Portland lor
tfcc past fifteen years.

Health

Lift

237 middle

Rooms,
Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
J. H. GAUBERT,
ja22dtf

PROPRIETOR*

DK.A.J, LOCKE,
eepl3eodtf

II.

G.

PALMER.
dtf

aug30
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undersigned having increased their stock
HAVING
to furnish customers with pure milk
THEprepared
at 6
delivered iu any part of the
GLIDDEN & LIBBY,
Woodford’s Corner, Deerlng, Me.
dim

a

price.

499

1-2 f'ovgresi

EMIM IUMM,

ROOK

(FORMERLY JOHNSON'S.)
This popular saloon having been
refllted and painted, is again open
to the public.
The present proprietors will endeavor to merit tin
liberal pairouagc heretoiore be'
stowed and propose to increase ib

by generally reducing
Stock aijd Stand for Sale. popularity
the cost ot lood, w hile tally main'
subscriber wishing to make change in busTHEiness
otters his stock and stand situated in No.
a

Yarmouth, Me.,

near “Walnut Hill.”
The stock
consists ol the usual variety kept in country stores.
For farther particulars enquire of CHAS.

McLAUGHLIN & co., 84;Commercial St., Portland
pr the subscriber on the remises.
mylO-eodti&w
I. s. STANWQQD.

taiuitig the quality
40

uiarS

and

EXCUANWE

quantity.

STKEET.

~~H

SALE
81

E S.

OWS,

BOORS &

•Evkitv regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Cord certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

BULGY.

READ !

COE,
Tlio

ITattor,

197 Middle Street.
cMt

sel7

B-U-T-T-O-N-S.
1 VtAOr fa Pall flip aHonimn rtf' nil intarnstn/l
new

tn

mrr

button

This Button supplies a want that has long been
felt in every Tailoring establishment throughout the
country, i.e., a Button that will not pull out at the
eye. The shank of this button fs ot metal instead of
canvas and once it is sewed on can not be pulled off.
Every Button stamped “Fernald’s Patent. For salo
by all Wholesalers.

A. 8.

FJERjHALiiit,

237 Middle
sepl2

St.,

Merchant Tailor.
dtf

398 CONGRESS ST.
is

where

a

aprll

selling at the

VERY LOWEST PRICES.

S

[ k MERRILL.

JySO

dtf

“TEE 3EO
DUIiOHT,”
For Singing Schools and Choirs,
BY JURSHALL AND 1IODGE8.
Mr. Marshall has from long experience as Choir
(at Tremont Temple. Boston,) established an
enviable reputation. Assisted by Mr. Hodges, “The
Dulcet,” just published proves they know the wants
of the people lor Church music. “The Dulcet” contains choice gems in great variety, being the most
progressive and practical book published. PRICE
810 50 PER DOZEN. For sale by
master

nmn. r

ct

dadti

money

dim

Book Store

IN THE WORLD,
Still open in Portland, at No. 119 Exchange St.
Great reductions in prices! New books at cost!
Shop worn books for almost nothing! Open day and
evening. Old books and magazines bought, sold or
exchanged. Old Bibles taken in exchange lor new
ones. Call at store lor Catalogue.
ALBERT COLB IT & SONS'
Publishers and Booksellers.

MRS. DR. WELCH,

CHIROPODIST !

in‘the country, will open Rooms again at the
ADAM* HOUSE, for a tew weeksAll diseases of the teet successfully treated.
Parties treated at their residences without extra charge.
Out of town until Oct. let.
eodtflm*
au23

‘‘THE KITCHEN,”

Choice Flowers
For Parties and Funerals at lowest rates.

HAND.

WM. MORTON A NON.
159 Exchange Ml
Greenhouses at Alton’s Comer, D ring. my28tf

loaned?

Mortgages Negotiated and Insur-

ance Secured. 810,000 TO LOAN.
w. H. WALDRON,
Apply to
Office ISO Middle St., tip Stain.
au20
di&wtt
_

a nin

STREET.

tf

dangerous temper,

as

just exhibited,

to

gain

foothold in Massachusetts and to flaunt in
the face of the country the certificate of regularity which this Commonwealth is now
asked to grant, and we shall see such a gathering peril in the heavens as no war for
slavery ever precipitated, threatening the outworks and foundations together with a common and irretrievable ruin.
Public credit
would go down before snch a storm, and
national unity and existence would follow.
A Republic that has been for a full century
the beacon light of the world for Liberty would
disappear in a darkness that would still not be
dark enough to extinguish the record of its

disgrace.”

large variety of

Hamburg
Edgings

LADY

TnE Boston Post significantly remarks
that “the hour has struck when sterner
thoughts must take possession of the public
mind, when considerations of party fealty
must be adjourned to those oi common
security, and the upheaval of the social as
well as the financial fabric by the leverage of
ambition, passion, impatience and current
suffering combined must be resisted by the
compact union of every element, every influence and every force that go to make up the
Bocial and political State. Once sufier this
a

Plants of every description very low.

STABLE,

FRANKLIN

RUFUS

dtf

Vaults Cleaned
A ND taken out at abort-notice, trom Si to S' I
A. cord or S3 a load, kv addressing
A. UBBYJ& CU, Portland, P. 0.
ngv2idlf

0

j

■■

Department

The only first-class

TO MI FORMER PATRONS.

can

Glove

Cheapest

Pure Jersey Milk.

address

■

Cashmeres,

se2

In use in tbo British and French Hospitals and
Asylums. Prescribed by Sir Henry Watson, Queen
Victoria’s physician and bv every medical gentlemanwho has tested its merits.
Consult your lamily Doctor, be will recommend it.
au26
Tins 13c, 00c, $1.00.
dim*

can

We cannot undertake to return or preserve commnnicatlons that are not need.

Wednesday, Sept. 18.

C. E. HAWES, Music Dealer,

EDWIN C. BITRT,
New York.

In aiMition to tho above I have the EXCLUSIVE
SALE of

so

city
milk

Indispensable, not necessarily for publication
a guaranty of good faith.

TURNER BROS.,

l»»

M. a. PALMER, 230 Middle Street, has a
complete line in all widths and is the Only Authorized Agent for My Ooods in tho city ol
Portland, Maine.

have for sale Coal of all the best grades for domestic
and other purposes, at the Iowcbi marUrt price,.
Also OAK, KIRCH nnd PINE WOOD
for kindling.

per quart.
at any time. Parties desirous

all cases

The Massachusetts Democrats.

are

Randolph Boynton.
WATC; IS

“The straggle is in reality for the life of property in all its forms of credit; and if a promise can be absolutely and finally discharged
by a promise there will never be performance, and so ends the fabric of credit in all its
forms and in all its results of accumulation.”

The action to be taken by the Faneuil Hall
Democrats next week is a subject not only
for curious interest but for anxious solicitude
as well.
There is no possible doubt that tho
convention will reject Butler and all his
works, or that it will declare in favor of an
Special Bargains in
honest currency based on and redeemable in
coin. That much is certainly to be expected.
Black and Colored Silks
But it is a question whether it will content
and Satins. Also
Itself with a useless protest against the course j
BLACK AND COLORED VELVETS, entered upon by the men who nominated i
Very Cheap, from SI to $3. A Full lino of Velvet- Butler at Worcester, or join hands with the
eens, All Colors. We have the finest line ol
only force, the Republican organization, that
has a reasonable chance oi defeating the motBlack
ley host gathered under the banners of the
A triangular
Lowest prices to bo found ia Portlaud.
great demagogue.
contest,
with three candidates tor Governor in the
ALL WOOL 1ERIN0ES
field, must, it would seem, materially aid
Butler. It will be like the duel in “MidshipIn the Different Shades, 40-inch wide and counting
Ten Twills, at 50 cents per yard, a very Extra Barman Easy.”
There is little doubt that, had
gain. A Large Line ot Cashmere and Fancy
not the Republican convention followed so
Wool Whawls at Low Prices.
The Pearl Shirt” sold by Us Only, is acknowledgclosely upon the disgraceful scene at Worcesed to be the Most Popular and Desirable to be
Found. It is the Best Unlaundried Shirt for the
ter, overtures, honorable alike to those who
Money in America. Mystic Rubber Goods a Spec
laity. Agency for Mme. Demorest Patterns. A full made them and those to whom they were
Line of Fall and Winter Patterns, Portfolios, What
made, tor an alliance of all the foes of ButlerTo Wear, etc., now ready.
ism would have been proffered. The opportunity was suffered to pass however. It now
remains with the straight Democrats to rise
Clapp’s
Bloclt. above party and assist their old-time opponents in defeating this new and dreaded
451
enemy which menaces both them and the
best interests of the Commonwealth.
CORNER OF ELM.
It may be thought by the Massachusetts
6CP17
dlwis
Democrats that they can hold their own men
more securely if they make a straight Democratic nomination; that a coalition with the
Republicans will drive many to the Butler standard. It might drive some, but these
would be men desirable to lose, men who will
J<)b lot 2 Button be with Butler next year if they are not this.
V
Kid and Undressed Just uowit would be bad policy to divide the
*J3«ilAlVM0
Gloves, at 50 Cents. anti-Butler forces in deference to party pride
20 Dozen Fine Kid Ganntlets in All
or prejudice.
Then too the hard-money men
Shades, Handsomely Stitched with Black of both parties must look to the future and
and White Silk, at $1 Per Pair.
Full Assortment Fall Shades in our shape their present course by the signs of the
Celebrated 4 DEItOME” 2 Button Kid at times. Indications are .many and multiply$1. Every Pair Warranted Not to Rip ing that the long-talked-of reorganization of
or Tear When First Tried On.
parties is fast coming about. The currency
question is the great issue before the country.
4N
Dozen
wenty-Five
Flne Do? SklD Walk- It is the one thing of which all men talk, in
ing Gloves With Em< which all men are interested. It does seem
broldered Backs, Very Nobby, at $1.25 that party declarations hereafter must shape
Per Pair, Usually Sold for $1.50.
themselves by it. It is this reorganization of
Adirondack Back Driving Gloves, $1.50
Per Pair. These Are the Softest and parties that Butler is attempting to force.
Most Durable Driving Glove Ever Made.
Why cannot the hard-money men of Massachusetts gratify him, and, to use the homely
phrase of the father of the Greenback moveCome and See Them. ment in Maine, “jine drives?” If not this
year they must do it next; for, unless all signs
fail, there will soon be but two political organizations in this country, a hard-money
and a soft-money party. The hard-money
party may be called Republican, the softCongress Street, Cor, Brown,
will not bear the name of Dem! money party
dtf
6epl7
ocratic. The Nationals are too confident of
their future, too proud of the great successes
they have won, to adopt the name of any other political organization.
Democrats and Republicans may come to them. They will not
go to either. But the fight, under whatever
As it would be most impossible names, will be made on the currency questo obtain space enough in City
tion, and the hard-money men will do well to
Hall to show my immense stock be getting into line.
ot HATS, CAPS, TRUNKS, TRAV.
Whatever course the leaders of the MassaFLING RAGS, dec., 1 have decided to hold a FAIR at 19? middle chusetts Democracy may resolve upon there
is good reason to believe that thousands of
Street, where can be seen the
largest stock, latest styles and aiasBacnusetts Democrats this tall will put
lowest prices.
their votes where they will do the most good,
that is throw them for Thomas Talbot.

RUBBER
HOSE,
Steam Ganges,Water Ganges,Gange Cocks

from Uncolnvillc, Me., will be
sold low by
A. D. WEURDEW,
Wo. 12 Union WUarf.'.Portand Me.
(13 m
3J22

ecu1 m

Goods,

“FERNALD’S PATENT.”

AGENT FOB

J ii uclion of Free & Middle Sis., Foil land
SELLS JOIUVSTON’S

are

Dress

our

LIME ON CONSIGNMENT. No, 189 Commercial, corLOW PRICED RELIABLE GOODS,
500 barrels Wo. 1 White Lime,
ner Center Street,
be suited for
that every customer
reasonable

July 16, 1878.

And All the Desirable Styles of

PATENT BAR ACTION.

Clacks nnd Jewelry ol all kinds renalred
very low prices.

BURT’S

143 Pearl Street.

tss& VINEGAR

“Cottage

sure.

Oct. 1st.

given to private pupils by tbs subscriber.

W.

Choice Novelties

to a

We do not read anoiiyraons letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
bat as

OF

Cabinets have the great modem improremeut, Btlings & Co.’s

OiUUUCI
SNOW
FLAKE
CLOAKINGS.
CAMEL’S
HAIR
CLOAKINGS.
FANCV and
PLAIN REPELLANTS.
LADIES’ CLOTHS in every color.

m Middle St.

Instruction in English and Class-

J.

AiV»

m_i

BROWN

will receive pupils in Trench and In German, at

<ni>

FLANNEL DEPARTMENT '‘Cabinet.
Grand,”
6-4 INDIGO BLVE FLANNELS
“Parlor Cabinet”
for Ladies’ Dresses. Also a large

FRENCH,
LATIN,

WYOMOKE

DISPLAY

Referring to the Maine election Senator
i Bayard
writes
friend in New York city,

SEPTEMBER 20.

I ill

SUITS,

AND Alili KINDS OF

ETTA A. FILES. Principal.
43 Brown Street.

THE MAPLES.
FAMILY SCHOOL for Young Ladies, Richmond Hill. Stamford, Conn. For circulars,
apply to Miss M. U. A. FESSENDEN, Principal,
eod3m
lull

15

New and beautiful styles, both
in siugle and double widths
We offer one lot ot ItlATTELASSE NOVELTIES in all the desirable colors. 48 inches wide, tor
These goods
$1.35 per yard.
would be cheap at $3.00.
Cheap DRESS GOODS in great

NELS, and

ran rerni Dfsias nepieimer va, ai kooui
No. 7, Browu’it Block, corner of tlongres*
and Brown Hired*.
The usual course of studv for pupils of both sexes,
French lessons by Prof. Masse. Elocution taught
by Mrs. Currier.
For further particulars enquire of

au3d3m

GBAUD

FRIDAY MORNING,

Congress Street,

Walnut, Ash and Pine

assortment ol

Harbor

jy!2

now
as-

CAMELS HAIR in all colors
INDIA CASHMERES in all colors
BROCADE
FIGURES, and
STRIPES, in Novelties from the
latest importations
PLAIN CASHMERES and THIBETS in colors.
The best trades
that can be found in any market.

WINSHIP, Woolen

Counsellor at Law,
Boom

Depot,

are

complete

PHiAIDB!

Portland, via Str. Lewiston, at 11.15 o’clock
TUESDAY and FRIDAY EVENING, Leave via

are

we
a

sortment; PLAIN BLACKS and
all the new shades—BROCADES,
SATIN STRIPES and ARMURE
FIGURES in BLACKS and COL*
ORS. We would call SPECIAL attention to THESE goods as being
one of the best fabrics used
for
fall and winter wear.

Leave

Centre

display

PROPOSALS

OPENING-!-

PRESS,

TURNERBROS.,

70

with its

rui

to

d5tF,3,W,Th&F

ECpl3_

Rear of Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

ever

P_a fix

prepared

Crfcu Cam,
or any portion of that amount, to be delivered at
tho Subsistence storehouse in Boston or New YorK.
One-third
to l>« delivered in the mouth of September, and tho remainder during the month ot October, 1878.
Samples of not less t han six cans must accompany
proposals. Only tho best quality of Corn will be
contracted for, and the right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.
Thoe»rn accepted will, when delivered,
be subject to rigid inspection, and the contractor required to furnish free ot cost, such number of cans
as may bo expected in sampling.
Cases to be
strapped with iron.
Bidders are invited to be present at the opening of
the bids. Proposals to be addressed to tho undersigned aud eniorsed “Proposals for Green Corn.”
CHARLES McCLURE, Capt. & C. S.

Carpenters and

as

at

SATURDAY

50 and 25 cts.

The American Silks!
Ot THESE goods

91 & 93 Commercial St,

The above artists will appear

Matinee,

CABLE

WORKS,

Builders,

MR. FREDERICK

CHAIN

In this
we offer all
the best makes in BLACK SILKS
such as we have had so large a
run on during the past summer,
and which have given such GOOD
satisfaction.

nm SILKS IN ILL MBS!

(of Liverpool, England.) Proprietors of

and will carry

SUPERB CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA.

We sire now prepared to show a
COMPLETE stock ot seasonable
and desirable Fabrics in every department of our business, namely:

ROPE

WORKS,

PARTY,

SURPRISE

—

New Bedford Cordage Co’y,
WARRINGTON

(Edward E. Rice, Proprietor,)
Introducing MISS ALICE HARRISON,
The Brilliant California Favorite
WILLIE EDOUIN,
Formerly Principal Comedian Lydia Thompson’s
Troupe, and the following
SUPERB COMPANY.
Miss Louise Searle,
Mr. W. A. Mestayer,
Ella Chapman,
Louis Harrison,
Alice Atherton,
Henry E. Dixey,
Ida Glover,
Donald Harrold,
Jennie Calif,
D. P. Stone,
Jessie Calif,
S. R. Morse,
Ella Height,
Edward Hennessey,
Kate Height,
Bridge Wheat,
Lizzie Danua,
Chas. Emerson,
MISS MARION PHILLIPS,

^^rlin

.

Department.
CO., Silk department

AGENTS OF

JET ALL.

m\ CiOODH.

dti

H. L.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

SEALED

ADAMS,
for

Coroner for

FALlT OPENING!

Proposals lor Green Cora.
Office Commissary of Subsistence, U. S. Army,
159 High St., Boston, Mass., I
Sept. 10, 1878. S
j
Proposal*, in duplicate, will be received.
at thi* office until SATURDAY. Sept. 21, OTS
at li o’clock A. M.. at which hour the bids will he
opened, for furnishiug to the U. S. Subsistence Dept.
Thirty-Mix Thousand (36,000) 9 lb. can*

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

THIS

=

At ;m

MUSI

1878.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Publiahc*! every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PAESS.

meeting:.
will be meeting of the Portland PublishTHERE
ing Company at the office of the company in
a

Portland, on Saturday, Sept. 21, 1878, at 11 o’clock a.
m., to tafco action respecting the signing and endorsement of checks and notes, and the signing of contracts and agreements.
S T. PULLEN,
selStd
Clerk*
Portland, Sept. 17,1878.

Anecdote and application by the Chicago Tribune: The Democracy of Maine are
in pretty much the same condition as the

Ohio boy who took out a very young bullpup to train in killing woodchucks. The
pup was “willin’’ and immediately disappeared down the hole to be killed by the
woodchuck. The boy watched the hole for
half a day and then went off with a sigh, and
the remark that “he guessed there had been
a death in the family.”
The Bourbon pup
was

also

willing

in

Maine,

and

famfltr
on

the Com-

Wednesday occasionally refreshed himself with pulls at a bottle of seltzer, much to
the disgust of some of the crowd, and one
man cried out “Pass it round; don’t baa
hog; that ain’t communism 1” and the slimy
imps and midnight assassins and college consumptives that were gathered round the
speaker, actually cheered.
mon

The Maine Standard exhibits every indication of a willingness to surrender, and
throws out this hint: “While the Democrats
would personally prefer the election of Garcelon, we are by no means certain that it will
not be for the best interests of the party to
have Mr. Smith succeed. Consolidation may
be more easily accomplished another yoar in
that event.”
The State Democrat is yearning to have
the Democracy swallowed up by the Greenbackers. It says: It only remains now for
the Democrats and Nationals to form a new
organization. We have never favored forming new parlies by combining factions, but
when an old party becomes partially broken
up a new organization becomes a matter of

necessity.__
Tiie Hartford Courcait thinks some of the
to the belief that Greenbackism is like small pox, and that if they
suffer themselves to be innoculated with a
little of the virus they will be saved from the
disease in its worst form* Innoculation was
tried in Maine,and the result is a Democratic
corpse. Let Connecticut Democrats take

Democrats incline

warning.
“Bolt and be damned to you,” was what
The
the Butler men said at Worcester.
straight Democrats did bolt, and damned
Butler.

"So the D-girls have never bad a broth
er?”
"Never. Just tlie seven slaters ot them.”
"Like the nine Muses. How awfully jolly.”

"Now, yonr Majesty,” said the scientist, who
had been commanded to conduct a series of
experiments before royalty. ‘these two gases
will have the honor of combining before yonr
Majesty.”

Speaking of Butler the Boston Herald
remarks that honors count as well as tricks
in politics.
When the Argus gets though with fondling March perhaps it will tell its readers
what it thinks of Butler.
Butter Stores In Paris.
While waiting for our breakfast one morning
in a cremerie in Paris much frequented by foreigners, my friend Madame B-said, "I can
point you oat every American breakfasting
here.”
I looked around at the people seated at the
different tables, and wondered if she were
speaking seriously. Iu these days when fashion reduces costume and coiffure to such uniformity, and when the blood of every civilized
is mixed to a great extent with that of
every other, distinguishing nationality at sight
appeared impossible. I asked my friend her
secret.
race

“Oh, it
“I don’t

is

no

pretend

taking breakfast.
ter.”

secret,” she replied, smiling.
to tell except

when they are

They all pul salt

on

their but-

'Your acuteness applies only to breakfast,
I said. “At dinner it would not serve
you, I suppose.” I said this in a kind of savage way, having the common weakness that
makes all people abroad defend their country-

then,”

men.

“No,” she said; “we never pn.t batter on the
dinner table”—a fact Rhad at the moment forgotten.

It is true that the only salted batter you ever
m rang is tne American natter (oeurre
amiricain) but there tbis is used only for cooking, and is never sold in batter stores, bat in
groceries. It is oar common tub batter. The
French batter, the finest possible product of its
kind, is sold in the butter stores scattered all
over the city, which furnish nothing but dairy
products and eggs. These stores are generally
models of order and neatness. Young girls or
women in snowy caps and aprons, courteous
and obliging, serve the customers, while a responsible looking matron sits at the desk, supervising the business and keeping the books. In
Paris women seem to have monopolized the
occupation of book keeing.
One of the batter stores of Paris I remember
especially and will briefly describe it. It was
near the grand market (La Halle). The large
window on the right of the entrance always
contained a large loosely arranged bouquet of
fresh flowers apparently gathered from some
rural garden. There was nothing else in the
window except a glass-covered stand containing Bondon cheeses and the double crime suisse.
Tnside there was a long horse-shoe counter or
table, where eggs and cheese were sold, and on
either side marble tables, each containing about
four huge masses of batter, shaped like an inverted butter firkin. Over each mass was hung
a delicate silver wire about two feet long, both
ends terminating iu a piece of oork. With this
wire the sales woman would cut, almost always
exactly, any amount ordered, from a demiquart (half a quarter) to a pound. It being a
costly product, and always purchased daily,
small quantities are the rule. To separate the
quantity ordered, lay it on a square of delicate
white paper on the little scales, weigh it, pinch
the coiners of the paper together, and place it
on the cool lettuces in your basket, is the work
of a very few seconds with these expert saleswomen. Lettuces you would be sure to have in
your basket, for no one goes to market in Paris
without baying them, they are so crisp and
fresh; and naturally you would purchase batter
after everything else, that it might reach home
in the freshest possible state.—Marie Howland,
in Harper’s Magazine for October.
nnu

The Sort ot Apostle Ronssea n Wa s.
private life—which he took care to make
pujilio, even from the Forum to the Lupanar,
His

in his abominable Confessions—was one continned and shameless soandal. He was endowed with a robu3t constitution; be had re-

ceived an excellent education; he could be,
when he liked, indefatigably industrious; but
he elected to begin his career as the hired
cicisbeo of a married woman whose frailties he

publicly exposed wnile she was still alive.
Tom Jones’ relations with Lady Ballaston were
disgraceful enough; but the paid lover of Mme.
de Warrens never had the grace to love a Sophy
Western. He seems to have loved nohodv hot
the vulgar and inconstant shrew Tberese; and
his offspring he sent to the foundling asylum.
It was from choice and not from necessity that
was a vagabond and a mendicant, “always
anxious for the morrow"often in straits for
a subsistence,” that he chose to wear waistcoats
made from Male. d’Epiaay’s cast-off flannel
petticoats; and that he died a pensioner on the
bounty of the princely proprietor of Ermonville. He had been a diplomatist; the opera

he

would have welcomed him as a composer;
booksellers would have eagerly competed to pay
him large prices for his works, but he loftily
disdained to accept remuneration from pubialhers, a nd affected to earn his bread by copying
musio for that aristocracy whose influence he
was continually undermining. The pay of the
copyist amounted substantially to atout a Ionia
per quaver, since he was not above receiving
handsome honorariums from great ladies for
scoring concertos and operettas. As for his
“ardent friendships”, be quarreled with Qrimm
and he quarreled with Hume. He bit nearly
every hand that fed him, and the detestation
which is awakened by the perusal of his squalid
story can only be mitigated by the reflection
be was to a very great extent inthat
sane. That this half crazy egotist had his lucid intervals—and magnificent intervals they
were—is undeniable. In pure, nervous and incisive French, which has rarely been equalled,
and never surpassed, he wrote amid a mass of
literature now seldom perused, but in its nearly
every page, from a literary point of view richly
deserving perusal, three books that posterity
will not willingly let die, namely, the Contrat
Social; Julie: ou la Nouvelle Heloise, and
Emile; ou de l’Education. Two of these works
did and continue to do infinite harm. The
first was the precursor and the provocative of
those distorted ideas of equality and fraternity
which have worked unutterable woe to mankind, and which have caused torrents of human
blood to flow; the second was the forerunner
and the exemplar of all the adulterous romances which have disgraced, and which yet
disgrace, French literature. Of Emile it may
be candidly confessed that it can be qualified
as a strictly moral and, to some extent, a philosophical book very far in advance of its age.

Magazine Notices.

disappeared

down the hole made by the Fiatists. As he
doesn’t come out again, they begin to suspect that “there has been a death in the
Keabney during his speech

Tins moon-eyed lepers of San Francisco
have raised $1,200 for the yellow fever sufferers.
Where is Kearney that he does not denounce this fresh outrage ?

[New York World.]

WhattM Alleged Wits of Paris Find to
Say.

October number of Harper’s Magazine
promises good entertainment to all classes of
readers. The two serial novels by Black and
The

Hardy will take the first place in the minds of
the thousands of readers who are following
these stones from month to month with intense
interest.

equally numerous

class of readers, who prefer the marvelous details of actual
heroism to even the most masterly creations of
the imagination, will turn to John Russell
Young’s terse and thrilling story ot Stanley’s
An

journey through The Dark Continent, one of
the illustrated articles in this number.
A novelty in the way of illustration, peculiar
to Harper, is another reproduction of an oldtime poem, Ye Bellman, by Robert Herrick,
making a page-picture in Abbey’s most characteristic style. The three short stories are
Three Thunderbolts, a humorous Southern
character-sketch by Lizzie W. Champney, with
two powerful illustrations by Reinhart, The
Western Ginevra by Edward Everett Hale,
and Little
Miss
Mouse and her Marvelous Scholar by the author 0/
Colonel
Dunwoodie, Millionaire. Adonais, by Wilj
Wallace Harney is an illustrated poem.
Besides the illustrated contributions already

mentioned,

there are live of a

descriptive

char-

acter, each of which has a special interest. The
first of these, and opening the number, is a
graphic description of a scientifically conducted
stock and butter farm in New England. Another, contributed by S. M. Byers, our consul
at Zurich, is devoted to the celebrated St. Gothard Tunnel, now in process of construction beneath the Alps. Still another describes, with
quaint illustrations, a Japanese mission-school
Of a more distinctively summer character are
the articles on New York in Summer and
Around the Peconics. Butter Stores in Paris
by Marie Howland, is an interesting sketch,

fitly supplementing the

article on Echo Farm
and In a Jewish Book-store, by M. L. Marks,
introduces the reader to some unfamiliar characters, as well as some very novel Information.
Of the illustrated poems, Meeting is a rendering from the Spanish, by Helen S. Conant; and

Discord is a sonnet, from the pen of Richard
Reale. The Editor’s Easy Cbair treats of some
especially timely topics, and the other editorial summaries are, as usual, well sustained.

“Hello, what are yon doing now?”
"Editing a comio newspaper. Permanent
thing. Got to be witty for the rest ot my life,
Hal ha!”
“In other words, you’ve
death passed on yoa.”

had sentence of

"Yes, sir,” said the exasperated gentleman,
"X will go and find him. I will upbraid him
with his treaohery, and then, looking him sternly in the eye, I will kick the seat ot his pantaloons out throngh the orowu of his hat”
D.fficnlt, bat Dot impossible, remembering
how Montgomery’s bleeding warrior lay prone
on his breast and glared at the skies.
A man who had long been in populous cities
pent, having occasion to visit the country, encountered a dock of those birds widely kuowu
in connection with tailors and apple sauce.
“Well,” said the citizen, having noticed the
peculiarly stupid wav in which they gabbled
and stared at him, “1 don't wonder that they
called yon geese!”

The Little Paul, aged eight, passes the day at
his uncle’s. At the dessert
to the cream.

they serve

the tart

“Ah, my nnole,” says the child, "why didn’t
yoo tell me this morning that there was going
to be pie for dinner?”
-Why?”

"So that I could have expected it all day,”
replies the Infant, passing his tongue around
his ears.
A Brazilian Counr, a billionaire, was dining
at the table d’hote ot a fashionable hotel. Hia
cutlet was to his taste, and he ordered anoth-

“We only give one cutlet,” said the manager
“and no bread with one fish-ball.”
Without a word the Count rose, went out,
bought the hotel, returned, led the manager to
the front door and kicked him down the steps,
then reseating himself at the table said:
"Bring me another cutlet,”
They brought it, swift as the eagle cleaves
the air.

“Madam, I know all.”
The miserable woman not knowing bow
much he did know, concluded that it would be
wise to grovel at his feet.
With the grace of King Henry, from whom,
indeed, he borrowod the words, her husband
said with dignity:
“Rise, madam; were any one to see ns be
would think that X was forgiving yon for some
offense—”
Aod after a pause he contineed:
“When in point of fact, I don’t forgive you
at all!”
At the anunal

award of the prize*

village school the worthy Mayor oalls
bine-eyed and golden-haired young girl

at th*
np a
with

the air of a startled faw n, to receive the prise
for good behavior and french composition.

“Why, my child,” he says, "what's the matter with your nose? It’s scratched.”
“Yes, sir,” replies the bashful girl: that redheaded, moon-eyed leper, Lizzie X tried to
smash my nose, bat X bit her ear; yon bet your
carpet slippers on it. That is tbe sort of hairpin X am.”
tears, demanded of her the cause of her sorrow,
and was informed that her hnsband had beaten
her.
“See here,” said the officer to the hnsband
“if yon go on doing this sort of thing Til hare
to run you in.” (11 me faudra voui courir dedans.)
“What for?” growled the husband. “Hitting her? I didn’t hit her; I just struck her
with my handkerchief, which was doubled
up.”
“Yes,” said the wife, "but you don't say that
it has a thumb on it.”
The commander of the Faithful was about
to uniform his hosts, and a gigantio contract
for cloth was ahead.
A contractor presented himself to the Minister of War, prepared to make his tender
“How much a yard?” said the Minister, softly rubbing his fingers and thumb together.
“By the beard of Allah!” said the contractor
who was short-sighted, "30 liras delivered t a
b., and may goats defile my grandmother’s
grave if I make more than five liras profit a

yard.”
“Come again to-morrow,” said the Minlstet
of War, rather ourtly, as the second contractor
presented himself.
"What do you charge a yard?”
“By the Thirty-nine I maums, 40 liras, which
leaves me 15 liras a yard profit.”

“A-ab,” said the official, brightening up,
God is great. Just wait a minute till I see the
other slave. How much do you want for jour
cloth, eh?”
“Sovereign lord,” replied the third contractor falling upon his face while a wink shot over
bis left eye, “the slave of tby footstool has some
cloth all wool and warranted not to shrink,
which I will lay npon the altar of my country
for 50 liras a yard.”
“And the profit thereupon,” said the official
in a voice choked with emotion, “is”—
“Is 75 liras a yard.”
“O my soul, O my lamb,” replied the Minister, “the contract is thine.” And clapping his
hands he bade the Nubian slave who appeared
go bid his belcbelcrs begin carting sand for his
new

palace.

The Scot.
The Scot is not

animal that will remain
in a corner, and feeding npon dry
peas, when there are plenty of cornfields In
vision, and plenty of wheateu bread to be
earned by the sweat of an honest man's brow.
The “Scot abroad” is a character almost as
well known as the Scot at home; and whether
in German wars of religion, or in French wars
of conquest—whether in scaling the oliffs of
an

burrowing

Crimea, quelling

rebellion iu India, dictating
commercial treaties to slippery Chinese, track,
ing the source of the Nile, or forcing a high
road through the wilds of Central Africa—you
will always find a Scot with determination for
his companion and progress tor his pioneer.
The great warehouses and manufactories in

Manchester, Liverpool, Bradford, Leeds, and
elsewhere show, in the names of their most
active trading firms, the living witness of the
nnwillingnsss of the Scot to confine his intelligent restlessness within the narrow bounds of
his native country. Like the Greek, he has a
strong expansive power; and wherever he goes
like Wordsworth’s peddler, who was ao Athol
man, carries not only wares bat wisdom along
with him. I have fonad a Macdonald sleeping

quietly,

after years of honorable* activity, In
the remote churchyard of Hugh Town in the
Scilly Isles; and I have no doubt, whoever
shall first reach the North Pole will find a
Scotsman already there, snogly sheltered under
a snow-palace of his own contraction.
What
is the secret of this wonderful success of the
Scot iu all parts of the world? X think mainly
this, that, in addition to his restless working
facalty, and high determination to advance, be
is fundamentally a thinking man. All the
stories that are current to characterize the
three peoples agree in this, that however strong
the Scot is in action, he always thinks before he
When yon ask bim a question, he has a
acts.
national habit of asking you another question
instead of giving a direct reply. He wants to
sound yon first whether you are worthy of an
In this respect also he la a Greek, a
answer.
veritable Ulysses, as you may see in many a
of
the Odyssey.
This combination of
page
thought with the working faonlty it is which
makes the Caledonian such a good man of business. Work combined with thought is business: work without thought mere bustle.
But
the thinking quality of the Scot is not always
directed to external ends attainable by material means. He directs bis thoughts also—as
every intelligent type of humanity most do,
more or less—to the ideas after the likeness
of which all significant realities are formed;
and then he becomes s metapbysic'su and a
theologian; for theology is only tbe highest power of philosophy; no man can think
Consistently, or reason soundly, without euding,
where the unthinking man by a healthy instinot begins—with God. As a thinking mau
the Scot does not manifest his intellectual power like the Frenchman, by sudden Hashes; or
like the irishman, by odd jerks and amosive
springs. There >s no springing and jamping,
lie is fall of deliberation and calculation. He
may be represented by a slow, heavy, weighty
elephant, bearing kings and conquerors oo its
back; or by a usetul milk oow, leisurely recumbent on a lash meadow; or by a sturdy drayhorse, or even by a bear sometimes; or a fox,
fox and a
or strange animal compounded of a
bear; bat never a monkey or a grasshopper, or
his
life
he
Id
has
a water-wagtail.
always a
plan; and bis thought he piles up into a system; his dogmatic theology—Qis Calvinism—is
a scheme of Christian thought which, U it does
not solve all problems, at least has tbe merit of
training to pions purpose tbe sternly exercised
minds of those who attempt to solve them.
Tbe Germans also have attempted many impossible problems; but neither has their labor

FRIDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 20.
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been in vain. A bout at foils in a fencing
school is no battle, and of course, can boast
neither show of triumph nor fruits of victory;
but it strengthens tbe arm and sharpens the
whole
eye and giverf litbeuess and grace to tbe
body. So I do honestly believe that the Bible
questioning, and curious textual puzzling, In
which serious young persons in Scotland olteu
indulge, have as much to do. as our popularlyin creating that
constituted
universities
thoughtful cast of mind by which the average
Scot, as contrasted with the average Englishman. is universally known.— Prof. Rlackie in
Contemporai'y Review.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

Grant of Sa:o, who alter securing about three
gallons of varioua k u Is of liquors, arrested tbe
proprietor. Tbe Weutworth House at Wells
Beach was also visited, where a small quantity
was

captured,

York Agricultural Fair.
The York Couuty Agricultural Society has
decided to bold its annual fair at Alfred early
in October.
Drowned.
Skowhegan, Sept. 19 —Mr. True, connected
with the publishing house of E C. Alien &
Co., Augusta, Me., and a Mr. Lenzarder, while
out on Carrying place pond, Moscow, in a
small canvas boat, fishing, were capsized by

firiag a gun at ducks. True having 25 pounds
of cartridges ou bis person, sank im mediately.
Another party came to their rescue and Mr.
Lena irder was rescued in

unconscious con-

an

!

in Several Cities.

Frobabte murder.

Bangor, Sept: 19.—The Whig and Courier
learns that an adapted son of Mr. Haskell of
Burlington, attacked his father Wednesday
utumuci, gtimiuj'

uiui

iuui

BBvme

the bead and then stabbed him in tbe
abdomen. It is donbtfal if Mr. Haskell recovod

The son is about 23 years old, and is still
at large. It is rumorel that jealousy on the
part of Mr. Haskell of his son’s attention to bis
wife caused the trouble.
ers.

more active at 4 10 @ 5 OOjbuichers slow; Cows
at 2 10 @ 4 75; Steers at 3 20 @ 3 80; Bulls at 2 00
@ 3 00; good Western steady; common lower at 2 80
(<g 3 70; Texas 10c lower at 2 50 (gj 3 09.
Sheep—receipts 1700 bead; shipments 7fJ head;
market dull at 3 30 @ 4 00.
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and below that place, aod
two deaths.
Pattersonville, Centreville and
Franklin are healthy, and rigidly quarantined.
New York, Sept. 19.—The following was received to-day from Memphis:
it is impossible to give you a correct statement of our wants.
Our people are dying on
all sides. Money and aid it seems will not
We
it.
need
stay
help to bnry the dead, paynurses, doctors, medicines and supplies Every
cent we receive is judiciously expended.
We
need force to help ns. Oar namber is daily reduced by death. Everything is in confusion.
C. J. Fisher,
(Signed)
Chairman Citizens’ Belief Com.
Memphis, Sept. 19.—There is no doubt of
the abatement of the disease io this city, but it
is for want of material. An official report of
the Board of Health for the 24 hoars ending at
G p. m. shows a death list of (12, of which 22
were colored.
The medical corps of the Board
of Health report 130 new cases.
Holst &
Brother, undertakers, closed their doors today,
ss George Sutton, the foreman and last representative, is stricken down. The dead body of
a colored woman was found today by the police
at No. G2 Madison Btreet.
Sbe bad been dead
several days and rats had partly eaten her.

plantations

aoove

uusiiiesa

Vicksburg, Sept.

WASHINGTON.
Secretary Sherman Misrepresented.
19.—In an explanatory
note regarding tbe printed statement of an interview between the editor of theSnuday Republican, Secretary Sherman sayt : The editor does
not state as clearly as I think be unght to have
done the two poiDts in the conversation upon
which we disagreed.
First, as to his theory
about an interconvertible bond, I stated my
objections to this and my opinion that bis
theory was delusive and impracticable, but
said I bad always favored a convertible currency, that is a holder of a greenback should
be allowed to convert it into a specified bond
at par until the United States was ready to redeem it in coin.
Second, in regard to National Banks, I said
that if the choice must be made between
greenbacks and bank notes, I was in favor of
greenbacks, but I thought that both ought to
be maintained in circulation at par with each
other and with coin.
This opinion has been
repeatedly expressed by me, both in the Senate
and before the people. The attempt to construe
what I said about my duty as au executive
officer to obey the law into a doubt about the
wisdom of tbe resumption act, is simply folly.
I hope tbe time will never come when an executive officer will not feel that his duty is to
obey the law without respect to his opinions.
ft is pretty hard for a public man always to
determine how to treat the press. I have been
very free and frank in commnuicating news to
tbe press and in cases or doubt have decided in
favor of publication,
aud have uniformly
treated the fair inquiries of editors and corresThe great body of
pondents with respect.
editors and reporters are considerate, gentlemanly and fair and I take pleasure in giving
them every conrti-sy and facility, frequently
answering their questions when I ought not to.
I greatly prefer tbat my answers to inquiries
in casual conversations should not be printed.
Sometimes they are misconstrued, sometimes
misrepresented and sometimes manufactured
without a sbadow of troth, merely to force a
reply or denial. The public, however, is able
to gather tbe truth in a little time.

Washington, Sept.

POLITICAL.

19.—The day was very
and cloudy, but tonight it is clear, with
thermometer at 91°.
The reduction in new
cases for the past few days has been very great,
and several physicians thiDk of leaving within
a short time.
Fifteen deaths are reported today, 9 whites and 6 colored. The post-office
bas been reduced to one employe. All tbe
others are down or dead with tbe fever.
warm

EUROPE.
Austrian Reinforcements.

Eagusa, Sept. 19.- Two more Austrian brigades reached Trebinge yesterday, where tbree
brigades are now concentrated.
Turks in Danger of Massacre.

...A

.u.t

said ibat the Greenback craze in Maine was
largely aided by the bard times The farmers
also joined in tbe movement without waiting
tort fleet on the result of its success.
Cornmunism also had a large share in tbe canvass.
The result only convinced him of tbe necessity
of making a bold and determined fight on tbe
bard money basis. The financial education of
the country has been greatly Deglected the last
20 years. Mr. Hale thought that tbe other
New England States were to a large extent in
tbe same situation as Maine. One noticeable
feature in the movement was that it dil not
last. The strength of the Greenback element
in Maine this year was the greatest where it
had the least strength last year, and in three
connties where they polled the most votes last
yeas, they met with the least success th's year.
The people bad become educated.
The Ltaiaiua Repnblicnns.

New York, Sept. 19—The adjanrnment of

the Republican State convention of Louisiana
is reported to have been the result of the influence of tbe present Central Committee, who
desire to retain the power until 1880, and of
the enstom house officials, who were alraid of
the resolutions prepared by the colored delegates, who were determined to denounce Hayes
and tbe enstom honse. The convention will
not reassemble, and the State Central Committee will publish an address, which is delayed by
disagreement npon the financial qnestion,
many members contending that yielding to tbe
Northern Greenbackers
will alienate the

Northern Repablibans.
The Republican Congressional convention of

the fourth district have nominated Madison
Wells. J. C. Anderson leads in tbe sixth.
Lndeling was nominated in the filth some time
ago.

SPORTING NEWS.
Four Oared Race at St. John.
St. John, N. B., Sept. 19.—The fonr-oared
race, two miles and retnro, for $400 a side,
between tbe McLaren and Lord crews of Carleton, N. B., was won by the Lords. Time 26
minutes.
The Professional Scullers at tttnrgeon
Ray.
Sturgeon Bay, Ont., Sept. 19.—Plaisted,
Riley, Morris, Kennedy and Hosmer rowed
Much foaling
yesterday, four miles, for $650.
was done and there was a good deal of dissatisfaction. Wallace Ross was referee.
He disqualified Plaisted, gave the first money to Morris, second to Kennedy and third to Hosmer.
Rifle Shooting at Creedmoor.
Creedmoou, Sept. 19.—The inter-state match
resulted in snch a complete victory for New
York that the regulars felt but little encouragement to proceed with their work in the international match at 500 and 600 yards.
They
did so, however, and with each range the New
York squad increased its lead, finishing with a
The range totals ot this
very high average.

i.

on

tbe Florida coast and is a total loss.
Tbe Chinese {embassy arrived at Washington

barley.
Shipments-8,000

bbls
000 uusn corn, 7,000 bush
bush barley.

AUMW/U

OlAJKJU

Team.
200 yds. 500 yds. 600 yds. Total.
New York. 345
370
329
1044
Connecticut. 315
331
237
913
New Jersey....
330
301
237
868
De ptoi Atlantic (reg ) 3!2
311
239
862
lie pt or the Missouri. 303
276
224
803
The short range team match drew much attection.
All shooting here was off
hand, at
and 300 yards, seven shots
per distance. At
the end of the 200 yards stage it was
expected
that tbo first prize would fall to the New York
clnb, but four men from the Springfield armory, who as rifie testers shoot an averagd of over
300 shots per week,
were successful on a
very fair score. The totals in a possible 280 areSpringfield Armory rifle club 227. ltemington
rifle clean team No 1. 224, Stamford rifle club
223, Massachusetts rifle association 220, Flushing, Long island nfle dab team No. 1. 217,
Empire rifle club of New York city 21(i, Forty,
ninth Regiment rifle club team No. 1, 211,
Stamford rifle dub, Jr, 210, New York rifle
club 209, I’isb-Americau rifle flub of New
York city 208,
Fl-shing rifle club team No. 2,
204, Rt-miugtoo rifle club him No. 2, 190, Columbia rifle association of
Washington, D. C.,
394, Forty-niutta Keguneui rlfli cluo team No.
2,192, C. E. Second Connecticut Rigiment 191,
Separate Troop I. of Oswego 183.
It was announced that the convention ol
nfl-men would be held iu tbe president’s tent
Friday noon. Tbe American team uf 1878 met
and organized under tbe provision of their

election.
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Chirp Signal

Ofpiorr Wasbingtor U.C.,
>
Sept. 20, |1A.M.|]
Far He. fiaslaaa
and Middle Atlantic states,
stationary or falling barometer, increasing southeast to southwest winds,
warmer, clear or partly cloudy
weather.

The bark Southport, Cochin for New York,
is ashore at Cape Town and is expected to be a
total loss.
The ship Eastern Empire for Southwest Pass
has returned to Greeoock, with cargo shifted
and loss of sails.

Adolph Hoffman was arraigned in New York
Wednesday, for marryiog six women. He mar-

ried in order to swindle them of their money.
Tbe Austrian government has not entered
into negotiations for the co-jperation of Servia
and Montenegro.

108};

Foreign Exports.
SjUENOS AYRES. Bark Ninnevah—40G126 feet
lumber, 13,050 pickets.

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, September 19—Evening.—Money continues easy at 1* @ 2 per cent, on call and 3 @ 4 per
;eDt. on time; prime mercantile paper at 4 @ 5per
lent. Sterling Exchange is quiet at 481* for 60 days
md 486 for demand.
Gold opened 100f, advanced to 100*, closing strong
it that figure.
The clearings were §8,814,000. The
!ustom8 receipts to-day were §346,000. Treasury disjursements §48,000 for interest and $73,000 for
jonas.
State bonds are quiet and dull. Railway
xmds moderately active.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day
iggregated only 92,850 shares, including 8,300 shares
Northwestern, 21,100 do preferred, 54t<0 shares St
Paul, 5200 do preferred, 1500 shares Western Union,
J400 shares Union Pacific, 1900 shares New York
Central, 2,400 shares Michigan Central, 600 Illinois
Central, 1100 Erie.
The iollowing were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg..........1085
United States 6s, 1881, coup.
United States 5-20s, 1865, new, reg.102&
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.102§
United 8taie8 1867, reg...
io.5*
Unite' States 1*67, coup....105*
United States 1868, reg.
107
Uuiied States 1868, coup...107
United States 10-4us,
reg.10G
United States
10-40s,coup, .1* 6
Unued Siates new
1053
5’s, reg.
United States Dew
5’s,

675
81
8')

Pittsburg K...
Chicago «& Northwestern .. 365
Umcagn
Northwestern preferred. 67*
New Jersey Central. 378
Kock island...118
St

Paul.",..29*
.i.... 1
Wayne...
<&

St Paul

Fort

preferred..

68*
98

Chicago Alton.
83*
Chicago & Alton preferred.........101*

Erie

■

19th, barque Adolph Engler/Fickett, Newport;

BIU

Perth

Amboy.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Batavia July 29, barques Antioch, Hemingway;
John M Clerk,Conant; Monhegan, Berry; J S Winsow. Morton; Nellie Brett, Davis, and Alice, Dyer,
lestlnations unknown.
At Bombay Aug 16. ships Fannie Tucker, Roberts,
or Liverpool; St James, Smith, for Rangoon.
Sid fm Leghorn 2d inst, brig Mary Spencer, Hall,
Elomos.
Ar at Trieste prey to 17th inst, brig R M HeslcD,
3ould, Richmond.
Sid fm Gibraltar Aug 26, brig Haviilah, Coombs,
from Genoa) for New York.
Old at Newport, E, 5th inst, brig Carrie Bertha,
Ball, Martinique.
Sid fm Montevideo Aug 3d, brig Acelia Thurlow,
3allison, Havre; 8th, sch Ella M Storer, Wade, for

England.

Ar at Rio’Janeiro
Aug£21, .brig Ramirez, Bernard,
New York.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Aug 11, ship 0 F
Sargent, Swett,
>ardiu.
Sid 10th, barque C W

Cochrane, Given, Galveston;
.2th, ship Invincible, Strickland, Hong Kong.
In port Aug 22, ships Harry
Morse, Hooker, for
,allao; Columbus, Humphreys, for do; Columbia,
furnell, and Martha Cobb, Greenbauk, unc; barques
istella, Poole, and Ada Carter, Thurston, unc; brig
I Merriman, Lecraw, nnc.
Sid fin Pernambuco Aug 29, sch C E
Moody, East-

]

uan, West Indies.
Ar at Mayaguez 16th Inst, sch Addie R Warner,
^ewis. Philadelphia.
At
Bay 17th inst, sch Stephen Bennett, Hardug, for St Jago.

C°yv
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DIED.
__

18, Martin T. Dunn, aged 39 years 11 months.
services Friday aiternoon at 2 o'clock,
Ellsworth street.
residence of A. W. Culd No
In Bath, Sept. 15, Mr. Benjamin B. Sturtevaut,
aged 78 years
lu Georgetown, Sept. 16, Mr. Albert Oliver, aged

OkPARTUBE or RTEAinaaiPS.
2t
21
21

Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow ...,Sept2l
City of VeraCrua —New York..Havana.Sept 21
Hadji.New York. .Porto Rico.. .Sept 21
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.,. .Sept 21
Santiago do Cuba.. .Now York. .Havana..,.. Sept 25

in

Organized

$121,149,559.

of

sum

is at the
per year, or

1843, this

$3,461,330

oi

rate

$288,444

per month, or $66,564 per week,
$9,509 per day. Holidays and
Sundays included. Think of it,—
$9,509 PEK DAY FOR THIRTYFIVE YEARS paid
to
policyholders! Who says Ihat Eile Insurance does not accomplish any-

or

tlllHK

APPLY TO

W.

D.

LITTLE,

GENERAL AGENT.
sntf

sets

$65 ORGANS $65.
5

$65.

reeds, 8

2 sets

stops,
D. CHENEY & CO.

octave;

J,

258 MIDDLE STREET,
over II. H. Hny’ii Drug Slow.
O^’First premium for best Organ at Maine State
Fair now holding.
8el7snlw

are

Beady for
pai$u in

now

our

In our spacious corner wiudow will be
containing au UNKNOWN NUMBER
FULLS.” manufactured and tor sale by
LINIMENT CO., Of PORTLAND. ME.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Great

European

Nprelty

HUNYAM JANOS.
The Best Natural Aperient.
THE

EANCEX.-“Hunyadi Janos.-Baron

jiebig affirms that its richness in aperient salts sur4 asses that of all other known waters.**
MEDIUAE JOCIt1 <aE.— Bunyadi Janos.—The most
agreeable, BatBt, and most efficacious aperient water.**
PK0FK880R
Berlin —
VIRCBOW,
«
invariably good and prompt success; most valua1

PRWEEM8UR 8CANZONI, Warzbnr*
prescribe none bat this.”
PRMEESNOK LAKDEB KRU.M'ON
'l. ■>., E. R. 8.. l.oudon.—*‘More
j
pleasant
{ ban its rivals, and surpasses them in efficacy.”
EROEEMMOH A1T1LEN, M. D., E. R
I. Royal Jliliiarv Mo.pital. Netley.—“PreJ
J1 irred to t ulina and FriedricbsDall.”
1

A

WineKlamful
to

ibe T

a
ru

ing

Will be given away to each fortunate individual whose guess shall entitle them to a prize. The first prize to the one who shat! have guessed
tlie nearest to the exact number found in the bottle by said committee;
and each of the other prizes in like manlier according to tlie guess

lst-$25 IN GOLD COIN OR CLOTHING.
“
“
“
2nd-$15

*

DE BARY A CO.,

Warren 8.., New Y’ork,
Sole Agents for United States and
Canadas,
| 'OK8A1.E BY
DEALERS, ORUCERg
41 A 4 J

C. J.
< IK

DRCEQIgXg.

Wholesale and re-

tail.

au27sneodeowi4m

WHEGLGii,

W Ml* A PE RAD VERXIgINU

G.

Li.

“

“

**

“

“

“

be Added to tlie Above PREVIOUS TO

OF~~GUESSING!

METHOD

Each person who shall purchase ot ns previous to Nov. 15th
ot our

Building,
PBOVIDEHCBi K. I)

pair

a

82.30
CELEBRATED ALL WOOL PANTALOONS
or other goods of the same or greater value, shall be permitted to
make one guess as to the number ot Pills that the Bottle contains.
Each guess to be recorded with the name and address ot the person
guessing, on a slip ot paper turnished by us, the paper to be placed
in a SEALED BOX, not to be opened until the Pills are counted by
the Committee. By this method every person is obliged to rely on

their

St.,

judgment wlieu guessing.

own

case,
that two or more shall guess the same number, a second gness must be
made as to the contents of a small bottle provided tor iliat purpose, by
us. Or it may be settled amoug the parties interested in the prize in

question.

This will last tor but sixty days, and expires N'oxeinber 15, ISIS.
A
better opportunity never was offered than the present one, to not only

sccu e

Bailey,

EXCHANGE

NEVER SO CHEAP,
NEVER SO STVCISH,
NEVER HAS THERE
been a stock of FINE,
raEDIUjn and con*
moN
FURNITURE
Portland
offered in
that would compare
in extent, style
and

STREET.

quality

8 per cent Bonds,

have

FOR
But, also,

we
now
our
Ware-

at

MEN, ROYS OR

Hie additional chance ot

Clothing

CHILDREN.

securing

one oi the several

prizes.

OUR FALL AND WINTER STOCK
Is in and complete in every department. Ko where in iHaitic
a slock be found.

OCR PRICES were never so low.
OCR STYLES never so handsome or
AND THE INDUCEMENTS ottered

Drapery and Decorative
Work Done to Order.

Peru is the county seat of Mirami County, Indiana.
was laid out in 1834, incorporated by act of the
as a city under the
Since ii« incorporation ilt» population ha* doubled. The
inrerest on its bonds has always been promptly met.
The city has been steadily reducing its debt
for years past, and ha*anticipated the payment of about one-fourth of its total indebtedness, * very favorable showing when
compared with the too prevalent tendency
of cities lately to inctease rather than reduce their indebtedness.

in

Bargains

as

28 Free St.

FOR SALE ICY

Woodbury & Moulton.

Great

rooms,

Issued for Water Works. Due 1898. Interest 'Jan.
1st, and July 1st, payable in New York.

can

such

nobby
never

great.

so

It

legislature in 1817. and organized
general law of the state in 1867.

jy3

sntf

A New Thing Under Ihe

Sun

!

waiter

Come

BOOKS.

Brandt on Surety Ship and fSuaranty.
Hamlin’* Insolvent Law of Naiae.
Story an Bailment*. Ninth Edition.
Walker’* American Law. EleventhEdit’n.
Ulttiaachuieit’s Insolvent Law,

HARMON.
snlw

OF

Yourselves, Bring your Relations, Telegraph your Friends !

D.

C.

—

SHIRTS 1

CRRISTADORO’S HAIR DYE

SHORT" &

STRICTLY ADHERED TO UNDER ALL CIRCDMSTANCRS!

tllw

—

is pronounced both by tbo World of Science and
the World of Fashion, the finest preparation ever
invented by art to rectify the short comings of Nature
Manufactured by J. CRIST ADORO, No. 93 William
St., New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by
all Hair Dressers.
sep5sneod&wlm

sepll

J. H. IIOOPER.

Another Job Lot

coloring power—matchless.
ingredients—vegetable.
In its operation—natural.
In its beautifying results—enduring.
In its tendency—preservative.
In its popularity—unequalled.
In all its

LORING,

& uo.

‘■THE kitchen:

In its

NEW LAW

uorey

RICE.

D. 8.
sel4

In its effect—instantaneous.

B.

FISK

GREAT

THE

PRICE $1.00 EACH.

New

These Shirts are nicely Latin*
dried, and are much below ttlie
usual price. They cost $1.25 each
to make.

Dry

AND

FANCYGOODS.

Charles Custis & Co.,

We are now displaying one of the finest
stocks of

Dry & Fancy Goods

MUSIC BOOKS

DEALERS IN

THE

FOR

FALL

TRADE.

shown in Portland,
sisting in part of

ive hare ever

Tlie J3T arm onla,

JJUJLLUa,

ASSIGNEES’ SALE.
Jewelry, Watches, Silver Ware,
FRENCH CLOCKS,
BRONZES AND OPERA GLASSES
aud Store Furniture is offered
auction prices lor Sixty Days.

a

t

private sale

No. 247 Middle

at

Street,

con-

WM.'s^LOWeLlJ

sutf

Attention Grocers!
I am now prepared to furnish New
Pickles of my manufacture. Also the
celebrated West Gloucester Shaker

Pickles.

Teachers, &e.,

are

-AITD-

invited to send for Catalogues
large lists of the best, most
for their uge the coming

season.

DITSON & CO’S MUSICAL RECORD.
New Weekly Musical Paper, commences Sept. 7.
A wide-awake paper for Music Teachers and their
Pupils, Organists, Players and Music-lovers generally. 6 pages reading matter, 6 pages selected
music,(312 pages per year,)$2.00per year in advance,
Teachers of Singing Classes will please examine
L. O. Emerson’s “Onward.’* ($7.50 per dozen,)
similar to the ••Encor«.” so widely known. Or A.
N. Johnson’s “Method for Singiog CIshwh,”
($6.00 per dozen) or Emerson’s “Salutation,’’
($12 per dox.) for Choirs and Singing Schools.

no24

eodly&w

Silver

Ladies’, Misses’ and

One-half ot double House No.

770

Congress Street,

Said house
now completed aud ready tor occupancy.
Dining room, sitting
is first class in every respect.
and kitebeu finished in bard wood.
hot and cold water.
White maibie
mantles, grates. &c, &c Cemented cellar aud
jverything first class, and will be sold at a very low
A. M. SMITH,
price. Enquire of
room

Plumbed for

aulftneoutf

End of Portland Eire.

New Fail Dress Goods

I W. F.
Children’s

ast bought for Autumn trade. We cau1 lot enumerate all the different kinds of
j roods we keep or give the prices, but
; ill hinds usually hept in Urst class Dry
ind Fancy (foods stores, and sell them
it a small profit. We do not say we
mve goods for fifty cents well worth
^ )ne Dollar, or that we sell for
twentyive cents, goods well worth fifty, as
1 hat is not our way of selling goods.

ONE PRICE.

Trade

Dollars,

Mexican

m. a.

Dollars,

FABKINOTON BLOCK.

sept7_

GO EASY.

|

U.1E THR UNION
LUBRICATING
coiRpani'n 'IAciiivekv. weak
ainu axle wksasib.
The Best and Cheapest.
For sale everywhere

f

Afnew article which has no equal for cleaning
-lint, Window Glass, Marble. Gold Frame?*, Oil
arpets &e; will also remove Ink Stains and Grease
pots from Clothing and Carpets, is cheauer than
No lady after she bas once used Coaline will
>ap
3 without it.
For sale by all Urocers at 4(1 ceuis

1

er

au20

eodi&wtf

shoddy.

gallon.

Slock

Milk

lint

for

S3.50
And Veur Old Silk Hat iu Exchange.

33.00,
Will buy somebody's okl Hat made
over, for that to just what is

.-ellititl at that
has been for some years.
Examine our 93 50 new Stock
Knox
Hat
Broadway style.

plica and

MERRY,
The

Hatter,

237 MIDDLE ST.
sopia

SignofUold Hat
a if

Call for circular.

] dlCAH SAMPSON & CO.,
102

5few

Entirely

d&wtf

CO ALINE.

sepI7-2w

CO., Agent.

KITCHEN?7
into

MfOBTAM TO tVEEY HOUSEKEEPER

PALMER,

187 FORE STREET.

dAwif

"THE

431 & 433 Congress St.

£330 Middle Street.

J. B. FICKETT &

253 MIDDLE ST.

An

Vickery & Leighton

Stndley’s,

sets

j

Dollars,

a

at prices as low as the lowest. CaU and examine
goods and prices.

GARMENTS,

Bland Dollars,

811 tf

au2G

Choice Styles in Print
4 cents
•*
•
10
Spool Cotton per dozen
Cadies’ Silk Handkerchiefs
12 l-2c.
Fruit of the Loom Cotton
8 cents
50
Turkey Red Damask
•
Hood all Linen Damask
25 “
Fine Twilled Crash •
>0 1.4c.
•
•
Plain Linen Crash
5 cents
Unbleached Cotton, fall yard
“
•
wide, very line, only
5
Cotton Flannel Remnants at about half
price of regular goods.

A

Taken in Exchange for Boots and Shoes Until Further Notice.

The best first-class Office for a TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY
Second Story, Corner of Middle and
I’cmple Streets. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER.

BUTIN FOR FUR WEEK.

UNDERWEAR

and Circulars, containing
useful and newest books

E. D. PETTENGILL.

FOR RENT,

Hosiery

cIs

OLIVER DITS05 & CO., Boston.

Assignees.’

scplT

entirely new book, music well-selected,
and with German and English words, the latter
translated by L G. Elson. A valuable acquisition
to the list of Male Quaitet hooks.
an

Complete $i.30: Vocal parts, each GO
Together $2.00.

Studley’s

Remember we make Remnants of all kiwis
specialty.
We have some special bargains to offer in

FOUR-PART SONGS FOR MALE VOICES.
This is

Al l Books sent post free for Retail Price,

PORTLAND.

CLOTHIERS,

,ltr

Utf

STATE, CITY & TOWN BONDS,

CO.,

eep!8

32 Exchange Street,

UUVOlimiDiiL

&

Under Preble House, Portland, Me.

SIZES FBOa 131-3 to 16.

493 Congress Street.
H.M.PAYSON&CO., jj27

room, bath

AOENX

“

NOVEMBER 15th.

For the Fall Trade I

New House lor Sale.

genuine Bottle is printed in

Ao.B Wa thing to

6lh-l-6
7 th--1-12

Possibly MORE PRIZES Ma

FURNITURE

Long Range Rifles,

ling Public.

Every genuine bottle bears tbe name of The AfolCo. (limited), London.

Tbe Label on every
, II. EE paper.

“

4th--l-2 dozen bottles Chinee Rheumatic Linimont and Pills.
“
“
•*
5th-l-4

l inabis

EMED’K

“

3rd«$IO

dtf&w2t

set9snlw

Dow.

Wardrobe,

Our Mammoth

for the accommodation ol tlie Committee' MUSIC and FIREWORKS
will be a part ot onr programme during tlie time occupied in counting
the pills iu the bottle, and after the number is ascertained the follow-

F. A. ROSS & GO.,

fntl

THE ENTIliE STOCK OF

rhe

of

Front

Goods and Fishing Tackle,

and ammunition to use in them.

48

In

And Prices shall be entirely satisto purchasers. Let it be
remembered that we shall sell all
our goods at less prices than ever
Wo hare
offered in this city.
opened in our basement an elegant CLOAK ROOM under the direction of Mrs. M. F. Noyes of Boston, and will Make to Order in the
most Fashionable Stylos Cloaks
and Circulars; Also a Large Stock
of Ladies’ Ready Made Garments
always on hand.

sepl7

15, 1878,

A LARGE STAND WILL BE ERECTED

factory
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large IJL. ASS BOTTL E
ol “CHINEE UMEUMvriC
tlie ••CHINEE KUECJM.VT1C

seen a

Weallicr permitting, a committee of Ccntlemcu will open the bottle
and count tlie Fills contained therein.

FANCY GOODS,

STORE!

501 CONGRESS ST.

Sporting

NOVEMBER

T.1_ITT_A

~

1

GOODS.

CORNER OF BROWN.

DRUG

Prerogative

Fall Cain

SCHLOTTEEBECK’S

aul3

Yankee

NOW OFFERED TO ALL NATIONS t

DAILY MAKE ADDITIONS OF
NOBBY AND ST YUS H GOODS
AS FAST AS NEW STYLES APPEAR. ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
MAY REST ASSURED THAT WE
SHALL KEEP A CLOSE WATCH
OF THE MARKET AND PURCHASE OUR GOODS AT LOWEST
POSSIBLE CASH PhICES AND
GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS THE
BENEEIT OF SO DOING.
WE
ALSO HAVE A VERY NICE ASSORTMENT OF NEW

OPEN ALL NIGHT!

:

AND

Circassian.IQnebec.Liverpool ....Sept
Erin.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept
City of Berlin ....New York. .Liverpool_sept

$85,000,000,

Since its organization has paid to
its policy-holders the enormous

‘■Called’’ Government Bondi calked or
exchanged for other security.
dtl
uu7

[Funeral

68 years.

OVER

Railroad Ronds, Bank Stock, Ac,

SeDt.

at

NEW kflKK,

SPOKEN.
Sept 6, off Prairie Point, ship W H Connor, Pendle( on, from Havre for Hampton Roads.

In dinpennble

1

OP

ASSETS

forth, Clark, from Tignisb, PEI, for Boston.
Ar at St John, NB, 17th, sch
Carpo,* Tyler, from
leerlsle.
Cld 17th, sch Millwaukee, Fickett, for Yineyard1 laven.

PROFESNOB BAN!BErqEr vicuna*
I have prescribed these Waters with
remarkable

In St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 11, at the residence of the
brides parents, by Kev. H. C. Woods, Thomas M.
Foliansbee. of Miuneapolis, (formerly of this eity)
and Miss Nellie J.. daughter of L. S. Woodruff”, Esq.,
of St. Paul. [No cards.!
In Kennebunk, Sent 18, by Rev. W. E. Darling,
Jas. R. Cross of Philadelphia and Miss Helen Florence Robs of Kennebunk.
In Saco, Sept, 12, Franklin Nourse of Auburn and
Miss Edith F Kiver&miih.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

GLOUCESTER—Ar^l8th,'8ch 'May Wyman, Dery,

Fremont for Boston.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 17th, sch Belle Brown, Hunt,

IT !

OF

a

BUT A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

HAYING JUST RECEIVED A
LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND DESIRABLE GOODS OF ETERI DESCRIPTION WE ARE NOW ABLE
TO SHOW OCR CUSTOMERS THE
MOST ATTRACTIVE STOCK OF
DRY GOODS EV.ER EXHIBITED
IN THIS CITY, AND SHALL

THE

IaUUJIV.

Bangor for Pawtucket.
Sin 18th, sch Brunette, Rich. New York: Union,
Small, do.
WESTERLY—Sid 17th, ech Milton, jTrask, for
Bangor.
WARREN, RI—Sid 17th, sch Chase, Ingraham, for
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar I7th, sch S E Woodbury, Putnam
Searsport for Bucksville SC.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th, schs Yankee Blade,
Lowell, Bangor; Johns Ferris, Webster, Boothbay;
Winslow Morse. Cartel, Philadelphia.
Ar 17tb, sch Edw Stanley, Beal, Lincolnville.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 17th, sch Virginia,
Armstrong, Philadelphia tor St John, NB.
Sid 17th, schs Kenduskeag, Prospect, Clara Rankin
Montezuma, Abbie lugalis, Walter E Palmer, S D
Hart, Isabella Jewett, Mary E Pearson, St Elmo,
Damon, Bangor, C W Locke, Westerloo, Idaho T A
Stuart, Delmont Locke, Fannie Butler. Abbie E Willard, Arctic. Hannibal, L M Stewart, Rose, Oregon,
Peiro, Sea Foam, Etta A Stimpson, Tennessee, Rival,
Amirald, Cora Etta, C A Sproul, Neptune’s Bridge,
Four Sisters, Ida L Ray, and Elya E PetteDgill.
Sid 18th, schs Virginia, and Pavilion.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, sehe L A Lewis, Pendleton,
Philadelphia Grace Andrews, Andrews, Philadelphia; On lario. Lunt, Amboy; Fairfield, I'aylcr, and
H Manton. Crowell, do; Victory. Moon, Kondout;
Waterloo, Whitaker, do; L D Wentworth, Knowles,
and E J MuDsell, Bolan, BaDgor; Ousel,
Wheeler,
Damariscotta.
Old 18th, sch May Munroo, Bartlett, Rockland.
Sid. brigs Mary Stewart, and Jas Miller,
Ar 19th, schs Prospect. Conary, fm Cape Haytien;
Amos Walker, Poland, Pensacola;
Governor, Torrey,
Philadelphia; Elva E Pettengill. York and Sedona,
Holbrook, Philadelphia; Neptune’s Bride, Lindsey,
J D Withered, Garfield, and Ida L Ray. Haskell,
lo; Tennessee. Beal. Poughkeepsie; Geo W Glover,
Moiton, Kondout; Abbie lDgalls. Iugalls. Perth Amboy; St Elmo, Davis, do; Isabella Jewett. Raudlett,
rad Hannibal, Pendleton, South Amboy ; Fannie
Butler, Warren, Port Johnson; WE Palmer, Staples, Hoboken; Ruth Tnomas, Hatch, fm Norwich;
irampus, Joy, Baugor.;
Old 19th, nrig Chas Dennis. Theobold,
Wilmington;
M E Dana Saunders, Cayenne.
SALEM—Ar 18th, schs Four Sisters, Bunker, from
Philadelphia; M J Laughton, Hallowed. So Amboy;
Mary Means, Parker, Port Johnson; Dexter, Sinjlair Ellsworth tor Rondout.
DANVERS PORT—Ar 17th, sch E L Gregory, McLain. New York.^

Ar nt.
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Guessing

CORNER OF BROWN.

sutf

tor Boston.
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Stock.\

Ar

Leventer. Vesper, Bristol, E.
Cld 18th, brigs Wauhan. Spencer,Cape Town, CGH;
S E Kennedy, Fickett, Gibraltar.
Sid 18th, snip Premier; brig A R Storer, for Montevideo: schs Herold, for Boothbay; Lucy Hammond
and Nellie Chase, tor Boston; Geo D Pery, for Portland; Chas Upon, for do.
Passed through Hell Gate 18th, brig Annie R Stcrer. from New York for Boston; scbs Loduskia, do for
Boston; Ivy Belle, Port Johnson for Bristol; A Me*
Nichols, do for Portsmouth; Geo D Perry,do for Boston; Star, from Amboy for Portland; A W Ellis, do

access.”

Ji9|

f'liiaina....
U uion Pacific
brft
Lake Sho«e.

108};

MARRIED.

closing quotations of

Uhuols Central..

■

■

coup,..... 103*
United States 4 per4**s,
cents,
99*
United States 4 per cents, reg.
coup.
toil
pacific os o5s.*..’; ;; ; ; •;• •; •;;;;;;

Erie preferred.,
28
Michigan Central.71

at

using Congress in baking.
Dyspeptics can eat warm biscuits made from Congress Yeast Powder without distressing them.

coup.lOt’l
4*’s, reg.103*
Prn-!e(! otale8 "ew
new

Co......’*. 95ft
....mm',!!' 1 175
*..**!"il.aj
.13S

4}'s, 105}; 10-40s,

“Congress,” the oldest and largest selling baking
powder in New England, owes its success to its purity, and the good luck that every cook has when

United States

Morris & Essex.
Western Union Telegraph
P^cidc Mail
New York Central & Hudson R li.
Erie

new

where.

107$

T*}®

I

<»

Prompt Reform of Bodily Evils.
The prompt reform of those bodily evils, enfeebled
digestion, incomplete assimilation, inactivity of the
liver, kidneys and bladder, as well as of the nervous
symptoms which these ailments are especially prone
to beget, is always accomplished by the use of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, a medicine accredited by
physicians, pronounced pure by analysts, and eminently wholesome and agreeable. Surely such a restorative is preferable to unpalatable and indigestible
mineral drugs and unsanctioned nostrums. The nation at large assuredly thinks so, j udging by the unprecedented demand for the article from Maine to
the Pacific, a demand now supplemented by immense orders for it received from tropical America,
Mexico, the British and Spanish Colonial possessions,
and elsewhere. Both at home and abroad it is recognized as a standard remedy and preventive, the
decisiveness of its effects recommending it every-

—

31 ocas:
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October 6ft.

Boston Stock Market.
[.Sales of the Broker’s Board, Sept. 19]
First Call.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R. R....— @ 86*
Eastern Railroad. ,,
@ 15

.. ..

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th,>hip Samaria, Patten,
Baltimore.
Cld 18th, ship A M Simpson, Phelan, Liverpool.
Sid 10th, ship3 Sintram, for Havre: M P Grace, for
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 18th, sch Annie P Chase, Poole,
Pittstoa.
CHARLESTON—Cld lttb, sch Hamburg, Libby,
Bueksville and New Bedtord.
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 16tb, seh Nellie Lam*
pher, Higgins, Kennebec; A L Dow, Corson, do.
Ar 17th. sch Carl D Lothrop, McAllep, Cow Bay.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 17th, sch Charles E Hihier,
Coombs. Windsor, NS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, brig Amy A Lane. Costigan, Leghorn; sch Winnie Lawrie, Spear,‘Rockland;
Cyrus oail, Howes, Kennebec.
Sid, brig Eva N Johnson.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 17th, schs Mary Riley.
Riley, Saco; Melissa A Wiley, Andrews, Bonaire;
Emma Shaw, 8cott, Boothbay.
NEW YORK—Ar 18tb, ship Levi C Wade, Bagley,
Bath; barque Mendota, Whitmore, Havre; brig Long
Reach, Anderson, from Brunswick, Ga; sch Emma F
Hart, Fountain, Pensacola.
Ar 18th, schs BeDj Reed, Reed, 1m Georgetown for
Norfolk; Margio, Snow, Baltimore for Norwalk, (split
mainsail 13th).

bush wheat, 2,.
bush rye, 1,000

Liverpool. September 19—12.30 P.M.—Cotton is
steady; Middling uplands at 6}d; do Orleans 6gd;
sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 bales for speculation
and export.
Futures 1-32 cheaper; September delivery 613-32;

conveyance—1060 bosh corn meal to G
Co.

...

acbs Cynosure,
Portland; C D
Oliver, Port Medway for North Bay; Sami Wonson,
do for Halifax; 16th, Edward Everett, North Bay tor
Gloucester; Alice M Gould, do for Portland.

051-16.for money and 95 3-16 for account.
London, September 19—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, 107}; new 5’s, at

Daily Domestic Receipts.

the

Itf—A

Batu last season, and
She lies in fourteen fath-

at

FISHERMEN.

European [Markets.
h/u|<iii.uiLrgL

St.

Brown,

Ar at Port Mulgrave NS, 15th inst,
and H Eldridge, irom North Bay for

dling uplands at 108c.
Cincinnati, September 19.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands I0|e.

Gross Exchanges.#119,573 65
Net Balances. 30,161 45

B

Rockland) bid her off for $50. It the weather continues good she will be raised.
Sch Oregon of and from Rockland for Providence,
was run into 17th, in a thick fog oft Field’s Point, by
the excursion steamer Florence, and had port bow
crushed in; damage $200.
Sch Johnnie Meserve. French, from Rondout, has
arrived at Rockland with loss of mainboom.
The crew ot barque Lavinia. befere reported arrested for setting fire to the vessel, have been released, it
appearing that the fire was accidental.
Sch Cephas Starrett, on the railway at Rockland,
has nearly completed repairs and will be
ready for
sea in a few days.
Sch Lochiel, Thomas, has been towed to Rockland
from Deer Isle, tor repairs.

Hugs are dull; common at 2 75 @ 3 00; light at 3 50
3 90; packing at 3 lu @ 3 90; butchers 4 00 @ 4 10;
receipts 1630 head; shipments 1774 head.
Cleveland, September 19.—Petroleum steady;
standard White at 9c.
Mobile, September 19.—Cotton quiet and steady;
Middling uplands at 108 @ 101c.
Naw Fork, September 19,—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at 117-16c.
Galveston, September 19—Cotton is quiet; Middling upands lOJc.
Augusta, September 19,—Cotton is firm (Middling
uplands at 10 @ lOJc.
St. Louis, September 19.—Cotton is lower; Middling uplands 10|c.
Savannah, September 19.—Cotton easy; Middling
uplands at 10 7-16c.
Louisville, September 19.—Cotton quiet; Middling upands lie.
New Orleans, September 19.—Cotton is quiet;
Middling uplands at lofc.
Norfolk, September 19,-Cotton dull; Middling
uplands at lie.
Wilmington, September 19.—Cottoa is quiet and
steady; Middling uplands at 10|c.
Charleston,September 19.—Cotton steady; Mid-

Clearing Haase Transactions.
POETLiSD, September 19,
Tlie Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction ot business as follows to-day:

were

1,000

sneoiltf

Congress St„

DRY

$54,000.

Matinicus. was launched
was owned at Gloucester.

@

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,

following

oats,

Sydney 18th Inst, brig J

mEmORANDA.
Brig Alex Nickels, Peacock, irom Cienfuegos for
Boston, was totally wrecked in a gale Sept 7th, off
Cape Florida. Part of crew saved.
Sch Lizzie & Namari, before reported sunk near

clear^nb

President Diaz has accepted the resignation
of Senor Ztmacona as minister to the United
States, and be will probably be made Diaz’s
secretary of state.
At a wedding party in Elizabe’h, N. J., yesterday, Richard Ray, father of tho bridegroom,
was shot by a groomsman who tired at roughs
who were stoning the bouse, bat short Mr. Ray.
In Baltimore, in broad day light, Tuesday,
William M. Broome, president of Baltimore
National bank, had $64,850 stolen from him.
No clue.
Gen. Howard has been collecting bands of
surrendered Indians at camp McDermott and
the whole cambering 1000, are being transferred to camp Harney.
For the year ending Jnne 30, 1878, the duties
collected in coin were $128,828,764; aggregate
receipts in coin and currency, $132,024,409; total
cost of collection throughout the United States,
$5,526,787; persons employed 3,565.

Vi

at

Milwaukee, September 19.—Flour is unchanged.
Wheat quiet at openlDg and advanced 4e, closing
quiet; No 1 Milwaukee hard at 110; No 1 Milwaukee
Bolt 1 00; No 2 Milwaukee at 9l|c cash and
September; October 928c; No 3 Milwaukee at 78Jc;No 4 Milwaukee at 65c; lejected 60c. Corn is easier; No 2 at
368c Oats are steady and inlair demand; No 2 at
19jc. Kje steady; No 1 at 46c. Barley easier; No 2
Spiing at 1 048; seller October 107. Provisions are
weak; Mess Pork at 8 62 for cash and lor September. Lard—prime steam at 68.
Freights—Wheat to Buflaio at 4.
Receipts—7,50o bbls flour, 53,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—1,500 bbls flour, 19,000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, September 19.—Pork dull and lower
at 9 00 ® 9 23. Lard is steady; cuirent make at 6 60;
keille jobbing ai 8 @88- Bulk Meats lower; shoulders at 4 75 (eg 4 99; elear rib at 6: clear sides at 6 25.
Bacon iB steady and in lair demand; shouluers
5};
at 6J; clear sides at 78 (gj 78. .Whiskey Arm

sippi jetties.

water
True &

flour, 18,000

Congress
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Ship Trojan, 1609 tons, built at Kenuebunkport in
1875. has been sold at New York on German account

bush

Solon Chase addressed the Greenbackers at
Dover. N H., last evening.
The Attorney General has decided in favor of
Capt. Eads relative to his work in the Missis

By

Ar at North

Foster, Caen.

St Louis, September 19.—Flour is unchanged
Wheat closed.lower j No 2 Red Fall at 874 d£ 87jc tor
cash; 87ic seller September; 888 @ 89ic seller October; No 3 Red Fall 81i @ 818e. Corn is dall at 344
@ 348c cash, 35c bid lor October. Oats easier at 194o
cash; 298 @20Je for October
Rye is lower at 434.
Whiskey steady at 107. Pork quiet at 91J @ 9 124.
Bulk meats are easier at 5, 5 90 and 6 15 @ 6 25 for
tbouldeis, clear rib and clear sides. Bacon easier
at 5 628, 6 75 @ 6 80 and 7 11 lor shoulders, clear rib
ami clear sides. Laid nominally at 68 @ 68.
Receipts—7,000 bbls dour, 78,000 bush wheat, 5
000 bush corn, 9,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 5,009

yesterday.
Representative Hale Believes in n Bold
Fight for llouest Roaey.
New Yohk, Seut. 19.—Phn Tnbuoe reports
an interview wuh Hon. Eugene
Hale. He

Rockport.

in-

imsn,

534
sell

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE/!
Sid fm Trieste 14th icst, barqu T F Whiton, Nichols, New York,
Ar at Exeter 17th, brig Hattie M Bain, Thestrup,
New York.
Ar at Liverpool 18th Inst, ship Raphael, Sherman,
Bombay, (June 5.)
Sid 18th, ship Belle O’Brien. O’BrieD, New York.
Sid fm Lisbon prev to 18th, barque Sunbeam, for
Philadelphia.
Ar at New Orleans 18th, ship Bombay, Peterson,

At the afternoon call nt the Itnarri the market pkert
with Wheat stronger at 87Jc asked.for October: 888c
tor November. Corn easier, declined 4c. Oats are
steady and unchanged. Pork firm. Lard is firmer.

be piolonge to November 20tb.
Over 2,000 acres o£ corn were destroyed in
tbe Scioto valley by the recent flood.
A strike by coal miners in‘North S: rat ford-

shire, Eng., is apprehended.
Tbe brig Alex Nichols has been stranded

»fs.uuu

STREET.

MIDDLE

If BOM

for cash; 8 50 @ 8 52} for October. Lard Arm at 68
for cash or seller October. Bulk Meats are
steady
at 4} and 5} and 53 for shoulders, clear rib and clear
sides. Whiskey steady at 107.
Receipts—11,000 bbls dour, 229,000 bush wheat,170,000,busn,corn,06,000 bush oats, 12,000 bush rye, 50,000
bash barley.
Shipments-5,500 bbls flour,60,000 bush wheat,U54,000 bush c,rn, 182,000 bush oats, 40,000 bush rye, 8,500 bush barley,
freights—Corn to Buttaio at 4.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Tbe king of Burmab is dead.
Catholic church in Galena, Illinois, has been
burned; loss$15 000.
.. —

sales

EASTMAN BROS.,

KENNEBUNKPORT. Sept 19—Ar, sch Martin W
Bates, Gould, Liucolnville.

118}.
freights to Liverpool—market steady; Wheat per
steam 5}; Cotton per sail 15-64; steam },
Chicago, September 19.—Elour is steady and unchanged. Wheat higher and in lair demand; No 2
Red Winter at 89c cash; 90}c for October; kNo 2 Chicago Spring at 86|ccash; 87}c for October; 8S8@
86}callyeir;No3 Chicago Spring at 76 @ 76}c; rejected at 59c. Corn quiet and weak at 35}c for cash;
36}e lor October; rejected 33}c. Oats Arm dnd in
lair demand at 19}c cash; 20} @ 20}c for October.
Rye steady. Barley easier at 1 04 for cash; 1 06 for
October. Pork is unchanged; some sales higher; 8 55

Tbe Turkish commander at Scutaria has shat
himself in tbe fort with one battalion of troops
and it is feared he will be massacred.
Affairs at the Vatican.
Eome, Sept. 19.—A special congregation of
the Cardinals have just decided that the Pope
should not leave tbe Vatican unless nnder tbe
special overruling of circumstances. Cardinal
Mina is seeking to ascertain whether the German Catholics are inclined to follow the party
leaders or the orders from the Vatioan. Pending tbe result of his inquiries, it is understood,
further negotiations with Prince Bismarck will
be almost suspended. The Vatican has ordered tbe Catholic Bishops in Mexico to abstain
from participating in political contests.
An Austrian Success.
Vienna, Sept. 19.—The fortress of Bebaco is
capitulated bv Austrians, who entered it at four
o’clock this afternoon.

i,

largely speculative;

cluding 602.1101) bush ou spot and special delivery; 06
@ 98c for No 3 Spring; t 08 lor No 2 do; 111 for old
No 2 Chicago; 93c @ 1 08 ior unlgraded Winter Red;
1 03} @ 1 01} for No 3 do; 1 06} @ l 07 for No 2 do;l 08
for No 1 do;l 03 tor steamer No 3 do; 1 05 @ 1 05} for
steamer No 2 do; 105 @ l 05J for No 2 Amber; 1 04
@ 1 04} for steamer do; 1 08 lor Amber Michigan ;1 04
@ 1 04} for ungraded White; 110 @ 111} lor No 2
do; 112 @ 113 for No 1 do; 110 @ 112 for steamer
No 1 do; 112 @ 1 14 for White State; 3200 bush last
halt October at 113; 16,000 bush from 5th to 20th of
October at 1 13}; 16,000 do al; October at 1 13}; 40,000
bush No 2 Red special delivery for September 1 063;
No 2 Spring for September at 1 05 (a) 1 06J; dolor
October 101}, closing 1 01 bid, 1 01} asked ;No 2 Winter Red for September at 1 06} @ 1 06}, closing 1 08}
bid, 1 07} asked; do October 106} @108, closmg at
1 07} bid, 1 08 asked; No 2Amber lor September 1 045
@ 1 05}, closing at 1 05} bid, 1 06} asked. Bye is
steady; 12,000 onsb Western at 60 @ 61c, maiuly at
61c; State quoted at 64c. Barley quiet. Clara—
receipts 109,100 busb; market dull; sales 208,000
bush, including 88.0C0 bush ou the spot ;48} @ 60}c lor
ungraded; 50}@50}c for steamer; ,50} @ 50}c for
No 2; steamer lor Sepember at 50}e, closing at 60c
bid, 50}c asked; do October at 50}c, closing at 50}e
bid, 51c asked; do for November at 51}c bid, 62c asked; No 2 for September at 50}c, clOBiug 6L}c bid, 501c
a9ked. Oata—receipts 74,869 busb;} @ } better and
active; sales 115,000 bush; reiected at 25} @ 26c;No 3
at 26}; No 3 White at 27} @ 28|c; No 2 at 30c; No 2
White at 30}@31e; No 1 at 32c; No 1 White at 37c;
Mixed Western at 25!@ 34c; White Western at 28 @
39c; Mixed State at 28 @ 34c; White State at 29 @
38}c. Cl etfee firm; 1400 bags Rio on p t; cargoes at
141} @173; job lots 14} @19}c. Sugar ( uiet; fair
to good reaning 7} @ 73c; prime at 7}; reAnedflrm.
Molaaaea firm; Porto Rico 32 @45; New Orleans
30 @ 50c. Bice quiet. l*ctrolaum dull; united
nominal at 86}c; crude at 5}; refiued at 10}.
Naval Stares— (Canin quiet at 1 37} qj 1 42}. 1'nrpeuttue Arm at 27} @ 28. l*ork closed heavy; 295
bbls mess on spot at 9 30 @ 9 50; 750 bbls seller October at 910 @ 9 15; do fancy extra prime 10 28; extra
family mess 12 25. Beef unchanged. Cal meats
Arm; pickled bellies at 6|@6};do shoulders 5}; do
hams at 10} @10}; middles heavy; Western long clear
6}; city do 6}. Curd heavy; 600 tes prime steam ou
spot at 6 95 @ 6 97}; 750 tes for September at 6 92} @
6 95 ; 3750 tCB October at 6 60 @ 6 92}; 250 tes seder
for November at 6 90; 200 tes city steam 6 90. Butter is Arm; State at to @ 25c; Western at 6
@ 24c.
Whiskey is Arm at 110 gold lime. Whiskey lower

300

CLOTHING 1

IN

OR

SWAN & BARRETT,

F. A. Ross & Co.

AT

Tremont—Nath’l Blake.
Sch Sarah, Hamlin, Deer Isle—Portland Packing
Company.

New York, September 19—Evening—Colton is
dull and 1-16 lower; sales 795 bales; Middling uplands at It 7-16; New Orleans at 11 9-16. Flour—
reeipts 14,492 bbls; Spring Wheats scarce and. very
firm; market f&r Winter Wheats dull and in buyers favor; sales of 20,100 bbls; No 2 at 2 50 @ 3 25;
Superfine Western and State at 3 59 @4 00; extra
Western and State at 4 00 @4 25; choice Western
and State at 4 30 @ 4 85: White Wheat Western extra at 4 99 @5 75; Fancy White Wheat Western
extra at 5 80 ^ 7 00; common to good extra Ohio
at 4 00 @ 5 50; common to choice extra St Louis at
4 00 (eg 6 75; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
6 25 fa; 7 25; choice to double extra 7 25 @ 8 50,including 1990 bbls City Mills extra at 5 00; 2800 bbls low
grade extra at 4 05 @ 4 20; 6990 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at 4 10 @ 5 75; 5409 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 95 @8 15.
Southern flour at 4 25
6 25.
Hye
Flour active; 600 bbJs at 2 60 ® 3 25 lor Superfine.
Cornmeal is quiet at 2 35 @ 2 95.
Wheat—receipts 376.3H0 bush; lc better and moderately active.

and

—

COIN

GOLD

I nvr

for “Called”

auH

Nath’l Blake.
Sch Nonpareil. Gott,

Domestic Markets.

are

SC

Ayres
Barque Nineveh, Wyman,
Clark.
Sch E G Willard, Simonton, Philadelphia—E G
Willard.
Sch Surprise, Mauter, Plymouth—Nath’l Blake.
Scb Mary D Wilson, Clark, Eastport and Calai3—
Buenos

Dollars

Fifty

NOW OPEN

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry

shale

Franklin, La., Sept. 19.—A letter Irom Pat-

—

trotting good. Time was made as follows:
Running race, two entries, Rose Dickens took
first money, time 2, 2J, 2, 4; 3 minute race, five
entries, Wanderer took first money, time 2.15,
2.464, 2.50; sweepstakes, three entries, Captain
Sprague took first money, time 2.46, 2.45, 2.45.

and

Autumn Dress Goods

East port for Boston.
Scb tt L Katun, Grierson, Philadelphia—coal to
Warren.
Shurtleff
Sell James K, Hull, Salem, to load for Rockland.

Fox.

AWAY !

GIVEN

Government Bonds.

CLEARED.

malignant type.
Grenada, Sept, 19 —There were 4 deaths today. There are 4 new cases.
Grand Junction, Sept. 19—There were 4

cases.

Highest price paid

PORTLAND.

Thursday, Sepl. 19.
ARRIVED
Steamer City of Portland, Pike. St John, NB, via

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, September 19.—Hogs—receipts of 1,400
head; shipments 5,5U0 head; extra to fancy at 4 20 @
4 59; medium to good 4 00 @ 4 15; fair at 3 90 @ 3 95;
light at 3 80 @ 3 95; mixed and rough at 3 40 @ 3 80.
Cattle—ieceipts50C0 head; shipments 2000 head;
general tone of the market unchanged ;good shipping

Superintendent Robinson of the New Orleans & Mobile railroad, haying arranged with
the Mobi'e and Jackson Co. authorities, all
mails will pass tbrongb as heretofore.
The weather is cooler, clondy and threatening
rain. The deaths reported from nooD to G
o’clock this evening were 29; new cases, 8G.
Morgan Citv, Sept. 19.—The fever is increasing There were 9 deaths and 7 new cases
in the last 4S boars. The tital cases are GO,
and deaths 21; recovered, 11.
Baton Rouge, Sept 19 -Ei-Governor Samuel Bawd died last night of yellow fever. Over
forty deaths have occurred. There are many
new cases and the disease is assuming a more

There have been three deaths

PORT OK

—

there is very bad.

Cases yesterday and 3 deaths.
There
28 cases on baud. There were G new cases
two deaths to-day, and two dying.

•
4’s and 4 1-3's
Government)
----C’s
Portland
Bath.- 6’s
---6’s
Thomaston
---T’s
Cincinnati
Maine Central K. K.

NEWS.

MAEINE

BE

ro

For Sal© 2

28

iXftinatarc Almmict.September‘AO.
5 33 PM
Jan rises.5.15 , High water
...li.miM
sets.6.02 I Moon rises.

Silver Hill. 3
Caledonia.... -.4
Savage.19$
Crown Point. 9
8eg Belcher. 35
Exchequer. 5* Sierra Nevada.175
Gould & Curry...18* Union con.124
Hale A Norcross..... .17* Yellow Jacket.24
Eureka.con... ..41
Imperial.
Ju.ia consol’id’td.... 7
Grand Prize. 5S
Justice...19 2 Alta..17
Kossuth....11-32

locality.
Canton, Miss., Sept. 19.—The fever is abating and mere are bat few cases in the city.
New Orleans, Sept. J9 —The Young Men’s
Christian Association today received a despatch
from Lagonda Plantation, saying the fever

.Glasgow.Sept

’

BONDS

Jan

Confidence.8|

19.—The Board of Health
report this morning two more cases »n the 17tb,
both fata1. Only five cases have been reported
since the lGtb of August. Since the official
report another case lias been reported in the

Mobile, Sept.

York.

_MISCELLANEOUS

—

tudes...New York...Aspmwall. -Sept 28
iamaria... Boston.Liverpool... -Sept 28
lleniogan.New York. .Peru &]BahiaSept 30

Belcher.f.9* Leopard..
Best <&.Belcher.31
Mexican.60*
Bullion.12$ Northern Belle.10$
Con>olidated Va.15| Overman.17*
Calitornia.14* Opliir.62
Cbollar.44* Raymond & Ely.16

oi Victims.

new

Bolivia.Now

California Mining Stocks.
San Francisco, September 19.—The following are
the closing official prices of mining stocks to-day:
Alpha.
14$ Keutuck.7*

Declining in Memphis for Want

Waahinsion County Agricultural Fair.
Tbe
Pembboke, Sept. 19
Washington
County Agricultural fair was held at their
grounds in Pembroke Sept. 18tb and 19tb, having tne largest attendance of any previous year
The weather was fine aod tbe display of stock,
crops, etc., excelled those of any previous year.
The track was in excellent condition, and the

blows

lermanie.New York. .Lverpool.Sept
Cgypt. New York.. Liverpool... .Sept 2s
iahama.New York. .St Thomasl- .Sept 28
( Jarondelet....New York.. Havana.Sept 28

G

Pacific...115$
Laud Grants.106*
Sinking Funds,.100*

bat soon recovered.
Tree’s age was
about 35. He leaves a wife and three children.

dition,

aauuo

Eiie 1st, ottered...25*
uaranteed. ottered...
26
Central Pacific Bonds.105$

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

26
I ’ommerania.New York. .Hamburg... .sept 28
rloravian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept 28

Union

TERur, Miss., Sept. 19 —Our condition has
grown mncb worse sioco Dr. Metcalf left.

wibu

I
l

Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford &

Slight Abatement of the Disease

Lbyssinia.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 25
Janima.New York.. Bermuda... .Sept 26
Jity of Brussels... .New York. .Liverpooi|... .Sept 26

Ohio & Mississippi.
8$
Delaware & Lackawanna. 53*
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph...29*
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific

same

(.iquor .Seizures.
Portsmouth, Sept. 19.—Toe Cape Neddick
Hmse atYurk wae raided on by Deputy Sheriff

of spirits

THE SOUTHERN PLAGUE.
I

COMMERCIAL

STREET,

Proprietor, for the Stole of IHaine.
(13m
sepia

For Best Salty Elevators and Bolsters
either Haud

or

Power, address

POST EH 4t BROWS, WachinUl..
5ei>19deotilm*
Haccarappa, .Uulae,

THE

Deputy Marshal J. M. Black testified that on th<
night of the arrest of the prisoner he had a con versa
tion with him, in which he said that Williams want*
ed him to go into a bam to get some hens and askee
him (Prescott) to go ahead as he had done before:
that he refused and Williams jointed a pistol at him,
which he grabbed; that then Williams came for him
with a knife and he (PreBcott) took this club with

PBESS.

FRIDAY MORNING,

SEPTEMBER 20.

TUB PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei <& Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, ana Chisholm
Bros., on all tralus that run out of the city.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O.Sbaw.
▲t Lewiston, of Stevens & Co.

off at the first score, the machines coming under the wire directly abreast.
Pitman soon
took the lead and kept it to the quarter when
Harris gradually closed on biB rival and at the
half mile

Button,

the brass on the end and knocked him down. I
thiuk he said the club was in under the seat in the

elegant.

sel9d2t

I have a lot of Men’s Canada
and Drawers, carried over from
that, I will rlnau r\nf nKoun
8el9d2t

W. F.

Studley,

Grey Shirts
last season,

253 Middle St.

Parties visiting the city during fair week
should Dot fail to call at H. I. Nelson’s & Co.’s
in Farrington Block, under Odd Fellows’
Hall. They make a specialty of
Worsteds,
Yarns, Germantown and Shetland Wools,

Silk

Fringes, Buttons, Hosiery and
Buying at their store you are sure of
Prices.

Buy the Florence Unlaundried Shirt at 87
cents, fully equal to aDy shirt sold for 81.25.
For sale only at Studley’s, 253 Middle street.
sely
d2t

ball's,

495

Congress street, just
_

Another job lot of

REWARD !

They cure all diseases of the stomach, bowels, blood, liver, nerves, kidneys and urinary
organs, and $500 will ne paid for a case they
will not cure or help, or for anything impure or
injurious found in them—Hop Bitters. Test
it. “See “Truths” or "Proverbs,” another

column,_

seplG-dlw

Superior Court.
BEPTEMREU CRIMINAL TERM, 1878, SYMONDS, J,,
PRESIDING.

SECOND DAY.

Thursday—Slate vs. Charles Elias Prescott. Indicted for the murder of Harry Williams.
Jcel Leighton testified that a short time previous
to the homicide ho rode with Williams, the deceased;
that Williams waB in a measure under the intluence
Of liquor and exhibited to him nnfi liurwlrprl ami I
forty-seven dollars—one hundred dollars iu bills and
the remainder in silver,
Jane Williams, the wife of the deceased was tbe
next witness; she testified that her husband’s real
naino was Goddard; that
they were married in England in 1869; Williams stole ahorse, and to escape
punishment fled to this country, and nine months
after witness followed him; first saw Prescott about
two months before the homicide; Prescott and
Harry
used-to bo gone most of the time;
Harry used to buy
hens in the country, carry them to the city and sell
them; X did not know of his death until I read it in
the newspapers; he was afflicted with Bright’s disease ot the kidneys; he was addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors, and of late had drank hard.
Patrick Donahue testified to seeing Williams and
Prescott in Andrew McGlinchy’s shop on the Wednesday preceding the discovery of the body Sunday;
that he had some words with Williams, who was intoxicated, and Prescott apprehending that friends of
witness might inteifere, called him into the back
shop, told him he was prepared for them and asked
him to feel of his pocket; that witness did so and
felt what he thought to be a revolver.
James Gould, the coroner, who held tho
inquest,
was called and identified the
clothing.
C. K. Bridges, called by the State: Am
City Marshal ; have known Harry Williams for four or five
years: he was about five feet and seven or eight
inches in height, would weigh about 145 or 150
pounds, was quite sickly and weak in muscular development; on Monday night after the bodyofWil
liams was discovered I, with Deputy Sheriff Hall,
went to Windham and found Prescott at the house
of Manchester; we walked in without
knocking; 1
told him I would liko to speak with him a moment
at the door and he followed me out; I told him that
Mrs. Williams was very anxious about her husband,
and asked hrm if he could tell me where he last saw
him; he was a little excited, but said that he had
gone to Boston; X asked him when he left; he said it
was Thursday'; X asked him what he told him he was
going to Boston for, and he said he thought the officers were after him;
X asked him what the ofllcers
were after him for, and he said he had been
selling
liquor; I asked him how long he would remain
away? how much money had he? he said he had
considerable money; I asked him how much; he said
he should think from two to tberee hundred dollars;
I asked him how he went to Boston, and he said he
didn’t know whether he went by boat or train; I
then said to him, I think you and Williams have
been stealing heDS, what do you Bay to that?”
“Well,” said he, X ,‘aint going to deny it;” X asked
him if he stole hens from the Cape, and he said yes;
I told him 1 should hare to arrest him; Xbrouglit
him to tbe city; he said he would come with me
without putting the irons on him; he told me that
when he was in the city he made his home on Green
street; I asked him if he knew the name of the person who kept the place, and he said at first he did
not; 1 asked him if It was Nell Pray’s, and he said
nne>

nolrml

l.lm

nrliara

wta.a

TIT.. ,1_1_

said they were out at the colored camp-meetIng tradiug horses and .trafficking; he said that he
was
at Nell
Pray’a from Thursday afternoon
uutil Saturday, when he left for Windham where lie had engaged to dig a cellar.
I asked him if he and Williams ever had any
trouble; he said they did once down on Fore street;
that he struck Williams and laid him out about ten
feet and be guessed he wouldn’t trouble him again, I
brought Prescott into the city, locked him up in a
cell in the police staiion, and then sent for County
Attorney Libby. After Mr. Libby talked with Nell
Pray and another girl, Prescott was called in. Nothing was said to him to induce him to make any conle*sion or statement. 1 said to him, “I suppose you
think you were arrested ou a charge of stealing hens,
but it ia uot so; you are arrested ou a charge of
murdering Harry Williams, are you guilty?” He
said, “No, I am not 1” He did not look me in the
lace. I asked him what he wag out at Stroud water
lor last Thursday. He said he was not there Thursday. I asked him if he wasn’t cut there Thursday
or Friday, with a team, and he said ho was not*
Mr. Libby, them asked him what he had in his wagon when be was out there near the canal on the towpath, on that day. Prescott stopped nearly a
minute, it seemed to me, and then said, “Well, seeing you have got so far, I may as well tell you the
whole.” Mr. Libby iu his questions to him asked
what he had in his wagon, covered with a quilt.
Prescott then said, that he and Williams were down
and he

at

McLlinchy’s shop, Wednesday night, remained
about nine o’clock, went to Tucker's
stable, got their team and started for the colored
camp meeting, at Yarmouth; that after getting over
by a barn near the Marine Hospital, they had some
there until

Harris of Portland then attached a pair of bay
8 years old and weighing 2500 pounds.
Thep started off at a lively rate and palled the
drag so far that the judges decided uot to
measure the distance.
The first prize was
awarded to Mr. Harris and the second to Mr.

Also

that

pieces of the famous
from Kioto, Japan, and cups
and saucers of Chinese china decorated in
many colors. They have some “Clnny” pottery, as well as Gien Fayence—which takes.its
name from the town of Faenza, in the
Romaqna, Italy, where it is said to have been discovered in the year 1299, A. D. These- specimens
were imported from France, where its manufacture bppan at Gien fthnnfc the middle nf ihe

among whioh is the Ameri:an study lamp, in several particulars superior
.0 the justly celebrated German study lamp,
fhen, the Mochring lamp which many think
1 uperior to any lamp jet made.
In addition there are decorated chamber sets
1 md hand lanterns in nickel and
brass, &c.'

:bina,

ciety.

to-day’s programme.
Tbe following is the programme at the Park

9 to 9.30 a. m.—Trial gents driving horses.
9.30 to 10 a. m
Exhibition gelding and fillies, 2
years old and under.
10 to 10.30 a. m.—Trial walking horses.
10.30 to 11 a. m.—Exhibition trained steers.
11 to 12—Grand cavalcade of prize animals around
the track.
12 m. to 1 p m.—Dinner.
2 p. m.—Races for 2.45 class and free for all parses,
—

SUCCESS
■IIRITIOW

OF

THE

EX-

in

a

large

number of out of town

people,

while

city people availed themselves of the opportunity to visit the fair. In the afternoon there
was an immense gathering at the park, the
largost ever seen there, not excepting the best
lays of the New England Fair. Last evening
the same condition of things was witnessed at
he hall. The fine music of the band together
with the many attractive
called out as many people

things
as

to be seen,
the hall wonld

possibly hold. The crowd was so great that it
was with no little difficulty that persons passed
from

one table to another.
The large attendance each day assures the
success of the exhibition, which is encouraging
in these hard times. Portland is evidently the

place of all others to hold the State Fair. Today is the close of the exhibition, and there is

j

Beat Trolling of the Whole Three

svery sign of another

AT

large crowd.

THE PARK.

Increased

Attendance.

The attendance at the Park yesterday was
much larger than on any previous day. The
fair weather and the many attractions offered
for the day brought out the visitors in great
numbers. The chief interest of the multitude
seemed to centre on the races in the afternoon,
rhe entries, which have been published during
the week, promised some very fine trotting,
and the result shows that the promises were
made good.
The programme published for the day was
carried out so far as possible, aud tbe arrangements were such that every one was enabled to
see tbe wbole thing without being confused.

Owing to some dissatisfaction, not exactly
understood, tbe contest of working oxen, which
took place on Wednesday, was repeated yesterday at 8 o’clock. Tbe contesting teams were
the same as took part on the preceding day,
and the conditions and load lemained as before,
with the exception that for Granville Hall’s 7
year olds the drag was loaded with 7100 lbs.
instead of 6002 lbs., tbe load for the other
At the word the oxen settled to work
oxen.
and pulled the drag 29J feet in two pulls. The
judges for this pulling match were Wm. H.
Deering of Saco, Stephen Band of Thorndike,
and W. E. Gibbs of Glenburn. The prizes
awarded as follows: In the first class,
first prize, Granville Hall of Falmouth; second
prize, Cbas. Hall of Windham; third prize
A. S. Baud of Thorndike. In the second class,
were

first prize, Wm. Warren of Scarborough; second
prize, Lorenzo Knight of Saccarappa; third
prize, Francis Hilton of Anson.
The plowing match, which was announced
to take place, provided a suitable field could be
obtained, came off at 10 o’clock in the field of
Samuel Jordan, just outside the grounds. The

that has ever been seen on this track. The
time was good bat not the best that has been
made there, but everything went off smoothly
and in good order. The list of the three races

plows
plows,

eight

Palmer Knox, Monte

Christo, Young Hector, Victor, Col. Tom Knox,
Dr. Franklin, Sir George and Somjrset Knox
The horses made a very fine showing and theprizes were awarded as follows: Palmer Knox
first, Somerset Knox second, and Victor third.

removed,

the
for examinageldings
tion, the judges being A. W. Brackett of Pittsfield, aud F. H. Berry of Rockland. There
were five entries, as follows: Victor Hugo,

sec

with three fine cooking ranges, the Crawford
i a two sizes, the single and doable, and tbe
1 lansom Cottage.

Next comes the Portland Stove (Foundry
( lo.’s stoves, which are some of
the best
t jakes.
They have two doable-oven Atlantic
1 anges which
are the best stoves made, and
t wo single-oven ones. Another stove is called
t be Banner Cook.
There are two handsome
arlor stoves, one the Fortana, the other the
f tadiant. These, together with the line disj lay of Atlantic bread pans, are all manufact ured by the Portland Stove Foundry Co.
In the corridor, Andrew Mulnix has probal ly the two most showy stoves in the fair.
( >ne is a cooking raDge called the Winthrop,

urul

■

be other

parlor stove made by the Hansom
f tove Works of Albany, N. Y., called the New
] lecla.

t

very

fast at thft nolo with Koval

On the rear table in the hall are the exhibits
f W. C. Sawyer & Co., and Kendall & Whitey. W. C. Sawyer & Co. show some of tbeir
These stands are
cry line wire plant stands.
f Mr. Sawyer’s own invention and make and
re very light, handsome and durable.
Tbey
lave also some firkins of different sizes, measires, some fine bird cages, pails and clothes
vriogers. There is a show case of birds’ food
if all kiuds.
Near by is another case filled
vith housekeepers articles. They Bhow a large
lumber of plant pot brackets, nice enough for
he most delicate plant if they have any prefMops and handles abound. Next

irence.
lomes

KENDALL &

They exhibit some very fine tubs
vhich have taken a premium, and some bird
:age'. Among’the bird cages are some made
if bright metal which looks nice and takes the
place of nickel plated ooes. Next claiming atention is a patent cheese cover made of wire
:o protect cheese from flies and insects.
They
lave also a carpet sweeper, afine lot of brooms,
patent barrel cover, patent meat chopper, the
latest improvement, and a fine show of plant
pot brackets. At the end of the table is a case
of birds’ seeds of all kinds.
One thing which
attracts a good deal of attention here is the
This stand has four
patent plant stand.
shelves which are all connected so that they are

always on a level, no matter how the stand is
placed. It does not take up any more room
than any ordinary plant stand and can be used
for other purposes than plants.
On the table of these gentlemen we first noThe firm are
tice the fine Rogers statuary.
agents for them in this city and exhibit largeAmong the large group our reporter
ly.
noticed particularly the statues of “Babbles,”

Knox

i

j

8UMMABE.

S. A. Nve. Fairfield,
X. H. H'ertom, West

a

purse ot $200— $1011,

nsblks Royal Knox....7
Water vide, ns buckskin
May Burrill..
E. J. & G. W. Lawrence, Somerset Mills, ns
blk s Dr. Franklin.4
Enoch night, Norridgewock, tns b s Ino.6
W. B. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth, ns b m Kitty
Morris.2
Frank H. Chase. Portland, nB ch e LittlePete.5
G. H. Gould, Bath, us br g John Gilpin.3
Time—2.341,2.36, 2.33.
m

6

5

1

1

5 7
3
7
4
2

—

—
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their manufactory. Their organs are first-class
in every respect, and win favor wherever they
are

tried.

2
G
3
4

as

SHORT-HORN OiTTLE,

Bulls. 3 years old and upwards, 1st prem, $12,
John Winslow Jones, for Prince Victor; sweepstakes
for same.
2 years old and under 3,1st prem, $10, C E Smith;
2d do, $5, W Waugh <Ss Son.
1 year old and under 2,1st prem, $5, John Winslow
Jones, tor Nicator; 2d do, $3, J R Bod well, for 2d
Andrie Duke ot Oxford.
Calves, 1st prem, $3, P W Ayer; 2d do, $2, S G
Otis, tor Adonis.
Cows,4 years old and upwards, 1st prem, $t0, John
for Royal Princess; 2d do,$6. sweepWinslow
stakes tor same, Peter W Ayer.
and
under 4, 1st prem, $7. John Wins3 years old

Jones,

low Jones, for Ruby, 2d; 2d do, $5, S G Otis, for Village Belle.
2 years and under 3.1st prem, $5, C E Smith; 2d
do, $3, W Waugh C6 Son, for Red Lady. 4th.
1 year and under 2,1st prem, $3, W Waugh & Son,
for Buggy; 2d do, $2, S G Otis, for Tulip, 4th.
Calves, 1st prem, $2, W Waugh & Son; 2d do, $1,
Peter W Ayer.
Herd prem, 1st, $20, John Winslow Jones; 2d,
$10, J R Bodwell.
COUNTY TEAMS.

1st prem, $25, C umberland county, by J W Merrill; 2d do, $15, Kennebec county, by A j Libbey.
PULLING OXEN.

ft 3 and over, 1st prem, $25, Granville Hall; 2d
do, $15, Chas W Hall; 3d do. $ 10, Alphonso S. Rand.
Under 7 ft 3,1st prem, $15, William Warren; 2d
do, $10, Lorenzo Knights; 3d do, $5, Francis Hilton.
7

SWINE.
All 1st premiums—Chester white boar, $3; do sow,
S3; do pigs. 3 months old, $3; do sucking pigs, $3,
s Hawes, so. va?saiDoro.
Poland China boar, $5; do sow, $3; do pigs 3 mos.
old, $3; do sacking pigs, $3, to Prince A Haskell.
Essex boar, $5; do sow, $3; do suckiDg pigs, $3, to
S S Soule.
to

GBADE CATTLE.

Bull 3 yrs and over, 1st prem, $7, to E C 0*Brion.
Bull 1 year old and under 3,1st prem, $4, Cofliu A
White.
Ball 1 year old, 1st prem, $4, G G Hackett.
Cow 4 yrs and upward, 1st prem, $7, Edgar Hilton
A Son; 2d do, $5, W F Seal.
Cow 3 yrs and under 4, 1st prem, $4, E Huuuewell; 2d do, $3, H C Burleigh.
Cow 2 yrs obi and under 3, 1st prem, $3; Seward
Dill; 2d do, $2, same.
Cow under 2 yrs old, 1st prem, $2, W F Seal.
Heifer calf, 1st prem, $1, E Hliton A Son.
Herd prem, 1st $15, E Hilton & Son.
flail Awards.
Stevens & Co, 6 boxes salt, special premium or
medal.
Motley & Winchester, 54 boxes salt, 1st prem, $2.
J N Stockwcll, drain pipe, $2.
A W Shaw, hydraulic cement, prem $3.
Henry A Peck, salt, medal or diploma.
Portland Stone Ware Co, fire brick, prem $2.
WH Pennell, dressed granite, pi em $2; red do,
prem $3.
Portland Stove Foundry Co, Maine manufacture
stoves, $10.
Nutter Bros. & Co, Maine manufacture stoves. $5.
Portland Stove Foundry Co, Maine manufacture
cook stove, diploma.
Nutter Bros. A Co, Maine manufacture parlor

ornamental.

pots, unbrella stands, pitchers, urns,
card receivers, &c., and among them is a medallion, an excellent representation of the late

large lawn

vase

BURNHAM & MORRILL

have directly in front of the doer the large and
handsome black walnut and plate glass show
case, in which tbey made their famous exhibit
at the Centennial.
This is filled with samples
of their fine Soarboro’ corn and clams, Cape
Shore mackerel, Macbias Bay lobsters, Lima
beans, beef, succotash spotted sausage, vegetable soup and roast voai.
The same kind of

goods took

a

gold

medal at the

Paris Exhibi-

stove, $1.
Geo H Smardon, Domestic steam boiler, diploma.
A Mulnix, best parlor stove, diploma.
Portland Stove Foundry Co, family range, $3.
Knights & Howarth, parlor stove, diploma; collection of stoves, dipl

tion.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

These gentlemen have on exhibition harnesses of the beat make and stock in America.
They were manufactured by James R. Hill &
Co. of Concord, N. H., and known the world
the “Concord Harnesses.”
These harwere exhibited at the Centennial in
large quantities and took the premium above
all competitors. It is safe to say that no othei
one firm of harness mannfacturers, in this 01
any other country, is as well and favorably
known as that of the manufacturers of the
“Concord harness.”
There are in this exhibition some single and

over as
nesses

double harnesses which, although notashigt

>ma.

F Bucknam, lurnace
regulator, diploma; copper
work, diploma.
Nutter Bros. & Co, brass work, diploma.
R Thornhill,
display files, diploma.
R Williams A
Co, stove polish, diploma.
C Dyer, Florence oil stove, diploma.
O M & D W Nash, best collection stoves, diploma.
D McClure, best display safes, diploma.
Hutchinson & Day, dish-pan and drainer, diploma.
M G Palmer, boots and shoes, diploma.
Horse and Carriage Mart, harnesses and outfits,
diploma.
Whitney, Nelson & Co, saddlery and hardware,
diploma.
o L
Brackett, trunks and bags, diploma.
Irving j Brown, boo’s and shoes, diploma.
B B Oil Blacking Co,
blacking, diploma.
Shaw, Goding A Co, shoes, Ac., diploma.
F T Meaher, case
wallets, diploma.

I

1

F. O. BAILEY * CO,

Auctioneer* and Commlwlon EereAaats,

improvements,

Bulmruons* 33 u5 ST Exchange at.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Wednesday forenoon in Bangor the timber
lands belonging to the estate of E. D. Jewett
& Co., amounting to over 330,000 acres, and
situated in Aroostook, Piscataquis, Somerset
and Penobscot counties, largely in the first,
were sold at auction by J. J.
Haley, assignee.
There was a very good attendance of leading
lumber men.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
The barn of Frank Hnrd in Harmony was
burned Tuesday night, together with several
tons of hay and grain, and nearly all the farming tools. Bones, supposed to be those of a
human body, were found among the debris,
from which it is inferred that a tramp set tiro
to the barn accidentally and perished in the
flames.
Mr. Joel Tozier of Concord killed a 400
pound bear last Monday night.

»•

Regular

rapidly, bat can yet be obtained, and visitors to
the Fair cannot better pass an evening than in
the company of “Evangeline.”
Auction Sale —A large number of barwere had yesterday in the sale of horses
and carriages at J. F. Libby’s stable, 511 Con-

gains

gress street. Tbe sale will be continued at 10
o’clock in the forenoon to-day, and everything
offered will be sold, as the buildings are to be
torn down. A few more good horses and car_

I

«Pll__,16t

Furniture, Carpets, Crockery

own

are

still

left,

and

SATURDAY, Sept. 21st, at
ON
Exchange Street, will he sold
hand

Aid for the South.
The following additional subscriptions have
been received in tbis city:
Universalist Society, Stevens’ Plains.$ 26 00

Previously acknowled.{3,598

03

Grand total.{3,024 05
Personal.
Maior Warren Richmond of Tamer died on
the 11th inst. at the advanced age of 87 years.
Major Richmond was a soldier in the war of
1812 and a pensioner.
Falmonlh.
There was a grand temperance mass meeting
in the Congregational church in Falmonth last

Wednesday evening, under the direction of
Oak Grove Lodge, I. O. of G. T. The meeting
was presided over by Jndge Kingsbury, District Templar of Cumberland connty, in his
usual happy manner. Interesting addresses
were listened to from I. H. McDonald, Job
Sanford, C. D. Starbird, Cbas. I,. Parker,
Henry P. White, J. B. Fillebrown, Geo. E.
Taylor, G. A. Merry of Portland, Rev. Mr.
Hamilton of Yarmouth. Fine vocal mnsio
was famished by the Parham Quartette of
Deering.

STATE NEWS

KNOX

COUNTY.

The fourteenth convention of the Knox and
Lincoln Musical Society will be held at Ruckland, October 8th to 11th. Carl Zsrrahu of
Boston will conduct the music.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

The Colby Rides of Colby University have
elected H. E. tlamim, caotain; H. R. Chaplin,
first lieutenant, and F. K. Shaw,, second lientenant.
Ann Jones, an aged minister of the (Society
of Friends, died at China recently.
In Vassalboro and several other places the
Friends’ capital punishment committee are
petitioning for the protection of the life of
Phair, and beseeching the Vermont Legislature, which meets October 1st, to protect his
life aud give him opportuuity to prove bis very

proDable innocence.

L P Hawkins. Maine manufacture boots and shoes,
LINCOLN COUNTY.
Istprize.
Wm McAleney, horse collars, diploma.
Capt. K H. Tucker of Wiscasset has recentHodgdon A Beatty, horse blanket, diploma.
ly lannched a carious boat called “Air ProHero Glass Works, preserved peaches, diploma;
peller.’ It is a diamond shape, ninety feet
preserved pears, diploma.
and fifteen feet wide in centre; has flat
long
|
Coe> mushroom ketchup, $1.
bottom, five masts, covered with very odd
Chas w Lucy, apple jelly, i$l; grape do,$l; curI shaped sails, which are three-sided, and every
rant do, $1.
Burnham A Morrill, canned goods, 1st prize, silver alternate one is placed point down instead of
I up; the rudder, aud in fact every
medal.
part of the

m., at 35
and second

a.

Ware, 56c.
if. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer,.
se20
d2t

Groceries and Store Fixtures.
MONDAY, Sept. 23d, at 2* o’clock P. M„ we
shall sell a stock of Groceries, consisting of
I’ea, Tobacco, Cigars, Wheat Meal, Rice, Split Pens,
deans, Canned Goods, Shelf Goods, Dried Currants,
Sardines, Blacking, Spicos, a small stock of Crockery
ind Glass Ware, 56c Store Fixtures,
Desk, Stove,
Scales, Show Cases, Lamps, 5iic.
F- O. BAILEY 5k CO., Auctioneer*.

ON

se20

d3t

_

IMPORTANT SALE
fi

l

i

am
irmry
TO THE

NEW

OF

ni

tit

was ware
TRADE,

BY AUCTION.
IT7E shall sell on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 25th, at 2}
v v
P. M.. at salesroom, 35 Exchange Street, an iuoice of Thomas Furneial’s tiue White Granite
Irockery; also a large lot ot Glass Ware, &c.
Catalogues will be ready and goods on exhibition
Tuesday, Sept. 24th.
r. V. BAILEY ft CO., Aielitaeors.
se19
U6t

HOSIERY
AND

UNDER FLANNELS
for Ladies and Children opening this week at

Valuable Real Estate

MIDDLE STREET.

GEO. F. NELSON.

ee20

AT AUCTION

dtf

THURSDAY, Sept. 26th, at
( ^N
J we shall sell the valuable

3 o’clock P. M.
property No. 3 Mayo
rooms, arranged for three
Seba^o, Gas, Water Closets. &c. TnU
I unilies,
ouse was built in 1467, is in good repair, and will
1 ant for $45'}. Terms easy and made known at sale.

BANKRCPTCF.—District Court of the
United States, District of Mainek In the matter
IN
of Ellen L.

c

Fernald, Baukrupt.
This is to give notice tnat a petition has been
preseated to the Court, this nineteenth day of
September,
1878, by Ellen L. Fernald ot Portland, a Baukrupt,
praying that she may be decreed to fchave a tuil
discharge from all her debts provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day oi November, A. D,
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10,o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a week
for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be
thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and
place,
and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
se20
dlaw3wF&wlw39
-—----

I

Thursday the 21st day of Nor. next.

sep!6dtnov21

my agent in any manafter this date, either as a

a

Bargain Shoe Store,

For Norfolk and Baltimore*
SCR. RICHMOND* Captain
j
jL I/ Thompson. For freight apply to
«f. NICKERSON & SON,

No. 56 Union

No. 131 Commercial Street.
se2Qd3t

Wanted*
responsible party, a furnished front
chamber in a respectable house, with modern
conveniences, within easy distance from the horse
cars and commanding a view of the bay. Address,
se2Jd3t
stating terms, NORTON, Press office.

Lost*
Fair Grounds, Presumpscot Park,
ATWednesday,
DIAMOND STUD with spiral.
The finder will be
it

on

a

bringing
se20d3t

To Let.
A T
cm.

No. 37 High St. To responsible persons, one
unfurnished and two furnished rooms, without
board. Reference s exchanged. Meals may be obtained at next door*
se20dtf

UBJVBNT1MT!

MUTUAL

tail

Life Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK.
ESTABLISHED IN 1S43,

$85,000,000,

over

Now offers to the public a new and safe
mode of invest ment in the form of An*
unities to persons of all Ages from 50
to 90 years of age, which will give to
the Applicant while living the largest
possible Income on the money Invested.
Full particulars of this plan of investment will be
furnished on application to

W.

D.

LITTLE,

GENERAL AGENT,

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
d3wis

sel6
STATEMENT OF THE

Scottish

Commercial
OF—

#

GLASGOW. SCOTLAND.

Representing $6,250,000.
Assets in the United States, $693,221.20,
viz.
Government Stocks and Bonds, market
value.$541,625 00
Cash in Office and Banks.
55,839.78
Interest due and Accured.
Premiums in course of collection
•.
All other property belonging to the Comp■

1,268
87,493

any.••••.«...

79
16

6,997 47

$693,224

20

LIABILITIES.
Lossss adjusted and unadjusted.....$ 35,213 90
Keiosnrance reserve.
308.124 19
Surplus. 349,886 11

$693,224 20
E. W. CROWELL, I Resident
W. T. REED,
j Managers.
40 & 42 Pine St., New fork City.

W. D. LITTLE! CO, AGENTS,
31 EXCHANGE STEET.
sepl6

d3wis

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Oi' THE

WESTERN ASSURANCE

CO,

TORONTO, CANADA,

July 1st.

1878.

INCORPORATED

1851.

ASSETS.
United States Bonds and Stocks deposited in tbe Insurance Departments ol
the United States.
$517,480 00
Cash in Bank, Bills Receivable, and other accounts.
76,179 42
33.391 88
Cash in Bank, Canada.
90 745 50
Bank acd other Stocks.
Government and Municipal Bonds....,
331.469 20
Mortgages on Real Estate.
53,858 73
Bills Kcctivablo— Marine Premiums
32,498 98
Agents’ Balauces, Interest, and otber
17.947 39
Accounts.
Company’s Offices.
22,750 51
...

$1,176,32161
Losses

LIABILITIES.
under Adjustment_$ 45,695

61

Re-Insurance Reserve. 325,572 00
Cash Dividends and other Accounts. 30,52 ) 30

_i-

401,737

91

Surplus as regards Policy Holders. $774,533

W. D. 1

b

& Go.,

AGENTS,

Portland,
8epl6

-

price 6.00,

now tor

$4.00,

Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots, other makes,
from 2.50 to $3.50.
Ladies’ Fine Curacoa Kid Button Boots, Bennett &
Barnard, retail price 3.00, now tor $2.25.
Ladies' Flue Curacoa Kid Button Boots, A. F. Smith,
retail price 3.00, now tor $2.25.,
Ladles’ South American Kid Button Boots, A. F.
Smith, now for $1.75,
Ladies’ Straight Goat Button Bools, “Bristol,” retail price 3.50, now $2.75.
Ladies’ Pebble Goat Button Boots, Tinkh&m, retail
price 3.00, now for $2.25.
Ladles’ Fine Kid Foxed Button Boots, A. F. Smith,
retail price 3.00, now for $2.25.
Ladles’ Fine Serge Bntton Boots, 18tbd, Bennett 32
Barnard, re tail price 3.50, now for 2 25.
Ladies’ Fine Serge Button Boots, 16thd, A. F.
Smith, retail price 3.00, now for 2.00.
Ladies’ Fine Serge Button Boots, 12tbd, A. F.
Smith, retail price 1.75, now for $1.25.
Ladies’ Fine Serge Congress Boots, 20thd, very flue,
Phillip Estes, retail price 2.50, now for $1.75.
Ladles' Fine Serge Congress Boots, 12thd, retail
price, 1.25, now for $1.00.
Ladies’ Goat Sewed Buskins, retail price, 1.00, now
for .75.
Ladies’ Fine Kid Button Walking Shoes, retail
price 2.50, now for $1.50.
Ladies’ Fine French Kid Slippers, retail price 2.00'
now for $1.50.
Ladies’ Serge Gored Slippers, retail price .65, now
for .45.
Ladies’ Serge Lace Boots, retail price 1.25, now for
Ladles’ Rubber Boots, retail price 1.50,

for

now

$120.

INSURANCE CO.
—

purchased several retailers’
itocbs of Boots and Shoes, among them
;he Leavitt & Davis stock whleh contains
ill first class goods, as the firm made a
SPECIALTY OF FINE GOODS.
Those
who are about to purchase will do well
to call and examine the quality of these
;oods as they are to be sold at less price s
than Messrs. Leavitt & Davis paid for
them which will bring them betow
wholesale prices.
Herewith I give yon a list of a few
tlnds showing the amount saved by pai>
sbasing these goods immediately as yon
will be unable to obtain goods of so fine
i quality at such prices after these are
Usposed of and those who come first will
>e sore of getting the best bargains.
Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots, hand sewed, retail price $7.00, now for $4.73.
jadies* French Kid Button Boots, Bennett & Bar*
nard, retail price 6.00, now for $4.00.
Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots, A. F. Smith, retail price 6.00, now for $4.00.
Ladies* French Kid Side Lace Boots, '‘Bristol” re-

THE

Assets

St.,

ias recently

a

BENT BOM

Agent.

PROPRIETOR

and a gold chain attached. Whoever
will return the same to the
Secretary’s office at tbe
Park or to 27 Preble Street, Portland, will receive
the above reward and no questions asked.
se20d3t

the PR ESS 0FF1C E.

Land

Staples,

Lost-$50 Reward*

on

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH,

l

me as

suitably rewarded

public

.t 10 o’clock a. m„ of all lands belonging to the
itate. Term, Cash.
A schedule of these lands will be published In the
laugor Daily Whig and Courier, ou or before the
wenty-first day of October next.

■

the

Sale of Public Lands

j

Presumpscot Park Wednesday Hunter Case
ATGOLD
WATCH with independent second hand
attachment

rent, by

dot

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the proL«ions of “Au Act additionol to chapter five ot the
Revised Statutes, relating to the
lands," ap>
•roved February 19, 1878, sale will be made at Public
: Luction, at the City Hall in Bangor, on

general or special agent.
H. C. BEAN.
Witnesses: F. R. Fay, Isaiah Bean.
Portland, Sept. 18, 1878.
se20d3t#

aJ—■

AUCTIONEERS.

Land Offce,
Augusta, Sept. 13,1878.

■!

whatsoever, from and

BAILEY & CO.,

STATE OF MAINE.

is hereby given that I have revoked all
NOTICE
agencies established by me, and that
person
has
any power to act for

House contains 17

treet.

I fm 0.
ee'-’O

Revocation of Agency.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The North Fraukiin Agricultural Society
holds its twenty-seventh annual show and fair
at Toothaker’s Park, Phillips, Tuesday and
Wednesday, October 1st and 2d. Address by
S, L. Boardman ot the Maioe Farmer.

10
new

Furniture, Carpets, Marble Top Table*. Bed
Lounges, new Crockery and Glass Ware, Plated

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

we

price._

and

Glass Ware at Auction.

workman employed on the Methodist
church, Saco, said that one night last week he
dreamed that one end, of the staging bad not
been nailed. Next morning when he came to
work he made an examination and found that
his dream was true.

would urge every
one in want of a horse, carriage or harness to
attend the sale and they can secnre one at their

riages

WILL sell

on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY, Sept.
19th and 20th, at 10 o'clock a. m. all the stock of
Horses, Carriages and Harnesses in my stable, on
Congress St. The horses are all tint class, and
among tuem, may be found some of the best horses
in the state, suitable for family or
driving. The
carriages conuirlse all the various kinds In use in a
first class stable, amoDg them are
Phaeton, Top and
Open BuggieB, Carryalls, Park Phaetons, 56c., 56c.
Also, 1 very line Clarence, 2 Hacks, 1 Barouche, to
gether with single and double Harness, Office Furniture, Safe, 56c. Terms at sale. J. F. LIBBY, 511
Longress street.
.11. O. DOW. Auctioneer.1
,,

YORK COUNTY.

to

a. a.

oc3dtf

AT AUCTION.

A

TO

at 10 o'clock

Livery and Hack Stock

WALDO COUNTY.

uer

of furniture and General Merchan-

EXTEISIVE

The only child of Joseph Koberts of Brooks,
a boy two years old, fell into a tub of hot water
last week and was scalded to death.
The Masonic Temple in Belfast is now nearly
completed. The glass for the outer door has
been procured, and is of heavy Fre Bch plate,
plain, that the interior of the hall way may be
seen from the ontside.
The glass of the hall
entrance door is of colored plate, with Masonic
emblems for centre pieces. The fresco painters
have nearly completed their work, and the
dedication of the hall may be expected soon.

363

tale

e. w. uut.

Saturday, commencing
Consignments solicited

ing.

FALL

o. uuar.

dise ever;

The cattle show and fair of Norridgewook
and adjoining towns is to be held Tuesday and
Wednesday, Sept. 24th and 23th. Hon. S. D.
Lindsey will give an address Wednesday even-

sonnty yesterday:

j

Flower

Senator Fessenden.
In a very
is a handsome English ivy.

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
transfers of real estate were recorded in this

Deering.—Chas. Stevens to Adeline A. Babb,
more securely than if a large mau were upou it.
and and boildings on Back Cove road.
F. L. Bartlett & Co. have a case of fine cigars
Portland.—Samuel W. Randall to Larkin D.
from tbeir store ou Congress street’
Snow, land on Monument street.
Brunswick.—Jotham Varney to William B.
In the reception hall is a game of Bassino
8 acres land.
which is similar to teDpins, aud is exhibited by j Knight,
Levi Ham to Cyrus F. Peterson, land on New
J. M. Stewart of Franklin, Mass.
Meadows street
Joseph A. Woodside et als. to Cyrus F. PeOn the table with Loring, Short & Harmon’s
land on New Meadows street.
display are some of Foye’s Combination Clip 1 terson,
Alioe M. Gilman to Moses M. Nickerson,
and Bindiog Folios and Files. They are handy
and and buildingsarticles, and there are many different sizes for i
Harpswell.—Arthur B. Webber to Paul S.
Merriman, 50 acres laud aud buildings on Wbale
different purposes.
Boat Island.
G. Shauniog has a pair of splendid spoon
Harrison.—Samuel Thomas to Etta E Ham*
He has also a cork feuder.
oars aud a paddle.
iton, lots No. 10 and 11, 8tb range; part of lots
1, X2 and 13, 31 range; part of lots 11 aud 12,
0. Dyer has some of those handy little oil
id range, 2d division.
stoves. They are warranted not to explode and
Capa Elizabeth.—Caleb Williams to William
are the best thing for summer use that can bo
Hatch, land on Cottage road.
a
ensure
in
found. They
fuel.
great saving
Portland Stove Foundry Co.—The stoves
Sabine Hutchins has some navigators bearing
of the above company are attracting a good
indicators and some protractors; also some paleal of attention at the fair. Their stoves are
tent broom holders.
)f the best make, and as will be seen in the
W. H. Pennell has on exhibition .some fine
premium list, have received the highest1
awards.
minerals, and also some patents.
The company have received the premium for
S. H. Curtis has some patent roofing which is
the
best
display of stoves mannfactnred in
said to be very durable.
Maine.
Their "Banner Cook” received a
J. Winslow Jones shows a few boxes of his
liploma as being the best cook stove in the
famous Globe green corn.
exhibition. The most attractive *s their “Atlantic” range, which received a premium as
Official Lial of Premiums Awarded.
being the best cooking range. This company
HORSES.
was a few years since started in this
city and
has met with great saccess, their stoves being
Stallions for general nse, 5 yoars old and over, 1st
prem, $25, E H McKcnney auu M G Palmer, for
used throughout this and many other states
Palmer Knox; 2d do, $15, Shored & Bnrrill, for
Their display at City Hall is excellent.
Somerset Knox; 3d do, $8, F A Roberts, for Victor.
Geldings and fillies, 3 years old and under 4, 1st
prem, $10, Jas M Floyd, for Monntjoy Belle; 2d do,
Evangeline —This evening Rice’s Snrprise
$5, H A Archer, for Superb.
Party will bring out the ever popular "EvangeGeldings and mares, 4 years old and over, 1st prein,
$15, Eliakim Richards, lor Emma Fearnaught; 2d
line,” at Masio Hall. Of coarse there will be
do, $10, Geo F Hltchings, for Lucy.
a rush, for every one wants to see the old fanny
Stallions, 1 year old and under 2,1st prem, $10, W
S Tilton, tor Fairmont; 2d do, $5, same, for Fergus.
"business” and the new, pretty faces, aud hear
Draft horses, best pair, 1st prem, $ 15, W P Harris;
the charming music. There will be a general
2d do, $10, M S Fuller.
Brood mares, 1st prem, $15. W S Tilton; 2d do,
desire, too, to see Alice Harrison, Willie Edwin
$10, Chas P Gilman; 3d do, $5, Chas P Mattocks,
and the others. Seats have been selling very

from the little jug as large as a thimble to
the immense lawn uro.
They are all decorated in the most excellent manner imaginable,

AUCTION SALES

no

chine has been before made in the Press.
W. E. Strout exhibits a patent improved window fastener, which can hold a window down

cles,

well

Be port',was laid on the table. The
auditor’s report was read and accepted. The
followiog officers were elected:
President, B. F. Hamilton, Biddeford.
Secretary, A. L. Dennison, Portland.
Treasurer, H. S Osgood, Angnsta.
Trustees, W. F. Garcelon (second district);
B. M. Hight (third district); John Morrison
fourth district); Geo. W. Bicker (fifth district).
Wildes P. Walker of Topsham, M. G. Palmer
jf Portland, and W. E. Gibbs of Glenbnrn,
were appointed a committee to investigate the
inancial affairs of the society in the years 1874,
75, ’76, and ’77.
Brief Jottings,
Officers Mills and Hanson arrested John MoMann, John Donovan and F. B. Abbott In this
city yesterday, for robbing the clothing store of
L’eckham & Leonard in Lewiston, Tuesday
night. They had Bold considerable of their
plunder here. They were taken to Lawiston,

ty of that excellent article, the Chinese Stove
Polish.
There is near the door a Winn’s Portable Gas
Machine which is showu to the delighted public
ana its moans operaudi.
Mention of tbis ma-

CO,
Near the centre of the hall the above company have one of the handsomest exhibits in
the hall.
Here we see all kinds and shapes,
doing credit to the workmen at the works of
the company.
They have innumerable arti-

as

lifting jacks and
probably lift the earth

some

which wou'd
if a foundation could he found. They received
the first premium.
K. Williams & Co. have on exhibit a quanti-

judges think.

being useful

j

boat, is different from those In nse. Capt.
Tuckeris experimenting on some new principal winch he thinks may be better than those
in nse.
He will also pnt a steam boiler in this
boat, for the purpose of forcing air nnderneatb,
which will be the power used in calms. The
boat is a novelty and may develop some useful

biocvcs, 91,

$12,449 07.

has one lock for the whole thing, and the work
is elegant.

jackscrews

uauua auu

',UUDi

An anal Meeting of the Maine State Agricultural Society.
The annual meeting of this society was held
at tho Superior Court room last evening. The
secretary was not ready to report. The treasirer’s report shows the receipts to be 818,751.60,
and expenditures 818,715.99. The indebtedness
)f the socie'ty on the 1st of Janaary, 1877, was

MISCELLANEOUS,

J, F. Winslow has

ni

SI; do needle work, #2.
This concludes the list of premiums as far as
reported by the committees. We shall endeavor to publish thereat of the awards of the
fair in tomorrow’s issue.

This machine
makes very little noise and will stitch tbrongh
half-inch cloth or throngh linen. The stitch is
very elastic and it will run on cloth without
basting as well as with.
In the corridor below are three fine looking
Morris & Ireland’s safes. These safes are exhibited by David McClure, and some fire-proof
wallets. These wallets are of canvas, chemi.
calized so that they will stand six hundred degrees of heat without changing. The safes are
the “Champion,” and received tbe first pre-

m

Mis 1C W Furbusli, wreath preserved
flowers, $2.
Miss Bessie Dana, lace collar, ?2; do handkerchief,

explain its merits to the people.

Van

some

.7

SEWING MACHINES.

Both the Singer and Howe companies have
machines on exhibition, bat the competition between these two companies seems to have died
oat. They both have excellent machines though
and receive a large share of the attention of the
public, Bestowed on sewing machines. The
Home Co. are on hand with their machine and

PORTLAND STONE WARE

Park—Same Day—Race for 2.3t
for

top. They are finished excellently and are indeed handsome organs. They have: also a fine
black rosewood Kranich & Bach piano. J. D.
Chenery has two large organs, feach having
twelve stops, and one large elegant orchestral
organ of the same number .of stops.
These
organs are of their own make and are the best
of workmanship. Small & Knight have two

bound in a manner that can not be beaten, so
the

Fickeft A Co, paints, etc, diploma.
S Weiscott, oil tank, medal.
J Bradford, archery bows, medal.
Micah Sampson, coaline, diploma.
E M Lang, solder, medal.
State College, grain, medal and diploma.
Safety Rein Holder Co, rein holders, diploma.
J W Carpenter, Jr, ink, diploma.
F T Meaner, Jamaica and
perfumes, diploma.
J B Hudson, Hudson salve, diploma.
W II Winn, gas machine, diploma.
S Hutchinson, goods, diploma.
Mi?s A B Gould, silk quilt, 82.
Miss Alice McLellan, worsted
tidy, $1.
Mrs A T Barnard, afghan, 82.
Mrs H M Hall, shell work. 82.
Miss Caroline Anderson, ottoman, 82.
Miss H Kimball, sofa cushion, 82.
Miss C E French, worsted
shawl, $2.
Mrs Jane Quinn, infants embroidered
shawl, $2;
do skirt, 82; ladies do. $2; silk embroidered
pin
cushion, 81; do cloak, 82; display silk embroidery,
53; do linen do, $3.
Miss Mary Quinn, worsted embroidered chair cov-

M. Furbish exhibits four fine parlor
organs, one with low top and seven stops: another, next to it having ten stops and imitation
pipe top, and two others with ten stops and low

Winkle,” “Checkers at the Farm,”
“The Travelling Magician,” “Challenging the
Union Vote,” “Weighing the Baby," “The
Foundling,” “Courtship at Sleepy Hollow,”
"The Favored Scholar,” and “Washington.”
In a large case they have a large quantity of
autograph and photograph albums, stationary,
ink stands and ledgers, journals and day books
“Rip

The following is the
PBESUMPSCOT

WHITNEY'S

ixhibition.

at his wheel trotting irregularly.
Gilpin was
third with May Burrill fourth.
This position
was held to the close of the half-mile, when
Knox began to lose his place, and Bnrrill gained as fast as the others lost. At the threequarters pole Burrill nad collared Kitty and in
a few rods she broke and fell back to second
place. Burrill now lead quite a distance and
won easily in 2.34J; Kitty secoud, Gilpin third,
Dr. Franklin fourtn, Little Pete iiftb, Ino sixth
and Itoyal Knox last.
Second Heat—At the word May Bnrrill was atthe pole trotting fairly, but John Gilpin took
the inside and held it to the three-quarters with
a good prospect of winning.
In tne meantime
Ino and Little Pete were fighting for the econd
and third place. At the three-quarters pole
May Burrill came up and took the lead with no
little assurance, a position she held to the close,
winning in 2.3ti. Gilpin when beat oat of first
place made for the second and got it; Ino was
third, Little Pete fourth, Dr. Franklin fifth,
Koval Knox sixth and Kitty Morris seventh.
Third Heat— This was by far the beat heat of
the day. At the word Koyal Knox took the
lead and with the help of Dr. Franklin completely pocketed May Burrill on the back side.
She got oat finely and having rested a little
while kept back, showed a great borst of speed.
Ino squared away and followed her at a good
gait. The race for first place was now warm
between these two horses. Ino trotted squsreiy
hut was unable to more than collar May Burrill. She trotted the first quarter in .58, half in
1.15, and three-quarters in 1 53, and the mile in
2.33. Ino was second, beiDg ouly a neck behind
in coming under the wire; Little Pete was third,
Gilpin fourth, Knox fifth, Kitty Morris sixth,
and Dr. Franklin last.
This closed the race. May Bnrrill won first
money, John Gilpin second, Ino third and Kitty Morris fourth.

class,d>e.t 3 in 5 to harness,
S100, $50, $3U, $20.

a

W. C. SAWYBB & CO.

Elizabeth ns. Kitty Morris', S. A. Nye, Fairfield, ns. Royal Knox; G. H. Gould, Bath,
ns. John Gilpin; E. J. & G. W. Lawrence,
Somerset Mills, ns. Dr. Franklin; F. H. Chase,
Portland, ns. Little Pete; I. H. Hersom, West
Waterville, ns. May Burrill; E. Hight, Nor*
ridgewock, ns. Xno.
First Heat—At the word Kitty Morris was
trottinxr

large and handsome exhibit of
Knights & Howartb have two parlor
toves, the Medallion and the Harvard, togetha

er

2.34 class.
The second race was for 2.34 class for a purse
of 8200. Out of fifteen horses nominated seven
appeared for the word, and they were given positions in the order named: W. B. Nutter, Cape

Ricker of Rockland. The display of stallions
was very large, and among the principal ones

the pole and they were

t

the

C. H. Baldwin of South
Abington, Mass., entered two Charter Oak
swivel plows from the Higamon Manufacturing
Oo.
Tbe plowing ocoopicd nearly all the day, and
the results will be found by an examination of
the premium lists.
At 10 o’clock the stallions for general nse
were called before the stand for examination,
the judges as announced being W. G. Davis of
Portland, D. W. Goodwia of Winn, and Col.

won

STOVES.

is

There
e toves.

clops...dis
8. Witham, Waterville, ns b s Lookout.4 3 3
Fred U. Berry, Bockland, ns ch g Charles H.,
formerly Dr. Clough. 2 2 4
E. N. Greeley. Portland, ns b s Sir Dahlgren.dis
J. B. Littlefield, Auburn, ns r g Dispatch.,,,3 4 2
Time—2.32, 2.36J, 2.39.

and double teams.

Mr, Pitman

baviogs and all shapes and kinds. Also they
1 ave the patent round soldering iron.

SUMMARY.

team. W. F. Cameron of Portland entered
two iron and two steel land side ploughs, single

the stallions were
aDd fillies were called

aannnH

LANG & CO.

E

Preeumpscot Park—State Fair, third day—
Bate for 2.50 class, best 3 in 5 to harness, for a purse
of *150—$75 $40, $20, $15.
A. M. Brown. Bowdoin. ns b m Forrest Girl. .1 1 1
U. Stincblield, Cape Elizabeth, ns b g Cy-

competition, including two swivel
for single and one for double teams,
land side plows, three for single and

After

(rirl

handsomely decorated.
E. M.

the

one

mentioned

FnrAtt

as may be desired.
They have also
water pails of the same material and a

1 ave, near the entrance under the gallery,
e ome solder in all the shapes imaginable,
1 'here are solder sticks, drops, lings, wire,

Forest Girl pressed the
Charles H. third.
leader hard for a halt mile and finally collared
him. For twenty rods there was a fine match,
and then Forest Girl got her nose in ahead and
left Lookout behind. Chas. H. then came up
and had a sharp set-to with Forest Girl for the
first place. At the three-quarter pole these
horses were neck and neck, with a good prospectofOhas. H. winning. Just as he was
coming on the home stretch however, he broke
and lost his advantage.
Forest Girl won in
2.32, Chas. H. second. Dispatch third, and
Lookout fourth.
Cyclops and Sir Dablgren
were distanced.
Second Heat—After several trials the word
was given with Forest Girl at the pole, Chas.
H. second, and Dispatch third.
This horse
then spurted and went to second place, with a
good prospect of taking first, but broke and fell
back to fourth place. Then Forest 'Girl took
her turn at running and fell back to fourth
place, letting Chas H. lead. He too was unfortunate, and he fell back to second place,
letting Lookout take the first place with a
prospect of winning the race. On the last
quarter, Forest Gill, one of the most honest
trotters ever on a track, regained her feet and
On the home
began to work very sharp.
stretch she was second, and before reaching the
wire got her nose in ahead and won the beat in
2.384. Chas. H. was second, Lookout third,
and “Dispatch last.
Third Heat—This like the two preceding
heats in the race was a good one. Forest Girl
had the pole at the word, and was trotting
briskly with Lookout at her wheel, and Chas.
H. third. Oo the back side Dispatch worked
up to where Chas. H. was, and for a little while
there was sharp work between them. Dispatch
finally got the lead and Chas. H. fell back to
fourth place. Forest Girl came under the wire
in 2.39, Dispatch second, Lookout third, and
Chas. H. last.
This concluded the race. Forest Girl won
the first money, Chas. H. second, Dispatch
third, and Lookout fourth. The following is

for

he

wit.h

long

ome

i late

A. M.

plorna0
J B

ORGANS.

Wm.

A. P. Kaalnnd has a couple of elegant blackwalnut deskB and a dentist’s case, which are an
honor to the cabinet trade. One of the desks

s

Charles H.
First Heat-The word was given with but
little delay. At the word Lookout was well up
nnlp

plomatlanJ

1 welve gallons, which is the largest preserve
j ar ever made by anybody. Some of these jars
re filled with peaches and pears which have
1 >een kept, some ten, others twelve years.

e

Brown, Bowdoin, ns. Forest Girl, J. B. Littlefield, Anbarn,
ns. Dispatch, It. Stinchfield, Cape Elizabeth,
ns. Cyclops; E. N. Greeley, Portland, ns. Sir
Dahlgren; Fred. H. Berry, Rockland, ns.

tho

M E Weston, decoration on China, $2.
Koesel A Benson, display painting, diploma.
Miss J S Perley, painting, $5.
Mrs T G Loring, water colors, $3.
Mrs M A Furbish, crayon, $3.
C F Plaisted, wood engraviug, 83.
H H Coe, pen and ink drawing, 82.
Miss H L Coe, pencil drawing, 82.
LoriDg, Short A Ilarmou, statuary, diploma.
C B Conant. photography. $5; collection of
photoand sun pictures, diploma.
leries, blankets of prices ranging from 50 cents graphs
Miss H A Dennison, preserved insects, 82.
to $12.
some
also
fiue
There are
imported i Chas Burleigh, coins and medals, 82.
E A Myer, snip in glass case, $2.
brushes and curry combs.
The exhibition
Miss H L Coo sketch in birch bark, 82.
probably contains some of the bast goods in
Miss Mansfield, hair wreath, 82.
Stubbs Bros, picture frames, 82.
the country.
Koesel A Benson, tine gilding, 82.
Reception Hull.
E W Robinson, photograph engraving, $2.
In Reoeption Hall among the best producJoseph Castejl, Jr, printing, 82.
E P Talbut, Jr, charcoal
tions of the brash are noticed several water
drawings. $3.
M E Weston, India Ink
drawings, 82.
oolors by Mrs. Thomas G. Loriog. They are
G H Smardon, “bath wash stand,”
diploma.
Jas Robinson, inlaid table, diploma.
very finely executed and show signs of no litE L Peterson, 3 Bhow cases, diploma.
tle skill on the part of the lady who has painted
A P ICaalund. dentist’s desk,
gratuity, $2: roll top
do., premium 82; book ease, diploma.
them. Tbe committee properly awarded them
T P Beals, paiuted.chawber set, broDze
medal,
the first premium yesterday. A pencil picture
H James, inlaid checker
table, gratuity, 81.
N P Burgess invalid chair,
of Theodore Thomas, done in one day, without
premium, 82; recliuingchair, premium 81.
instruction, by Miss Helen L. Coe, attracts no
W E Strout, window
fastner, diploma.
E Lord, parlor suite,
little attention.
Tbe drawing is correct and
gratuity, $2.
the shading is carefully done, makirg au exir
^ Go’ best furniture, diploma.
pot plant. 83,
Bascoin,
N W Morse, best tilled
cellent likeness of this great musician.
fernery, 82.
Miss Georgia Baker, best parlor
The exhibition of Stubbs Bros, occupies the
boquet, 81.
Loring, Short A Harmon, binding, diploma.
entire north end of this hall. Although they
Am. Paper Bbl Co. pulp
work, diploma.
G H. Smardon, telephone, medal*
do not exhibit many oil paintings, the ones
Burgess, Fobes AC o, leads and colors medal.
W S Dyer, patent oil cans, medal.
they do are .very fine.
There is a marine
C E Jose A Co, glass ware and crockery, diploma.
painting by Franklin Stauwood and some
G. Shanning, oars, paddle and fender,
diploma.
smaller ones by “A.”
H W Caswell, soap, diploma.
Hayes A Douglass, crockery and glass, diploma.
In a large show case they have a fine assortJ M a goon A Co, chemical
soap, diploma.
ment of artist materials which ought to make
J W Stockwell, cement goods, medal.
G H Field, building wall, medal.
to
if
the novice
painting easy
any would.
Portland Stone Ware Co,
display goods, medal,
In another are some fine velvet pictare frames.
H H Hay A Co, pharmceutical
preparations, diploma.
There are hung on the wall a few very fiue
Knbber Type Co. display ot goods, dismall crayon drawings. The main part of their
c O Hudson, mixed candies and
display is probably the frames, which are
F H Cloyes, gas saver, diploma. chips, diploma.
handsome enough and of as fine workmanship
G H Smardon, phonograph, medal.
F°H(> aU(1 F1,e iMauulacturiDg Go» goods, dias any one could wish.

mium.

J Sarrel Co. exhibit some powder and flour barels made directly from pulp. They are per1 ectly air tight, and anything will keep in them

2.50 HACE.
Tbe first race of the day was for 2.50 class for
a purse of 1150.
Of thirteen horses named,
only six appeared to start, and they were given
positions in tbe order named. S. Witham,

Lookout,

as some they make, would be fit lot the
of any
king in the land. Another important exhibit is blankets.
These blankets were
purchased driectly from the Bhow cases in
whioh they were exhibited at the Centennial
and are some of the finect blankets manufactured. They have blankets hung from the galuse

1 ine

PAPER BARRELS.

THE

ns.

Philadelphia have on exhibition some very
glass preserve jars, holding from a pint to

f

priced

Under the back gallery the American Paper

tolerated. If this condition of things could be
kept up, the races in this vicinity would Dot
only be more liberally patronized, bat a better
class of people would attend.

and six
three for double teams. Whittemore Bros, of
Boston entered two of Oliver’s patent chilled
plows, one No. 40, 10-inch draft for double
team, ond one No. E 2, 8-inch draft for single

may

<

finished so that the crowd got back to the
city at five o’clock. There was a very large attendance, and many assert that there never
was a larger crowu on the Ereunds at
ary one
(ime. Among the spectators wore Governor
Connor and Hon. S. D. Lindsey.
The judges, Messrs. Heald, Haskell, and
Stimson, discharged their duties even better
than on the previous days. There were no long
waits between the heats and scoring was not

lots to be plowed were one-eighth of an acre
each, and the judges were instructed to note
particularly the draft, depth, pulverization and
greatest range of each style of plow, the design
of tbe plowing being to show the merits of
each competing plow. The judges appointed
to decide tbe relative merits were J. F, Brackett of Limington, Cbas. H. White of Thorndike, acd Isaiah Eider of Dsering.

John J. Frye of Portland entered

HERO GLASS WORKS

was

Waterville,

;lass, marble, gold frames, pianos,

silver ware,
tc., without the use of soap or water. It will
\ ake stains and grease from clothing, and re, duced, makes a fine shampoo
for the head,
l licah Sampson & Co. are proprietors, and ex1 libit

The trotting at the park yesterday was just
immense. In fact it was the best day’s trotting

The attendanc at the Fair yesterday was the
largest ever seen at any State exhibition ever
jiven in this city. The fine weather brought

lamps,

co ALINE.

Daya.

A Wccls of Perfect Weather.

also

At the northwest part of the hall is a display
< f
that excellent article, Coaline. This is a
j Iquid for cleaning paint, graining, window

TBE RACES.
The

4««lrRRII.

some

ware

lOrh century, being acknowledged as the leading Fabrique de Fayence now in existence.
Besides that there are some choice pieces of
Majolica which are sought after as articles usc:ul as well as ornamental. Some fine cut glass
vare is to be seen in sets, bowls, oval dishes,
;oblets and thin tumblers. Choice French

tho

to-day;

THE

in case

“crackle”

Fnller.
The first premium for geldings and mares
four years old and over was won by Mr. Richards, while tho second was awarded to Mr.
Geo. F. Hitchins of this city. The conditions

trouble; that Williams wanted him to go and steal
some hens, but he refused; that thereupon Williams
Fairmount, Fergus, Royal Blackwood, and
came for him with a revolver which he, Prescott,
Adelaide.
grabbed from him before he had time to cock it;
The announcement of a bicycle race at 10 30
that then Williams came at him again with a knife
a. m. caused the crowd to gather near the
and he, Prescott, took this stick, with the braes end,
stand eager to see tbe novel and interesting
from the wagon and struck Williams twice over the
head; Mr. Libby asked him if Williams made any
sport. On account of tbe failure of all but twc
noise or groan after he struck him the first time, he
of the contestants to put in an appearance, tbe
said no. Mr. Libby asked him wby he struck him
race which was advertised to be for five milei
wanted
he
to
second
the
be sure
time; Prescott said
was changed to a three mile dash for
a silvei
He
would
not
him
then
that he
come for
again.
coffee urn valued at $10 for the first prize anc
and
uniuto
the
down
took the body
slept
barn, laid
au ice pitcher valued
at $39 for the seconc
til morning; about five o'clock he placed the body iu
prize. The contestants were Mr. W. R. Pitmar
drove
to
Pride’s
the wagon and
Bridge, thinking he
and Mr. T. Harris, both of Boston. Mr. Pit
would carry the body home to his wife, but he was
man and Mr. Harris are
afraid he might be arrested, and so turned around,
agents for rival firmi 1
in Boston and each was bound to do his best t<
and came to the city; His horse was tired and he
he
to
Portland
went
S. J. Hezleton's, on
win.
Mr. Pitman was the winner of the fivi
St., where
put up his horse, hired another, drove out to Mason’i
mile race at South Framingham on Wednes
woods and buried the body; 1 asked him where the
day, where he distanced the field, making thi 1
pockets were and he told me he thsught I would fine
best two out of three heats in 21 minutes am
them at the baru, and I did; be Bald that he neve
3G seconds and 21 minutes 38 seconds
ob
respect
went armed, that he never carried a revolver; I
fully.
tained the revolver from Nell Pray; I askeel Pres
John M. Stimson of Boston and Mr. Baile; 1
cott if Hairy came too alter they left the city; ant
of Deering were appointed as judges and th 3
he said yes and they drank four or five times; b
men were called on to the track at 11 o’clock
said that Williams had eight or nineJldollars, whici i

betook.

Near the entrance to the hall Hayes & Douglass have a very Ane display of glass ware.
Here we notice some Ace specimens in Japanese ware in umbrella stand and dragon vase

horses,

THE STATE FAIR.

those fine Marseilles
received at
sel9d2t

_

HAYES & DOUGLASS.

Gardner of Lewiston. M. S. Fnller of Win*
slow put on a pair of 7 year old horses, weighing 2100 pounds. They palled the drag, loaded with 3859 ponnds, 5 feet i inches. W. P.

are

eur

award.

or

Cornish, J. H. Kimball of Fryeburg and D. W.

ins has entered a protest against the award on
these grounds and it will Be settled by tbe so-

ItEAD Studley’s Bulletin in to-day’s paper
if you want to find out where to bny dry goods
$500

the bicycle race a trial of
draft.horses was announced to take place on
the track.
But two teams put iu au appearance and the drags were so rn load»d for the
contest
The judges were W. H. Warren of

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

8el9d2t

sel9d2t

Reporter observed Yesterday.
The crowd continued to increase at the hall,
and yeBterday a large number visited it.
The weather so far has been all that could be
desired and the public have taken advantage of
it. The iudges were busy yesterday awarding
premiums and today the exhibition will perhaps be especially interesting because the people can know what goods received a premium

close of

Thursday—Wm. D. Rooney and A. O. Billings.
Intoxication. Fined $3 each with costs.

Qailts at 81.87, worth $3.50, just
Studley’s 253 Middle street.

cheap.

Ciri BALL.
What

Park.

At the

municipal Court.

above Preble

House.

on our

over

horses shall be shown in a carriage weighing with the driver not lees than
three hundred ponnds. Mr. Hitchins shew his
horse in snch a carriage, while Mr. Richards
exhibited his animal in a sulky. Mr. Hitch-

ance.

There are two good races reserved for to-dayIn the 2 13 class there are thirteen entries. Including several horses that have made good
time this week. Tbe second race is free for all,
for a $250 purse. There are ten horses entered
for this race, anti quick time will be the order.

any good road
he can make ten miles an boar for five consecative hours without overexertiag himself.
The audience showed au appreciation of the
sport and it is to bo hoped that we may have
other opportunities for witnessing similar races

this point Mr. Libby stated that the testimony
for the government was concluded. At the request
of the counsel for the defendant, the trial was
suspended until Friday morning at ten o’clock.

_

500 pairs of A No. 1 Undressed Kid
Gloves,
at 50 cents a pair, worth $1.50, at Carlton Kim-

pressed. He also says that

At

An Immense Crowd in Attend-

TO-DAY’S RACES.

min. 51 sec. Daring the entire race the spectators were intensely excited and the applause
was general and frequent.
Mr. Pitman says
that he can and ha3 made mnch better time
than the above when be has been more closely

guilty.”

Itnches.
bottom

Chilian. The race was for half-mile heats and
repeat, and a parse was made np amounting to
$70 for the winner. On the second trial tbe
colts came down the track neck and neck, and
were given the word. Basset lead from the Arst
and made the half-mile in 1.58 in good condition. Chilian trotted in pood order and showed
a good step.
The second heat was a repetition of the Arst;
Bassett trotted a little faster this heat, making
the half-mile in 1.52 in good shape. This is one
of Lon Morris’ colts and is very promising.

almost a repetition of the first except that
Harris at no time took the lead, but it was
noticeable that he always gained on the home
stretch.
On the third mile Mr. Pitman steadily opened the distance between himself and
Harris and at the close of the first half was
loading by three or four lengths. On the last
half mile Harris worked hard to close on his
rival, but with no success, for on the home
stretch Pitman made a handsome spurt, winning tho race by nearly six lengths, time 11

wagon.

septl8 4t.

_

was

was

VICINITY.

are

leading by

half a length, time
1.48&. On the third quarter Pitman regained
his lost ground and at the mile was leading by
a whole
length, time 3.50. The second mile

Roseoe McGuire, Jr. testified that he saw the
prisoner coming towards Portland Thursday morning with a gray horse, nothing in his wagon, near
AND
Pride’s bridge; later in the day he saw him at his
hoase with something in his wagon covered with a
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAlf.
quilt. lie enquired the road to Allen’s Corner.
Samuel J. Hezelton testified: I keep a stable on
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Portland street; Thursday morning, the 5th of SepIf yon would like a change.
tember, about eight o’clock, Prescott came to my
This Fiiday morning—J. s. Bailey & Co.
stable and wanted to know if I would let him have a
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
horse to peddle out his stufl; that his mare was tired
In Bankruptcy.
and lie wanted her fed; I let him have a horse; probTo Let—No. 37 High Street.
Revocation of Agency—H. C. Boan.
ably he was at my stable from five to seven minutes;
New Fall Hosiery—Geo. F. Nelson.
when he drove away he started towards Preble
For Norfolk and Baltimore—J. Nickerson
& Son.
I street; I saw something dropping from his wagon
Wanted—To hire.
LoBt—Diamond Stud.
which I thought was blood; I saw that he had
Lost—Gold Watch and chain.
something in the wagon with an old quilt thrown
AUCTION COLUMN.
over it.
Valuable Real Estato-F. O. Bailey & Co.
Robert Waterhouse of Deering lesfifled to finding
Groceries and Store Fixtures-F. O. Bailey & Co.
Williams’ coat in the hushes near the bridge over the
Furniture, <6c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
canal.
Charles W. McKenney testified that Prescott exThis Friday moruiog, prompt at It
o’clock,
J. 8. Bailey & Co. will commence the sale of changed with him a shovel for an umbrella.
The counsel lor the respondent admitted that the
Watches in the extensive stock of Messrs.
shovel produced was the one used by the prisoner to
Gerrish & Peatson at auction.
The stock of
bury Williams.
Watches is large and valuable, carefully selectCharles H. Pike, coal dealer, testified to Prescott’s
ed for their retail trade and warranted.
ordering a barrel of coal for Nell Pray on Thursday
morning preceding the Sunday the body of Williams
If you would like a change, and are
willing was discovered.
to acknowledge that a change sometimes
brings
George Libby, horse shoer, testified to seaing Presbetter things for less money, try the new Smokcott staving up his wagon at the foot of Mitchell’s
ing Tobacco, “Bull’s Eye’’ and “Nigger Head’’ hill in Deering.
Cut Cavendish. Tell your dealer about these
Horace F. Milliken, Thomas H. Gladliiil and Roscoe McGuire were called, and their
tobaccos.
testimony was
corroborative of the former witnesses.
Mow to «ct Rid of the Plague
Jacob P. Remick, the turnkey at the jail, testified
of buying worthless Boots and Shoes.
Always that when Prescott returned to the jail after being
ask your dealer to show you, and
buy for ladies arraigned, he asked him what they did with him.
and children, men and
boys, those solid Prescott replied that they did not do much; that he
pleaded not guilty, but he wished he had not; I told
leakier goods, made to wear, having SHAW,
CODING & CO.’S name as manufacturers him he could retract the plea if he wished; I asked
him who told him to plead not guilty, and he said
plainly stamped or labelled on soles. Their
his lawyer, “bui,” said he, “I guess I shall retract
SPECIE SHOES for ladies, fine Kid and
it; I don’t care what the lawyers eay, I shall plead
Goat

CITY

THE COLT RACE.
Tbe sport of tho afternoon closed with a race
between two two-years old colts. J. S. Heald
enters his brown Alley, Nancy Bassett; J. B.
Watts of Thomaston enters his bay colt,

Maine,
isi!3ff

Misses’ Curacoa Kid Button Boots, retail price 3.00,
now for $2.00,
Misses’ Curacoa Kid Walking Shoes, retail price
2.25, now for $1.50.
Misses’Oil Goat Button (School Boots) retail] price
1,50, now for $1.25.
Misses’ Fine Serge Button, 18thd, retaillprlce 2.00,
now for $1 00.
Misses’ Kid and Goat Croquet Slips, retail price 85c,
now for 50c.
Children’s French Kid Newport Ties, 2 to .5, retail
price 1.00, now See.
Children’s Americon Kid Button Boots, 2 to 5, retail
price 1.00, now lor 60c.
Children’s Pearl and Bismark Ankle Ties, 2 to 6, retail price 1.00, now for 50c.
Children’s Kid Ankle Ties, 2 to 6, retail price 50c,
now for 30c.
Children’s Curacoa Kid Button Boots, 6 to 10, retail
price 2.25, now for $1.75.
Children's French Kid Boots, 6 to 10, retail price
1.25, now for 75c.
Children’s Goat Boots. 6 to 10. retail
for 50c.

Dries

73c.

now

Children’s Gra. Sewed Bale, retail price 1.25, now
for 81.03.
Children’s Gra. Pegged Bals, retail price 90c, now
for 75c.
Children’s Long Leg Kip Boots, retail price 1JO, now
for 1.00.
Men’s Fine Calf Congress Boots, retail price 3.50,
now tor 2.50,
Men’s Fine Calf Hand Sewed Congress Boots, retail price 5.00, now for gl.OO.
Men’s Fine Cair Hand Sewed Leg Boots, retail price
6 03, now for 83 00.
Men’s Fine Calf Machine Sewed Leg Boots, retail
price 4'50, now for 3.50.
Men’s Fine Cali Hand Sewed Ties, retail price 4.30,
now ior 83.75.
Men’s Pure Gam Rubber Boots only $3.00.

This stock includes a large assortment
of goods to numerous to enumerate here
and will he sold at correspondingly low
figures. Without doubt this is the finest
stock ever offered in this market at so
low prices.

S3T”Anjr one nerson making a purchase
amounting to Ten Dollars will be given a
pair of Boots or Shoes, they haring the
privilege of selecting from a lot.
sepl9

_«itf
A WARMING

THE PUBLIC As tbe unprecedented
success attending oiy original idea of manufecturiog Pure Candies iu full view of the public baa
iuduced persons everywhere to misrepresent my
gooos by selling what they call Boston Tatty, chewing
Candy, &c., i&c., and selling the same tor London
Tatty, I take this opportunity to intorin the citizens
of Portland and vicinity that they are interior misrepresentations, which fact 1 will demonstrate to any
oue who will call at the Model Candy Kitchen, 554
Congress Street, where I make the famous Bowers
London Tatty: also fresh Cream Candy. As the season advances I shall make a variety of tine goods,
such as have never before been ottered in Portland,

TO

W|"S«'ABD

H. HOWIR8,

The Terr bed cla«» •( people are poironizinu Ibe model Cuedr 4UICHI:i4, 334
Cgna Hired, where ie cou.iuuilr bolau moDuf.clured Ho.tr,’ fam.ur Condon Tad; and Hat Cream Candy. Ida
aelOdlw
cheap geode made.

morning and refused to be dislodged. Seeing
Butler’s crowd in possession of the hall the
executive committee resolved to postpone the
Convention one week to be held at Fanenil
Hall. The Chairman undertook to announce it

AGRICULTURAL.
The Palata Crop.
All accounts agree that the potato crop for
1878 will be a beautiful oue, aud the quality
generally good. A letter from eastern Maine
informs us that the crop there (except where
damaged by rust in parts of Washington
county) will be excellent. The Boston market depends chiefly upon the state of Maine
and Prince Edward’s Island for its best potatoes. The potato crop of the United States
in 1850 amounted to 05,797,890 bushels; in
1800, to 111,148,807 bushels of “Irish,” aud
42,000,000 of 6weet potatoes. In 1874 the
crop of Irish potatoes was about 100,000,000,
and last year it was estimated at 145,000,000.
The leading states in the production of thi3
excellent esculent are New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Michigan

aud

Ohio,

whose total

to the Butler delegates inside the hall bat his
voice was drowned with hisses and cat calls.
The Anti-Butler delegates went home, bat the
Butler delegates went on with the convention
and nominated Butler for Governor amid great
enthusiasm. The result is a split in the Democratic party. The rabble go with Butler and
the respectable members will hold a convention
next week to see what action to take.

yield

principal

the

streets and

causing damage

to the

How to Can Frail.
are the only kinds to
use (for the acid of fruits will not bo healthful ir preserved in tin), and they can be purchased very cheaply. Nearly all fruits retain
their flavor better if they are steamed instead
of stewed, as they are not so much broken up.
To four pounds of fruit, take oue pouud of
lump sugar, as it is less subject to adulteration. Fill the jars within two inches of the
top with the fruit; melt the sugar in very
little water, and turn it boiling hot upon the
fruit; place the jars in a pan of boiling water
and let them steam about ten minutes, or
until the fruit, by the expulsion of the cold
air, has been forced to the top of the jar; put
the cover on at once, with a cloth, so as not
to burn your hands, and screw it down
tightly while in the boiling water; set the
jars on the table to cool, and if any bubbles
appear in them, take off the covers and boil
again until the fruit is again forced upward.
Fruit canned in this manner will keep for
vears and retain its flavor nerfeet.lv.
Tnitvi.
toes can be preserved in stone jars with great
success.
Stew them for two hours in the
jars, in the oven or in pans of boiling water,
filling them up as the juice evaporates; then
cover with cotton cloth and put in the large
corks that come with them, so as to prevent
the hot air from escaping. Make a sealing
wax of one pound of rosin, two ounces of
beeswax and two ounces of mutton tallow,
all melted together. Put it on while hot

children living at Huckley, Texas,
murdered Friday at midnight by an
uuknowu party.
Lynch, the father, was
awakened by a pistol shot striking him in
were

the breast.
He
and saw a
sprang up
masked man standing in the middle of the
room. Another shot was fired and Lynch fell
unconscious.
When ho recovered, he found
himself in the lane outside of the premises. The
assassin thinking Lynch dead, seized a hatchet
and pat the witnesses oat of the way and then
set fire to the house.
The distracted father
saw the house burn and fall in on the bodies of
his children. Lynch, it is thought, will recover.
Suspicion rests npon a young mau named Boatware, wnn wnom

Jjyncn nad trouDie.
FOREIGN.

The editor of the Boaapartist Journal, Le
Fays, has been fined for insulting McMahon.
Tho Russian trcops are leaving Constantinople.
A letter from Havana says the journals which

formerly hardly

slavery by its
right name, are now discussing means for abolition. It appears that all parties are gradually coming to the conclusion that pecuniary
compensation to owners of slaves is quite out
of the question. The solution of the question
dared

to

call

must ultimately lie with the Spanish Cortes.
In the negotiations between Prince Bismarck
and the Vatican it has been agreed that the

with a brush, covering the cork and the sides
of the jar completely. Keep in a dry, cool
cellar.—Rural World.

church shall be

ruled in accordance with the
Prussian constitution and that the fall laws
shall '•ernein in force but subject to a declaration as to the manner of their execution. A
discussion on terms of this declaration iB still
proceeding also as to the return of the recalcitrant Bishops and Ibe recognition by priests
and the provinces c 1 the government author-

Statins Patatoe*.

Every method has been tried by farmers
to store and preserve their potatoes
through
the Winter, until potatoes come again. It i3
the most valuable of all vegetables, though

here and there we find a person or a writer
who undertakes to tell us of its unwholesomeness.
It is universally consumed in all civilized countries, as where it cannot be grown
it is imported, which can be done long distances without injury, when ventilation is attended to. In storing potatoes several methods are adopted, yet they are all practically
the same, the object being to protect them
against freezing, whether buried in pits or
stored in cellars. The first consideration is
to

keep

them in

perfect darkness;

the next

ity

given

is,

A

assembling

preparing
-a-uurussy

increasing

of

the

s

Hays.

in

tho 3d New

Hampshire

returns of the

versary of the battle of North Point was observed in Baltimore by City Hall closing, and
also city court. There was a scant display of
bunting on the buildings.—-Twenty-two tons
of silver ore valued at $80,000, was sent from

vicissitudes of Autumn.
The Secretary of the Treasury has decided to
abandon his recently announced intention of
redeeming greenbacks in silver, because of
some doubt of his authority to do so under the

sab-treasnry to the Philadelphia mint last
week, to be coined into silver dollars.

The Science of Life;
—

OB

—

SELF-PRESERVATION.

Hampshire Democrats have nomin-

Published and for sate only by the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Street,
Boston, (opposite Revere House.

favor of honesty and econmy in the administration of the government, in favor of a stable
currency, the just payment of the public debt,

Sent by mail on Receipt of Price $1.
untold

miseries that result from indiscretion
In early life may be alleviatedand cured. Those
THE
who

but one currency for the government and the
people, the laborer and the bondholder, for a
revision of the tariff laws, and of course intro-

doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled "The Science of Life,
or
Self-Preservation.”
Exhausted
Vitality,
duce the usual “fraud” resolution.
Nervous and Physical Debility, or Vitality impaired
The Republican State Convention in Louisi- by the errors of youth or too close application to
business
be
restored and manhood regained,
may
ana was without a quorum on account of quarTwo hundredth edition, revised and enlarged, just
j
antine regulation which would prevent delepublished. It is a standard medical work, the best
In the English language, written by a physican of
gates returning to their parishes. It was de- great experience,
to whom was awarded a gold and
cided that the chairman of the State committee jeweled medal by the National Medical Association.
It
contains
beautiful
and very expensive steel plate
should call a convention at some future time.

Lost.
WEEN Deering St, and Spring and Thomas
a
black
and
white striped shawl. The
St.,
Under will be rewarded by leaving the same at 95

BET

Commercial St.

Life Insurance

Duty.

a

a large handsomeTerms
bay window.
Address box 1517.
sepl9dtf.

ON ly froscoed parlor with

reasonable.

To those dependent upon a salary, a Policy is indispensable. To those possessing more of this
world's goods,it appeals, first, as a security against
all possible contingencies. No odo now wealthy is
sure ot dying so.
Secondly, as a means of accumulation; for, taking the expectation of Life, a Policy
of Insurance on your life will probably yield you a
fair interest for your annual investment, besides the
full return ot the amount paid.
In the event of
previous death, tho Policy is beyond question the
best investment that can be made, often increasing
very many times the amount of premiums paid. The
chief advantage of Life Insurance is, that it makes
this provision when most needed, and when every
other means may fail.

Rooms to Let.
St.
Oily CUMBERLAND
nished or

/

board at 247

Rooms to let—Furwith or without
Reference
E. E. UPHAM, Esq, 7 Exchange St.

unfurnished,

Cumberland St.

selSdlw

To Let
LARGE

Iront
furnished
unfurnished,
A
597 Congress St, Congress Square,
selu
room

or

d3t»

To Let.
Board,

WITH

large sunny front chamber;
in pleasant and con-

one

also ono attic chamber
venint location.
References
“ROOMS,” Press office.

DO NOT DELAY!

exchanged.

Address
sel4dlw*

and more than 50 valuable prescriptions
for all forms of prevailing diseases, the result of
many years of extensive and successful practice,
either one of which is worth the price of the book.
300 pages; bound in French cloth.
Tbe author refers, by permission, to JOS. S.
FISHER, President; W. I. P. INGRAHAM, Vice
President; W. PAINE, M. D ; C. S. GAUNTT, M.
D., H. J. DOUCEY, M. D.; R. H. KLINE, M. D.;
J. It. HOLCOMB, M. D.;N. R. LYNCH, M. D.,
and M. R, O'CONNELL, M. D., faculty of the Philadelphia University of Medicine and Surgery; also
the faculty of the American University of Philadelphia; also Hon. P. A. B1SSELL. M, D., President
of the National Medical Association.
More than a thousand criticisms from the leading

satisfaction amoDg Republicans, among them
the belief of many Republicans that greenbacks
should be substituted in favor of National Bank
currency, a scheme which the State Convention refused to endorse, calls npon Republicans
to submit to the State Committeo any plaa
which they may have to avert disaster which is
threatened by their dissatisfaction.
The Connecticut Democrats have nominated
the present Governor, R. B. Hubbard, for reelection and adopted soft money resolutions.
MASSACHUSETTS

DEMOCHATS.
One of the most extraordinary performances
in New Eogland politics was witnessed at the
Democratio State Convention at Worcester
;

Political, Literary, Scientific, and Religious Papers
have spoken in the highest terms of the “Science of
Life,” and they all pronounce it the best Medical
Publication in the English language.
Tbe London Lancet says: ‘*No person should be
without tuis valuable book. The author is a noble
benefactor.”
“The book for young and middle-aged men to read
lust now.is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,”
—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora's box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of
these
valuable works, by the
Peabody
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of
fife. —Philadelphia Enquirer,
“It should be read bv the
young, the middle-aged
and even the ohU’-A’cio York Tribune.
earnestly
that
hope
the book ‘Science ef
_;Ve
Life will umi, not only
many readers, but earnost

disciples.”—Ames.

Au illustrated sample sent to
cents ror postage.

Address Db. W-

alLon receipt of six

}}■ PARKER,

No. 4 Balflnch st.,
dost, n, who as well as the author, may l>e consulted
all diseases requiring skill and experience.
Office hours—9 A. m. to 6 p. m.

on

Jau23

eod&wly

hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon herself
is

the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
SEWARD BUCKNAM, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given

bonds as tbe law directs. All persons having de
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
AB8Y A. BUCKNAM, Adm'x.

Hecriflg, Sept, 3d,

1373.

6ept>illaw3wF*

olis, Windsor and Halifax. N. 8.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

xvajiway.

Co.,)

or

aul2eodtf

«. PALDUS K.

M.

NICE rent of six (6) rooms, ready about Sept.
1st, corner State and Sherman streets, with
improvements. Call at 260 State street.
au29dtf

To Let.
THREE storied Brick House, 264 Cumberland
Street, in good repair. Gas aud Sebago. Partially furnished or unfurnished. Fourteen rooms.

A

beyond

question, Sound,Careinl and Con-

au26

dtf

The Most Advantage-

To Let.
THREE-STORY Brick house, No. 299 Cumber.
land street,—12 rooms, hard and soft water,
batht ub, gas Ac. Will be let on reasonable terms.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 191 Middle St, au8tf

A

to Insure.

Payments may be made annually,
semi-annually

or

Offices to Let
mwo good counting-rooms, over 151 Commercial
JL street. Rent moderate. Will let one or both.
je28dtlAUG. E. STEVENS & CO.

quarterly.

B. B.

PECK,

HALL TO LET.
HALL, Williams’ Block,

MISSION will
AGENT, by
undersigned,

DISTRICT

known

as

the
terms

PORTLAND,

“Arcana Hall,)
be let

having

PLEASANT BOOMS TO LET.

ME.

second floor; plenty ot
SUITE
light, air aud water. Heat aud gas furnished.
Also
third floor. Relerences
of rooms

eod2wWF&M

on

sun-

exchanged.

oue room on

Stable To Let.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

THE

Desirable House Rents.
genteel, first floor rent in the brick house No.
764 Congress street, 7 rooms, gas, Sebago, bath
room, hot and cold water, furnace, &c.
Former rent
$376, reduced to $300,
Also second floor rent, same block.
Former rent
$326, now $275.
Two rents, five rooms each on Temple street. Rent
7 rooms, No. 18 Parris street.
Kent 7 rooms No. 165
Franklin street. Small house, 8 rooms, 8 Monument
street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 379* Congress

THE

Accountant and Notary Public.
CKO. C. CODHAN,-Office No. 184 Middie Street, Portland.
nov26dly6m*

street.’sept 2-2 w

Six
one-story house. No. 55 Alder street.
THE
large rooms, Sebago, good cellar and drainage.
A
for

A. IftVJIffGY, Room 11, Printers’

Exchange St.

someone.
good bargain
Apply
TERSON, No. 379* Congress street.

SMALL A NKIACKFOKD, No. 33 Plant
Street.

Horse Shoeing,

to F.

G.

PAT-

BEING

Real Estate Agents.

day long. Lot ample,
Also

a

good

stable.

Washiufi-ton, 1>. €.

Sale,

For Sale or to Lei,
Three Story Brick House No. 6 Gray Street
Can be examined any day after 10 o’clock a. m

THE

further particulars call on
J. F. RANDALL & CO.,
eedlOtf
126 Commercial St.

For Sal© !
The new

and thoroughly built
\ house 8
Ellsworth St. Very pleasj antly situated; in the healthiest
part ol the city. The best bargaiu
\ in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. It. AVEHILL.
,,,
Jaly3'
dtf

obtained lor mechanical de-

vices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, ei*
nventions that have been;

i

by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be i
secured by us.
Being

opposite

the

Patent Of-

fice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

twK SALE.
One or both ot the elegant Brick Dwellin'*
Houses
on the corner ot Pine and
15
Carlton

Iriv

aLStreets,

The Houses

inspection.

mode
or
sketch of your device we make exam'}
inations fret of charge
and advise as to pa-

_

tentability.

All

cor-

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
trust of Administrator ot the estate of

NOTICE

the
JACOB A. TRIPP, late of North Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM OSGOOD. Adm’r.
North Yarmouth, Sept. 3, 1878. sepl3dlaw3wF*

O flOOOOOCOOOOOOfi (*5
taH-HHNWHHMMH-hl HH
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All Braid* and Price*, lor sale by

O.

WAY

Cb

are

city.
now being finished and

are open
*

Portland, Ang,

5,1878,_

auSdtf

T. C. EVANS,

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss.

HE AS my wife, Susie J. Da, is, bas left my
bed and board without just cause and
against my will, I lorbid all persons barboring or
trusting ber on my account, as I shall pay no bibs of
her contracting, or expenses of any kind.

CANCERS,

Tumors

PARK ROW, NEW TORE.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE,

Street,
Estimates furnished ftee. So

Cincinnati,

PORTLAND MAINE.

WM. CBANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

-•

V

M.

J

Office Roar, from 1 to 5
Friday Afternoons.

JAi. .BMW jm. M.

and SATURDAY.

Carefully prepared and

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake, Freight
forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, 0. P. Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lins
Jolm S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston,
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
B. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street.
Boston.
Through bills ol lading given by th, above named

Bit. DANIEIi
HODRKIN*.

nut

up

Tue.day and
the well known

bv

HARDY

C.

and

E.

seplldtf

o

for a Clrrular.

from

Portland

Passage $12.50.
freight or passage to Norfolk,Baltimore, Washagton, or oth9r information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
nov2dtl
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

Participate in the Benefit* to Health,
which thousands enjoy through the remedial aid ol

NORTH GERMAN LLOYD
STEAMSHIP

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient
A medicine to
for relief from

JUNE.

ON Train,willleaving
be

Portland,

VALUABLE TRUTHS.
suffering from poor health, or lan
bed of sickness, take cheer, forf
guishing
|
\
Hop Ritters will Cure You.
If yon are simply ailing; if you feel weak and
dispirited, without clearly knowing why
J
Hop Bitter* will Revive You,
|
If you are a minister and have overtaxed yourself with your pastoral duties ;or a motner, worn

The Steamers of the company will sail ever Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot of Third St,, Hoboken.
Kates of Passage—Prom New York to Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first cabin,
$100; second cabin, $60, gold; steerage, $30, curOELRICHS & CO.,
rency. Apply to
2 Bowling Green, New York.
WU1. ALLEN, 2S Exchange St., Agent for
no28
Portland.
dly

care

and

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

cretion,

are young,
or are

and

growing

case,

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, ever, MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6

suffering from

too

fast,

as

|

indisis often the
any

Hop Bitters will Relieve You.

Hop Bitters is What You Need.
If you are old, and your pulse is feeble, your
i
nerves unsteady, and your faculties waning,
Hop Bitters will give you New Life
and Yigor.
T ry Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief
For sale

by

Phillip.
aug21

Zb

Co. and Perkin* Zb Co.
eod&wlm

L1J1 JE.
VOYAGE.

Safety Combined.

DC \OK WAST

Old

Queenstown.
Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold; Intermediate
$40, or its equivalent. Steerage $28 currency. Return and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
from all parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
IgB^Siicht Sterling Checks issued in sums
to suit for £1 und upwards.

Newspapers

FOR

PMMeipia & New England Steamship Line,
FBOM

Ton

—

WRAPPERS!

can

buy them

for 50 cents

a

hundred

or

three

hundred

BOSTON TO THE SOTJTH.
Quick Tim., L.w Rate., Frequent Departure..

for $1.00 at

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, I>. 0., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C„ and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod voided.
Insurance at lowest rates.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
D.
MINK.
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
W'JI. P. CLYDE A CO.,
General Manager., Philadelphia,

jaaU

8.10 a.
the train

a. m. will run only as far
JOSEPH HICKSON, Gen.

Montreal, Sept. 13, 1878.

as

m.

te^MAdtr

the

PRESS JOB OFFICE

leaving

Gorham.

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R.R.
JULY 1,

I

7.15

111.
a. in. runs

Trains will

ran as

/allows

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
Portlnnd si 7.30 a. m. and

1.00 p. m.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40 a. m., 1.12 and 6.15 p.
in.

7.30 A. HI. Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car lor Boston via Nashua and Lowell
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. ra., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.15 p. m., Ronton 1.15 p. m., Ayer J unction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
trains South and West.
1,00 P. M. Steamboat Express with Drawing
Room Car attached, through to New London without change and through Car
lor Lowell and Roston. Connects at
Rochester for Dover and Great Falls,
at Epping lor
Manchester and Concord
at
Nashua lor
Lowell and
Roston, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the west via Iloosae Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Pntnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Raltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, duo at Pier No, 40, North

York,

at 6.00

a. m.

0.13 p. m.—From Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester sind Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m., Drawing
Room Car attached, and 8.50 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15 and 11.00 p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk B. R.
SCND^AY TRAINS*—Leave Preble Street Station at tl.OO P. M., arriving at Rochester at
4.00 p. m. and at Worcester 7,25 p. in., connecting with Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
and the West. Leave Worcester at 7 00 a. in.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street
m.

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

Eastern
JULY

Railroad,
1,

through

to

Burlington and Swan-

ton, connecting at Wing Road, lor all point* on
B. C. & M. K. R.; at Bt. Jobnsbury with Pm*.

R. R. for Newport ami Montreal; at East Swanton with Cen. Yt. K. U. for St. John anti Montreal; at Swanton with Ceut’i.Vt. for Od’endburg via O. & L. C. R. R.
1X45 p. m. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
at Glen Station with stages for Jackson and Gleu
House, and arrives at GrawiorU’d 4.4^, Fabyan’d 5.00 p. m.
UI.

tuna

UUIJU^U

w

!*,

«

)UUC«

illg

at that point with through train via Montpelier
and St. Albans for .Ttomrrul, Ogdrurbori,
Watertown, Htracnw. Hair,lo, tbira«o, anl all points Weal. Sleeping Caro
from Fabyan’s.
Trains Arrire in Portland)
From Fabyan’s and intermediate stations 8.10
and 1.00 p.

a.m.

m

From Vermont and the West 6.30 p. m.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
Portland Jane 28.1878.dtf

Grand Trunk It. R. Co. of Canada.
°n and a,ter MONDAY, Sept 16.1878,
passenger trains will van as lollowi:
loi Auburn and Lewiston,
8 a. m for Gorham.
12A0 p. tn. tor Anburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. tor Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.20 p, m. tor Anbnrn, Lewiston and Gocnam.

’TftrfliMlttri
Stal"Vna
7.00 a.

m.

ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Anbnrn.
10.00 a. m. from Gorham (Mixed).
12.35 p. m. lrom Montreal, Quebec and West
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Anbnrn.
6.05 p. m, from Lewiston, and Anburn.

3?assensor Offices
74 EXCHANGE 8T.,
4*0

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF EKDIA 8T.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates i
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Tlllwaa.
kee, Cincinnati, 8t. I.onia, Omaha.
Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Mall l.ake Citr,
Dearer, Man Praaeisco,
and all points In the

KoHiiweit, West uni

Sonibwett

JOSEPH HICKSON, General UanaatT.
W. J. SPICER, Stiperi^iendtKi,
Jal8dtf

WITHOUT A STOP.

ANOTHER “NEWl.INE” RETWEEN

BOSTON

NEW

AND
—

By TIIK

YORK!

—

New Vork Ac New England Railroad.
TICKETS EITHER WAV

Staterooms at usual prices.

60 cents.

Berths free.

Supper

Trains leave depot foot ot Summer street, Boston,
at II P. M. Boats leave Pier 10 North
River, N.Y.,
at S P. M.

1878.

1878.

Tickets void only at 403 Washington it.,
at the depot.
Connecting train make*

and

“"7

no«ion

uu«l

tbe boat. No stop over.
Tickets good only oil
day of sale tor continuous passage, and by the connecting boat.
CHARLES P. CLARK,
A. C. KENDALL,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. Agent.

eep!3

dtf

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
Embracing tbe leading Hotels In the State, at which
the Dally Press mar always be found.
ALfBED.
Alfred Hon.c, It. H. Coding,

Proprietor.

AUBCBIV*.
Kim Ilou.e, Court. Nt.W. S. A A. fuas

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta Flousr, (State CH., 31. Whltrktad,

Proprietor.

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. 31. Plummer, Proprietor
BOLSTER’S HILLS.
Hancock House, 31. Hancock, Proprie*
tor.

BOSTON.
Parker House, Hcbool St. H. D. Parker*

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. It. Crocker, Proprl
etor.

Tremoul House, Tremout
Gurnet * Co. Proprietern.

(St.-Chapln,

B BUNS WICK,

P. * K.

Dining
Proprietor.

HE,
Booms, W. K. Elsld,

CORNINII.
Cornish House,31. B. Doris, Proprietor
DAMAK1MCOTTA HULLS.
Samonet House, Trunk Bros. Proprietor*
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark's Dining Hall. Croud Trunk Bail,
way Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor
DEXTEB,
Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. C. Morrill, Proprietor.

PASSENGER TRAINS leave Portland
for Searboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio I,
Kittery,
Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston at
M3 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,
Salem. Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
1.10. 3.34 p. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 3.30 n, m., every day (except
Mondavs.)
Sunday Express Train will leave Portland at
2.19 p. m. arriving lu Boston at 6.30, connecting
with All Rail and Sound Steamers lor New
York. Passengers hy this train will arrive in
New York early Monday morning.

RETURNING,
Leave Boston at S.30 a. m., 13.30, 3.13
and 7.00 p. m., connecting with Haine
Central and E. & N, A. Railway for SI.
Johm aad Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car
attached.

Proprietors,

_____H1RA31.

■t. Cutler House,—ill ram Bustoa, Pro
prletor
LEWISTON
He Witt House, (jaiubr At March, Proprietor.
LIMERICK.
Lim rick House,—D. s. Fogg, Proprir
MILL BRIDGE,
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins,
prietor.

or

Pro-

NORKIDGEWOCK.
Daniortb House, D. Danforlb. Proprietor
PEAK’S ISLAND.
Cnioa House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates, Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket OtHce.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
my27dtf

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

Maine

India streets.

etor.

PORTLAND.

Central

MONDAY, JULY 1, 1878.

American House, corner of Middle and
D. Rnudnll & San.
Perry’s Hotel,117 Federal St.J.G.Perry.

Proprietor.

City Uotel, Cor. Congress and Ureen Sb
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Show Ac Non, proprietors.
Preble House, Congress Nl.Gibson ArCo.,

Proprietors.

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Wnterville at
12.59, 12.55 and 11,15 p. m.
Por Skowhegnn at 12.50,12.55, 11.15 p. m.
Por Angnsta, Hallowell. Gardiner and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 12.55, 5.15, 11.15 p. m.
Por Rockland and all stations on Knox Ot Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6.15 a. m. and 12.55 p. m,
Por Hath at 6.15 a. nn, 12.55 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, IVinthrop,
Keadfielri, West Wmervill" and Water*
Title via Lewiston at 12.50 p. m.

D. N. Hotel, June lion of Congress and Pod
eral Nts. McDonald A Net*begin,Propri-

For Lewiston and Auburn.

'Vrletor7fleld

Trains leave at 12.50 p. m. and 5.10
p. m. The train leaving at 11.15 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for
AnWintbrop and Waterrille. The 12.55
p. m. tram is the day train and the 11.15 p. iu.
train is the Night Express Train with Pullman
Sleeping Car attached; both make close connection
at Ranger lor all stations on the K. & N, A.
Railway, and for Ml. John aud Halifax. The
11.15 p. m. train makes close connection at Haugor for all stations on Hangor A I'ivtcuiu
quin K. K., ftloalton, WoodHtock, Ml. Andrew*. Mi. Mtephen,
Fredericton, Fori
Fairfield and ft;aribon
The 6.15 a. m. train
from ■'ortlnnd connects at
Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Maturdays tvnh Mir.
€has Houghton forming a
day line to IVli.
Desert.
P*»»enger Train, arrive in Portland as
follows: —The morning trains from
Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, Dexter,
Skowhegan, Farmington, K. 0t L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.56 and 12.58
p.
m. The afternoon train from
Angnsta, Bath, K, at
L, R. R. at 5.25 p. m« The night Pullman Express
train at 2.10 a. m.

kara,

etois.

NKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Ueselton, Ptonri6tOf«
WEST HASH’S WELL.

““iMoT.*"

“•■•^A.J.MerrymnA,

PAY80N TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland July 1,1878
Je2bdtf

Pro-

WESTNEWFIELD.
R’c’ Holmes,Pro-

fjewiMton,

Belfast,

D. C.

«,.■

for

Manager.
seplldlOt

Passenger

connection with OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

_

5HSJKS1SFabyan’s and

83 MILES

RAILROAD.

mail steamers.
The Baltimore mail Line sails from Halifax every alternate Tuesday lor Liverpool via

—

at

Passenger trains leave Portland for
ntermediato stations,
a. ni^
El.Ti, and
p.

__

EASTPOKT.

If you are in the workshop, on the farm, at
the desk, anywhere, and feel that your system
needs cleansing, toning or stimulating, without intoxicating.

P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted np with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Daring the Summer months
these steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on
their passage to and from New York. Passage, including State Room, $4, Meals extra. Goode destined beyond Portland or New York forwarded to
destination at once. For farther information apply to
HLENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag't, Pier 38 E. B„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street,_
declBtf

OCEAN

Montreal

ABRASUEHENT.

Commencing JIONDAV, July 1, 1STS.

_

Hop Ritters will Restore You,

If you

illiJLAJl

Nl’ItlER

with

work,

If you are a man of business, weakened by the
strain of your everyday duties; or a man of letters, toiling over your midnight work,
Hop Bitters will Strengthen You.

Line to New York.

and

are
on a

out with

Maine Steamship Company

Speed, Comfort

you

Boston

RAILW1V.

discontinued, and

Protland at 8

12.20 p.

London,
If

at

after MONDAY, Sept. 16th, the Day

je29dtf

eod2w

sc9_

Havre and Bremen.

SHORTEST

indigestion, constipation, nervousness,

80LD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

New York, Southampton,

Soml-Weekly

which the invalid never looks in vain

biliousness and kindey troubles.

BETWEEN

connects

TRIM

River New

Agents.

to

E. IN. FBEgUBAN & BB«g.,
ADVERTISING AGENTS,
W. Eearth

NO.» SMITH STREET,

received at New and Sradons Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, ther.
connecting with the Clyde Steamers, sulling
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAYaud SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,

ABE N,T g.

train

ROUTE !

i’OKTLAM) Si OGDENSBURG ILK

a. m.

all 8ound Line Steamers for New York, and all Kail
Lines for New York and the South and West.
Through Tickets to all Points Sooth
and West nt lowest rales.
Trains on Boston & Maifle road connect with
all steamers running between Portland and BanRockland, Mt, Desert, Mac.ias, Eastport,
alais, St. John and Halifax, Also, connect with
Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and
Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes tor refreshFirst class Dining Rooms at Portland,
ments.
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
JAS. T. FUKBEK, Gen. 8upt
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
je2f*

jiiiv

J. M. LUNT, Sant.
J. W. PETERS, Gen, Ticket Agent,
|y3Udtt

The 1.10 p, m. train from Portland docs not stop at
Scarborough Beach or Pine Point except to take
passengers toiog west of Biddeford.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebunk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
The 1.10 p. m.

Wens,

Washington

Freight

Advertisemen s wrii on, appropriately displayed
and proofs giver tree oi charge.
The leading I» illy and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on file lor the
accommodation rf Advertisers.

INtt

and

BOSTON,

"wTwTsulBpiE&wr

8.45

Swellings.

In

AGENT.

North Andover, Lawrence.
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10,
6.30 p. m. For Rochester, Farmington, Al«
ton Bay and Wolfborough at 8.45 a. in., 1.10
p. m. For Center Harbor at 8.45 a. m. For
Manchester and Concord (via Newmarket
Junction,) at 6.15 a. m., 1.10 p. m. (via Lawrence) at

and

CLYDE’S

Contracts for Advertisements in all Nowspapt'e o
all cities and towns ol the United States, Oanaa
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Treinont Street Boston.

2

OTHGBB.

On and After Monday, July
IS7N, train* will LEAVE
FOR BOSTON
rjnt'
"*3at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10, 6.30 p. m., ar
at
Boston
10.45
a.
riving
in., 1.30, 5.10,10.30 p. m.
lie turning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. in., 12.30 3.30, 6 00
at
m„
Portland
p.
arriving
12.30,5.00,8.00,10.00 p. in.
For Scarborough Bench and Pine Point,
a.
Old
6.15, 8.45, 10.00,
m., 5.30, 6.30 p. m.
Orchard Reach, Saco and Bidtieford 6.15,
10.00
a.
6.30
in.
For
p.
Ken
5.30,
8.45,
m., 1.10,
nebunk, at 6.15,8.45 a. ru. 5.30, 6.30 p. in.
For Well*. No. Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
Great Fall*, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,

NOTICE.

4^DR. C. J. CHENEY,
Surgeon Dentist,

£nt

S, It. NILES,

ADVEBTISIN W

ALL

OP

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

GRAND

iebl?_dly

Advertisements receiuod for svery Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
oontract prices.
Any information eheerfally give*
and estimates promptly fanruished.
HORACE DODD.

With

ALPHEUS DAVIS.
Sobago Lake, Sept, 17, 1878.
scplSdlw*

PBINT

DODD'S
ADYEBTINING agency,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Oo.,

Cor. Mjrtle & Cumberland Sis.
decll
eodly

Ac

EBg) YYA BE HOUSE,
10« WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds o
Printers Materials. Advcrtisementsi nserted in
anr
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
west prices. Send for estimates*

AOVEBTISING

Jydtf

LMI

The first-class iron mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every Saturday A. m. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
The Sommer Rotate through
■telle isle is amidst the magnificent scenery of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence. One-third the passage being
inland navigation, it shortens the actual sea passage
to about five days from land to land.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.30 p. m. train
Fridays to connect. Cattlz are not carried on the

AGENCIES.
AOVEKTISINB AGENCY

across Boston.

Tickets to all points West at Lowest Rates
Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices, Commercial Street
A. P. ROCKWELL. Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FGEBEK. General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

258 middle 8t.j over BE. Kl. Hay’s.
This is the Oufy Insida Route
All operations in dentistry performed at prices to
suit the times and warranted first-class. Nitrous oxde gas and ether administered to extract teeth.
We have the most
Avoiding Point Judith.
improved apparatus tor the
I manufacture and inhalation of nitrous oxide gas.
Steamboa Express trains leave Boston from Bosse!7
<33 w
ton & Providence B. B. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 3.30 p.m., connecting atStonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Bhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance .f all ather lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston * Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Ex9hang9 St.,and W. D. Little;*Co.’s,49J Exchanged*
White
D.S. BABCOCK,
L.W.FILKINS,
All Eruptions of the skin, and the greater part of
Ben. Passenger Ag'.t, New York.
President,
ocl ft
Surgery cured without amputation or the use of a
dt'
knilo We will lurther say to the public, that we
can direct them to thousands of cures, and many of
Norfolk, Baltimore &
them in this city. 1,400 kinds ot Vegetable Medicines, and there several kinds ot preparations, alter
the English Botanic form, can be found at
MTEAiSSHir LINE

for

a

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO CHARGE UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials In the Patent Office, and to
inventors.in every State n the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Ofice Washington, D. C.
no24
4tf

M

in this

For particulars apply to
E. H. FASSETT,
Architect,
Centennial Bloch, Exchange Street.

tents more promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.
dus

AHEAD

!

\

including transfer

RAILROAD.

g)r,

KAIL,

FOR NEW YORK.

ISRAEL T. DANA.

property, consisting of about 20 acres of
and barn. The house confinished rooms well arranged, good well of
water, <&c. This property is very pleasantly located
within 5 minutes wala of Walnut Hill station on the
M. C. R. K., and school house, and is in an excellent
Will be sold at a bargain, on easy
neighborhood.
terms. For lurther particulars enquire of J. S.
Stanwood, No. Yarmouth, or of F. O. BAILEY &CO., 35 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
sel2dtf

For

VIA ALL

$8

MEDICAL.

pleasant, and sunny all
containing about 7000 feet.
Pleasant for any family.

Specially adapted for a physician’s use.
Apply on premises, which will be open for inspection daily from 3 30 to 4.30 p. m. for tbe present week.

entability,

promptly attended to.

&TOHINGTOHT

room; very convenient and

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Bxekaan

half the rat. ol

B. B.,ami South
Freight for
oy connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TUN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMl'NOA, Agent
IO Lei, Wharf Bonn
JaHS-l)

eeplldtf

about to move into another house, I ofier
for sale tbe brink house No. 130 Free street.
Ground floor 30 x 60 feet; fifteen rooms besides bath

by S. ITOIJNG Ac CO., Practical Horse
Shoera, JO Pearl St.

one

New York

$8

sailing vessel..
the West by thePenn.

House on Free Street For Sale.

Aadress: LOUIS BAGGER & Co., SoUctlori
Of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building

A whole Night’s rest going and
coining, and avoid contusing
night changes incident to
other lines.

For

House and Land lor $1,200.

Book Binders.

Legations,

enjoy

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance

Boston.

across

Trains leaving Portland at 1.10 p. m. connect will,
ibe Mound Lines tor New York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Mound M learner* in season for Mapper, and

First Class Mtcanmliip*

M/I ’\T I7 XT' to loan on first class Real Estate
lLLv/lX JlJ Jl Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379* Congress Street.
nol8dtf

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
United States Patent Office, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater promptness anddespatch
or a less cost, than other patent
attorneys, who are at a
..stance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
to employ
associate attorneys
We make prclimyary examinations and furnish opinions as to patfree of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are invited to send for
a copy of our
Guide for obtaining Patents,” which
is sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter. We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington, D. C.; the Royal Swedish, Nor*
at Washington; Ron.
wegian, and Danish
Joseph Casey, laic Chief Justice U. S. Courtof Claims;
to the Officials of the XJ. S. Patent Office, ana to Senators ana Members cf Congress from every State.

including Transfer

AKD

dti

llaverhill,

SIX DOLLARS!

Wharfage,

REAL ESTATE.

pany on Commercial Street, on Wednesday, the second day of October next at ten o’clock in the torenoon to act upon the following business, viz:
Article 1st—To hear the report of the Directors.
Article 2d—To choose eleven directors for the ensuing year.
Article 3d—To act upon any other business that
may legally come before them.
WM. H. CONANT,
Portland, Sept. 16, 1878.
sel8d2w
Clerk.

No. Ill

dfcf

jel2

Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad Company are he.eby notified that tho
annual meeting will be held at the office of the Com-

Exchange,

part of city. Ad-

Situated in ths western central
dress L. E. T„ Daily Press Office.

ANNUAL MEETING.

WM.

(formerly

been leased
most reasonable

on

for Lectures, Concerts, Sociables. Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs, &c. Apply at the Hall, opposite
Casco Engine House.
aplCeodtfR. M. BARTON.

28 Exchange Street,

sepl8

TO SMEW YORK

From
From

modern

f>ollars,

Transfers across Boston hotli wavs.

keave each port erery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’j

So

TRY TUC

fn»^nmiMng|it
ir:::”^P©KTIiAND

RAILROAD

Including;

Line.

or

Leave Boston, Lowell and Nashua R. R. Station,
at 8.10 a, m. and 5313 p m., arriving in Port*
m. and 11.00 p. m.

Boston,

land at 1.30 p.

i#.

—

For Eleven

r ^SJLA.l>JEI.FIil A

A

Company in which

EASTERN

LTOT, Bupt.,

PETERS, Gon. Ticket Agent.

BOSTON & MAINE

—

BOSTON & MAINE

of

To Let.

Of this sum $060,277 has been paid in Maine, over
$41,000 timing 1877.

ous

New York & Return

To Let
PHEASANT, sunny, front room, lurnithed
A
unlurnished, at 217 Cumberland Street.
au26

there connecting early same evening with the Pant
and Reliable Mteamera of the Norwich line,

jy1

BO STO ISJ

Rooms to Let.
Over my Shoe Store. Two Front
Parlors witb a Bedroom to each.

j

J. W.

A. R. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

—

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CAKS,

J. M.

o'clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Inmh21dtf

;

connections South and West.
State Rooms secured in advance at 23 Exchange
Street and at Grand Trunk Depot.

day o! hailing until 4

on

Iilnoa !

2ST orwloli

sure

OB

m.

betcbning,

WJEEK*

—

and 6.33 p.

in.

next morning at 6.00 a. m., ah
jI arriving at New York
lowing passengers a whole night’s rest and making

VIA

BOSTON.

Daily.
p.

RATES TO

—

AND

Leaving Grand Trunk K. R. Station, Portland, at
7.30 a. m. ami 1.10 p. m., arriving in Boston at 1.13

AND

Tourist,

KT©wYoris.

On and after Monday, June
3d, the Steamers of the International
Steamship Companv
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on
game days, and Portland the next morning at 5 A,
M. for Boston.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbing ton, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax. N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Snmmerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B.t and all stations on the In-

^"Freight received

BETWEEN

Two Through Trains each Way

P0RTL1ND & WORCESTER

I

AKBAN GKMENT.

TEUpTpER

S5.00 !
NO CHANGE OF CARS
PORTLAND

Great Redaction
IN

Boston and Return

VIA

ON and after Sept. 9th, will leave the
The ONLY LINE rnauins THROUGH
■sit'****'. East side of Custom Honse Wharf tor
CAK8 from Portland to Mound Nteamem
«mmS> Jones and Trefethen’s and Hog Island I thereby avoiding the expense and aunoyauce of a
Landings at 6 30, 8.45,10.45 a. m., 2.00, 3.15. 4.30. 6.10 j hurried and vexatious transfer through Boston incip. m.
seudtf
: dent to all other routes.
Steamboat Express Train with superb Drawing
Koom Car attached, leaves Graud Trunk
K. R. Depot, Portland, at 1.00 p. m., and
I runs directly through via Nashua and AVorces! ter to New Loudon

Eaaipcrt, Calais, St. John, N. If., Annap-

f

|

TO HEW YOKE !

CAPT. C. II. KIKOWETON,

se!4dlw»

Twenty-Three Million Dollars.

servative.

EXCURSIONS.

my20dtf

VIA

Only Six Dollars

comfortable

Steamer

Lowell and Boston
■

5 o’clock,(Sundays excepted.)

at

TO

BOSTON.

(gp-Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. II.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle St.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. n. COYLE, Jr., General Agent,
dec30-76
dti

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

surance

7 o’clock, anil

at

are reminded that they senight’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvienca of arriving in Boston late at

Railroad Wharf.

wjruouraiai

Porlluud,

Passengers by this line

Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday mornings at 4.30
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, usually connecting with Pullman train
and early morning trains for Boston and the West.
The Steamer Lewiston has a large capacity for
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 large airy State
Rooms, including 10 Family Rooms.
For turther particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, uen. Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger*
Portland, May 15,1878.

evening

every

TJie gteamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Cuas. Deeding, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Tueada
and Friday evenings, at
11.13 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt.

_

evening

INDIA WHARF,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK,

dlw*

Stability

every

night.

To Let.
A pleasant tenement ot six rooms
rear ot 80 Clark St.

Having made up your mind to insure, do so now.—
Many instances are known where death has intervened between the dermination and the act. If in
health, to-morrow may not find you so, and you will
be denied the privilege.
Tomorrow: it may not
come. “I cannot afto rd it.”
Then bow can your
family afford to do without it? The very difficulty
that may exist, Is the strongest argument for making
the effort.
This Company, since its organization, has paid in
Insurance on the lives of thoughtful Fathers and
Sons, to those who otherwise would have been left
destitute, the noble amount of over

FRANKLIN WHARF,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

To Let.
CUMBERLAND STREET,

for

cure a

Bepl9d3t*

TO LET.

o’clock,

at lO

For Mt. Desert and Machias.

THREE

engravings,

William E. Chandler has addressed a letter
to the Republicans of New Hampshire, in
which, after setting forth several oauses of dis-

his adherents occupied that at 5 o’clock in the

Policy of Life Assurance is the
Cheapest and safest mode of matting a certain provision for one’s family.
1* is time
oar people understood and practiced more
generally life assurance. Many a widow
and orphan have had great reason to be
of
life
grateful that the advantage
assurance was understood by the husband
aud father.

Eveniug,

$2.50 $2.50 $2.50

Leave Canton at 9.25 a. m., arrive at Mechanic
Falls at 10.55 a. m., Lewiston at 1-MO p. m., and
Portland at 12.35 p. m. Returning, leave Portland
at 1.30 p. m., Lewiston 2.30 p. m Mechanic Falls
at 3.15 p. in., arrive at Canton at 4.45 p. m.
Arrive at and leave Grand Trunk Railway Station
in Lewiston and Portland. Passengers by morning
train from Canton may spend 6 hours in Lewiston or
5 hours in Portland and return the same day.
Close stage connections for W. Sumner, Peru, Dixfield, Mexico, &c.
I. WASHBURN, JR., President.
jy23dtf

THE FIRST-CLASS STAMERS
.I'>1 :u Brooks and Forest City will run alternately as
follows: Leave

touching at Rockland, Camden,
Ijincolnville* Belfast, Mearaport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, \t iuterport and Kluvupdeu. Arriving in Bangor about 10.30 next morning.
Returning, leave
Kaogor every Monday
Wednesday and Friday morning at G
o’clock, arriving in Portland at 5 p. m., connecting
with 5.30 and 6.30 p. m. Express Trains, arriving in
Boston at 9.30 and 10.30. Also with Portland and
Boston steamerB.
Bangor,

i'A

laud, with 2 story house

ated Frank A. McKean as candidate for Governor.
They declare in their resolutions in

favor of their chieftain. During the night
Butler hired all the halls in the city except
that in which the convention was to be held and

Insurance.

tains 8

POLITICAL.

of tne committee as a usurpation aud said
that be would see that all Democrats had fair
play. The Convention was called to meet in
Worcester Tuesday. All the night,before the hotels and streets were tilled with the adherents
of Butler, making boisetrous demonstrations in

Oxford Sts.) a ladies’ steel purse ceutaiuiug
about $15 iu currcucy, gold and silver, a small Key
and a state Fair Excursion ticket irorn Watervilie
and return. A suitable reward will be paid if left at
PRESS Office.
sepl9d3l*

as

money.

tion

Lost.
St. (between Congress and

Small Farm lor

for distribution in like manner by them, and
generally when it is to be used as current

had, majority of delegates to the convention.
The State Executive Committee undertook to
block his game by giving notice that none but
Democrats who proposed to vote for a candidate inside the party would be allowed to sit
in the convention. Butler retorted with a
manifesto iu which be denounced the ac-

of Life

Advantages

Wilmot

on

at Walnut Hill, No. Yarmouth, 12
miles from Portland, and known
SITUATED
the Sam’l
Cbadbourn

bursing officers, to manufacturing and other
establishments, to other banks and bankers,

a

LOST AND FOUND.

126,000,000

sel7dlw

circulation by being furnished to the public dis-

uno

dtf

aug21

oireti.

A circular has been issued by the treasurer
of the United States which takes the place of
all circulars issued concerning the standard silver dollars. It names 129 national banks as the
designated depositaries of the United States to
be supplied by the Treasury upon their application with standard silver! dollars from the
mint free of expense, in accordance with sec
tion 3527 of the revised statutes. It is expected
the coin furnished as above will be put into

aauuui

Girl Wanted.
To do general house work at
320 DANFORTH ST.

LOST:

the

law.

JkUDOUHJi

aug30-tf

0,000,000
33,000,00!)

“

Insnranco.

District.-Ex-

State Treasurer Cardoza of South Carolina is
actiDg as first class clerk in the Treasury department at Washington.-Senator Blaine
delivered an address at an agricultural fair at
Ogdensbnrg, N., Y., last week.-The anni-

Department of Agriculture the condition of the
cotton orop averages GO, against 95 in Angust,
1878, and 8G in September, 1877. The decline
in the condition is not greater than usual and
still leaves a high average vitality to meet the

been preparing to capture the Democratic
nomination for Governor.
By a system of
caucus packing with which he is thoroughly
conversant, he had captured, or supposed he

Assets.

policy.
BKIEF MENTION.

and that
he hag of late been making threats that unless
something was done for him he would make
some disclosures injurious to the Republican
party aud would seek to injure Kellogg person-

The New

AN

ga.OPO.OOD

over

Amount of Income.

parliamentary campaign against

a

Gen. Beauregard has telegraphed to New
Orleans that he will not accept any nomination for Treasurer of Lonisiana. A fusion of
the Nationals and the Republicans were talking
of running him as their candidate.-The
Philadelphia Iron and Steel works which the
strikers prevented resuming operations a week
ago have started up under the protection of the
police.-Uneasiness is felt at Sidney, Neb.,
lest the Cheyennes may combine with Sitting
Bull and give trouble.-The year’s sugar
crop in Cuba amounts to 521,435 tons of which
100.000 were used on the Island, and most of
the balance exported to the United States.45.000 citizens of New York have petitioned
for the indictment of the New York Elevated
railroad is a public nuisauoe.-Collector
Woodcock of Nashville, Tenn., has received a
letter aunouncing the destruction of one of
the largest illicit distilleries yet found in that
district. It is a still of 490 gallons capacity
and distillery apparatus valued at $10,000 located near a place oalled Sueaktowa, in a
neighboring county-Col. Henry O. Kent has
been nominated for Congress by the Democrats

drunkard,

September

from Varna reports

convention of delegates,
in the
middle of October.
Twenty-five
million more will be demanded before that
time, and 70 millions more must be voted before the end of the year. The opposition is

nounced as a liar and coward in connection
with the subject of rations donated to the destitute of New Orleans. Kellogg demands an
investigation and says he believes Kells to be a

the

experienced nurse girl to take care of a young
cliUd. Call at No. 603 Congress street on
Tuesdays anil Thursdays, between 2 ana 4 o’clock,
or address MBS. W. T. HOLT, Oak Hill, Maine,

Paid Death and Endowment Claims in 1S77,

“

aad Friday

ONLY

m.

The Fast Steamer CITY OF
RICH MONO, Cavt. Kilby, will
leave Kailroaii Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Wednettday

'MjSK,

Fare Reduced!!

On and after MONDAY, JULY
passenger trains will be run as
follows:
Leave Canton at 5 a. m.f arrive at
Mechanic Falls at 6.40 a. in., Lewiston at 7.50 a. m.
and Portland at 8.30 a. in. Returning, leave Mechanic Falls at 7.15 a. m., arrive at Canton at 8.55 a.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

g-rieg-*?•

PORTLiKD & MINSTER R. R

__

FOR BANGOR.

Wanted.

Largo Ratio of Diridends.
Ron-Forfeitable
Policies.
Insurance at Lowest Cost-

Strength and

in Hungary over the situation in
Bosnia. It is said that the credit of sixty
million florins will not last until tho re-

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

ally.
According to

Wanted
Gentlemen boarders at No. 1G
myrtle St;also table boarders ac>
commodated.
sep!2dtf

Purely Mutual Company.;
Economically Managed.

A

uneasiness

Senator Kellogg, of Louisiana hag sent a
letter to the Secretary ot the Navy enclosing
a letter recently published by Lieut. Commander Kells, in which Kellogg is earnestly de-

and

despatch

Norwich, Conn.
__dim

Bell

Lewis C. Grover, Pres’t.

England.

The Austrians have captured Gonatz on the

New* for the week endiug Wedneaday Night, Kept. IStli.

blackguard, gambler

to

complete history

n

Henry UIH Publishing Co.

both of which points differences now

Save.

[From the Maine State Press of September 19th,

of Seven

on

exist.
The Fanfulla of Rome makes the sensational
announcement that the basis of a new treaty
has been arranged between Turkey and England by which the protectorate over Egypt is

the bins should not be so deep—not lover
three feet—to produce warmth and cause
them to sprout. When stored in the field,
straight trenches are dug, say twenty feet in
length and four or five in width, which are
filled to the depth of three feet with potatoes,
then well covered with straw, on top of which
put eighteen or twenty inches of earth. In a
pit about twenty feet long, there Bhould be
about three gas escapes or ventilating openings, which should be plugged with straw and
covered with a board, set at an angle to turn
the rain. If in cellars, barns or otherwise,
the bins should be covered with rugs, old
carpetings or straw. Those intended to be
kept for late spring sales should be frequently
examined and all sprouts removed; for as
soon as a potato begins to
sprout it loses its
solidity, dryness and quality.

History

the imAmerica, including
Agricultural, mechanical, manufacturing,
mining, Commercial and otherenterpri*eM,
300 Fioeflugi aviugs. No work like it ever
published. Will well at sight. Agents this
Address
in the book tor yon to introduce.
Being

Eight

Glass and stone jars

STEAMBOAT CO.

RAILROADS.

RECEIVER.

ARRANGEMENT,

FALL

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

portant iu«tuMtrien of

ORGANIZED 1845.

amount of $100,000
Several lives were lost.
In Virginia and West Virginia the damage
was also serious.

Cultivator.

Rumford Falls and Buck field R. R.

WANTED!

STATES.
HISTORY OF THE UNITED
of all

COMPANY.

several persons killed. At Cleveland the storm
was very severe.
The Cleveland & Pittsburg
railroad lost several bridges. At Erie, Pa.,
Mill Creek rose aud carried away a house on

Several
the bank3 and drowned the inmates
mills, dams and barns were washed away and
■ ailroad traffic suspended by damage to bridges.
At Meadville a creek ruuning through the
heart of the city overllowed its banks, flooding

BOSTON STEAMERS.

1'HE INDUSTHIAI.

pursued but he was armed and
efcaped by firing at his pursuers.

A very severe storm passed over several of
the Western and Southern States last week*
In North Carolina houses were demolished and

PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACDl iS

office of the Portland Water
Company, No. 33 Plum St., Portland*
dtf
eeyl4

AGENTS

the robbers was

Goodrich aud red peachblow coming
next in the matter of prolificness, the early
rose, however, maturiug earlier than all
other kinds. A potato better kuowu in New
York state as “Breese’s Peerle«s,”has beeu
kuowu to yield at the rale of 100 barrels to
the acre; and the “Ilarrison,” sixty-six barrels to the acre. The Chili white has been
known to produce 114$ barrels to the acre.
In comparing the different varieties of potatoes a good deal of allowance must be made
respecting the kiud of soil, the kind of weath
er, the kiud of manure and the kiud of attention shown in their cultivation, in order to
arrive at a true test of the comparative merits of the various kinds of potatoes.—Ameri-

RAD,ROADS.

NEW BOOK INPRES8

at Wilton was broken into
Thursday, the safe blown open and $00 worth
of gold pens and $175 in cash stolen. One of

early

STEAMERS.

at tho

APPLY

postoffice

The

STEAMERS.

_WANTS.

Benefit 50 Laborers Wanted

Mutual

fifty lives were lost by the
colliery in Ambercombe,

Two hundred and
in the

explosion
Wales.

embraces nearly one-third the ertire yield of
the country. The leading -r principal varieties of potato now includes some eighteen or
tweuty kinds, the early London white and
white peach-blow yielding the largest quantity from a given quantity of seed, aud the

can

AJfD CASUALTIES.

CRIMES

INSURANCE.

*

g

S3

H
Merchants,

Send your
orders for Job Priuting
to the DAILY PKKSS

Job Printing House*
Batiafaetii n guaranteed!
»
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